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Abstract
A Scalable Framework for IP-Network Resource Provisioning Through Aggregation
and Hierarchical Control
by
Chen-Nee Chuah
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering { Electrical Engineering and Computer
Sciences
University of California at Berkeley
Professor Randy H. Katz, Chair

There has been an increasing need to make the Internet architecture capable of
meeting the diverse service requirements of newly emerging applications such as multimedia
conferencing and e-Commerce. This thesis addresses the following question: Is it possible
to deliver latency-sensitive applications (LSAs), e.g., streaming audio and video, with satisfactory quality of service (QoS) in large-scale network without compromising scalability and
bandwidth eÆciency?

Two previously proposed solutions are Integrated Services (Int-Serv) and Di erentiated Service (Di -Serv), but both have their own limitations that hinder their widespread
deployments. Int-Serv requires per- ow signaling and state maintenance at every router
(including edge and core routers) to provide per- ow performance guarantees. The main
weakness of Int-Serv is its complexity that grows with the number of users. Di -Serv, on
the other hand, relies on packet marking at the edge router and class-based queuing at core
routers to provide service di erentiation. Although the Di -Serv packet-level mechanisms
are well-studied, many ow-level control problems and inter-domain resource allocation issues remain unresolved. In addition, existing work have mostly focused on network-level
QoS (e.g., bandwidth guarantees, packet losses and delays) without considering how that
relates to the application-level QoS, which matters the most to end users.
We have proposed an innovative distributed control architecture, the Clearing
House (CH), and a set of adaptive mechanisms to address these issues. Our design rationale
is in uenced by discussions with two major U. S. Internet service providers and driven by a
realistic model of application-level performance requirements. Towards this end, we focus
on Voice-over-IP (VoIP) as an example workload and perform subjective experiments to
quantify the impact of packet losses and delays on perceived voice quality. Our results show
that packet loss rate should be below 1% and per-hop delay should at most be 5 ms to
guarantee high-quality VoIP delivery.
Two key ideas that contribute to the scalability of our CH architecture are: aggregation and hierarchical control. Our approach exploits the inherent hierarchy of the
Internet structure and peering relationships between ISPs. In our model, various basic
routing domains are aggregated to form logical domains (LDs), which can then be aggregated to form larger LDs and so forth. This introduces a hierarchical tree of the LDs, and
a CH-node is associated with each LD. This hierarchical tree of CH-nodes forms a \virtual
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overlay network" on top of existing wide-area network topology. The processing load and
state maintenance required to manage an entire ISP domain are now distributed to various
CH-nodes at di erent levels of granularity.
The CH-nodes establish bandwidth reservations on intra- and inter-domain links
for aggregate traÆc (trunk), rather than individual ows, so that no per- ow management
is required at any routers. We approximate the arrival process of trunks as Gaussian,
and measure their corresponding mean, , and variance,  , during a chosen measurement
window. Aggregate reservations are set up based on the measured , , and the QoS performance goal (e.g., tolerable loss rate). Using VoIP as an example workload, our simulations
show that this technique can achieve a loss rate of 0.12% with only 8% over-provisioning.
In addition to resource reservations, two other essential resource control tasks
within CH are admission control and traÆc policing. Admission control is necessary for
limiting the usage of resources by competing ows, while policing is useful for detecting
and penalizing malicious ows (i.e., ows that violate their allocated share of bandwidth).
For scalability, per- ow admission control is only performed at ingress points of an ISP
domain, but it should consider the network-wide congestion level in estimating the impact
of admitting new ows. Our scheme, TraÆc-Matrix based Admission Control (TMAC),
addresses this problem by leveraging the knowledge of the traÆc distributions within an
ISP and the link capacity constraints to compute the admission thresholds at ingress routers.
Our simulation results show that TMAC can achieve 97% utilization level with less than
1% packet loss rate, which is suÆcient for most voice applications.
We have also designed a scalable mechanism, called MDAP (Malicious Flow Detection via Aggregate Policing,) for detecting and policing malicious ows without keeping
per- ow state at any edge routers. MDAP aggregates admitted ows for group policing
without compromising the ability to identify individual malicious ows when necessary.
The key insight behind MDAP is a coordinated way of assigning a unique ow-identi er
F id to every ow based on its ingress and egress point. As a p
result, the amount of state
maintained by edge routers can be reduced from O(n) to O( n), where n is the number of admitted ows. We study the performance and robustness of MDAP through ns
simulations. Our results show that we can successfully detect a majority (64-83%) of the
malicious ows with almost zero false alarms. Packet losses su ered by legitimate ows due
to undetected malicious activity are insigni cant (0.02-0.9%). The average detection time
for correctly identi ed malicious ows is less than 1/10 of the average ow lifetime.
From the above discussions, we concluded that the CH architecture is capable of
satisfying the QoS objectives of LSAs (e.g., < 1% loss rate and 150 ms delay) by exploiting
statistical techniques and real-time traÆc measurements. We evaluate the practicality and
deployment issues of our approach through a lab prototype using VoIP as an example
workload. Our implementation experience indicates that CH mechanisms introduce very
minimal (at most 5%) processing overhead to an edge router.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The startling growth of Internet and the exibility of IP-based packet switched
networks have expedited the convergence of data communications (packet switched), and
voice- and video-based communications (traditionally circuit switched) into a single "IPbased" core architecture. We envision that the future infrastructure should be capable
of interconnecting heterogeneous networks (both xed and mobile, high and low bandwidth) and supporting a wide range of applications. Besides data transactions such as web
sur ng and e-commerce, the Internet today has been experiencing growth in audio and
video streaming with the emergence of multimedia tools like Netmeeting and CuSeeMe,
and Internet-telephony companies such as Dialpad.com. However, the existing Internet
only o ers a single best-e ort class of service without any guarantees on delay variation,
packet losses or available bandwidth. This can adversely impact the end-to-end performance
of real-time applications. Clearly, the time has come to reexamine the design of Internet
architecture.
Internet Scaling Challenges

More intelligence is needed in the Internet infrastructure to make it capable of
providing di erent levels of performance assurance, e.g., guaranteed bandwidth and packet
delivery within a delay bound. Nevertheless, any such research or implementation e orts
are faced with the following challenges:
 Scale in Number

The tremendous Internet growth over the past few years makes its scalability a crucial
problem for network designers. The number of hosts advertised in the Domain Name
Service (DNS) has more than doubled in two years, from 53 million in January 1999
to 110 million in January 2001 [1]. In the same time span, the number of users online
worldwide increases from 150 million to 407.1 million [2]. Therefore, the feasibility of
a QoS mechanism depends on whether it can scale well under unpredictable growth.

 Growth in Heterogeneity

The scalability concerns are multi-dimensional, not just an issue of \number". The Internet carries traÆc generated from a variety of applications with di erent traÆc char-
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acteristics and performance requirements, running on alternative hardware/software
platforms. Users are connected via heterogeneous access networks, using devices that
di er in capabilities. For example, Table 1.1 compares the traÆc behavior and QoS
requirements between the traditional data applications and emerging multimedia applications.
Applications
Electronic mail (SMTP)
le transfer (FTP)
remote terminal (Telnet)
HTML web browsing
Client-server
E-Commerce
IP-based voice (VoIP)
Real Audio
Streaming Video

TraÆc Behavior
Small, batch le
tranfers.

QoS Requirements
Very tolerant of delay.
Bandwidth requirement: Low.
Best e ort.
A series of small,
Tolerant of moderate delay.
bursty le transfer Bandwidth requirement: Varies.
Best e ort.
Many small two-way Sensitive to loss & delay.
transactions
Bandwidth requirement: Low to moderate.
Must be reliable.
Constant or
Very sensitive to delay & jitter.
variable bit rate
Bandwidth requirement: Low
Requires predictable delay & loss.
Variable bit rate
Very sensitive to delay & jitter.
Bandwidth requirement: High, variable.
Requires predictable delay & loss.

Table 1.1: Heterogeneous traÆc behavior and QoS requirements of Internet applications.
 Distributed Internet Administration

The decentralized control of the Internet poses another technical challenge in providing end-to-end QoS. Privatization of the Internet, which was originally funded
by DARPA/government, introduces separate and independent administrative or operational domains. These private organizations that operate the di erent networks
and provide end users with access to the Internet are referred to as Internet Service
Providers (ISPs). Due to time and market pressures, ISPs and equipment vendors
seldom invest in developing infrastructures for the long term. Since the Internet
technology was not originally designed to operate over separate domains, many interoperability issues remain unresolved. End-to-end QoS can truly be achieved only if
there is a reliable and eÆcient way to manage inter-domain resource allocation and
SLA negotiations.

 Performance vs. EÆciency Trade-o s

Many QoS solutions involve many trade-o s, which often re ect the con icting interests among the di erent participating organizations and entities (e.g., ISPs, transit
providers) that constitute the networks. For example, network operators would like
to admit as many users as possible to increase the network utilization level and pro t,
but by doing so, they might not be able to provide per-session performance guarantees
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required by end-users.
1.2 Problem De nition
This dissertation attempts to answer the following question: Is it possible to pro-

vide end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) without compromising scalability, exibility and
bandwidth eÆciency of the current Internet infrastructure?

Statistical Quality of Service (QoS)

The term \Quality of Service" can mean many di erent things, e.g., low latency for
Internet telephony; guaranteed bandwidth for streaming audio/video; predictable delivery
for collaboration services through interactive Web applications; protection against competing users (e.g., network control for di erent grades of service); and higher expectations (e.g.,
minimum guarantees on service quality).
In short, QoS can be de ned either at the application level or the network level:
 Application-level QoS characterizes how well user expectations are satis ed, and are
usually subjective, e.g., clear voice, jitter-free video, etc.
 Network-level QoS refer to tangible measurements such as controlled latency, available
bandwidth, packet loss rate, etc.
The relationship between the application and network-level QoS is not always
straightforward, and is often neglected in the previous work. In this dissertation, we attempt to understand how the application-level QoS can be translated to network-centric
parameters by analyzing VoIP as an example workload. Our ndings are summarized in
Section 1.4.2. Let us emphasize that our goal is to achieve statistical QoS, e.g., packet loss
rate at 95 percentile or at most 150 ms end-to-end delay, but not hard guarantees, e.g.,
dedicated bandwidth per-session.
QoS Control Mechanisms

There are currently two approaches to enhance QoS over the Internet. The rst
relies on application-level QoS mechanisms to improve QoS without making changes to the
network infrastructure. This includes modifying the application implementations to make
them more adaptive to variations in packet delays and losses, e.g., various reconstruction
methods at the Internet audio receiver [3], forward error correction (FEC) [4] and new
transport protocols such as RTP/RTCP [5]. This class of mechanisms is out of scope of
this dissertation.
The second approach tries to modify the network implementation to provide variable grades of service with some performance guarantees to a heterogeneous mix of Internet
ows. There are ve crucial components in an architecture that supports QoS:
1. QoS Speci cation The various network components must agree upon a universal way
to (a) de ne the various service classes or performance guarantees that the network
can provide, (b) specify QoS requirements and/or traÆc characteristics of individual
ows, and (c) map the individual QoS requirements in (b) to the service levels de ned
in (a).
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2. Resource Management and Admission Control Certain control mechanisms are
needed to allocate adequate resources to di erent service classes and limit the volume
within each class, e.g., reservation protocols, capacity planning techniques, etc. The
network must determine which resource reservation requests to grant or deny based
on the current status of the network. If the admission control policy is conservative,
better QoS guarantees are given to network clients, but fewer of them can be supported
at the same time, leading to ineÆcient utilization of resources.
3. Service Veri cation and TraÆc Policing There must be some means to verify
that the admitted ows truly receive the performance guarantees promised by the
network. At the same time, admitted ows must comply to their allocated bandwidth
share and should be penalized otherwise.
4. Packet Forwarding Mechanisms Packets need to be sorted to their corresponding
classes/queues and treated di erently based on their QoS requirements. There has
been an enormous research e ort on this topic, including packet lters, traÆc shapers,
schedulers and bu er managers.
5. QoS Routing The basic function of QoS routing is to nd a network path which
satis es the given QoS constraints, e.g., with suÆcient bandwidth or minimal delay.
QoS routing has been extensively studied, originally in the context of ATM and later
in IP networks.
The QoS speci cation and packet forwarding mechanisms (No. 1 & 4) have been
widely studied, and are moving quickly through the Internet standardization process [6].
Recently there is renewed interest in assessing the impact of deploying QoS routing protocols
in IP networks [7, 8], which has attracted much debate. However, we will not further
discuss these three topics in this dissertation. The second and third components (Resource
Management and TraÆc Policing) involved session-level control and have remained as open
research topics; this dissertation focuses on these open issues.
In a nutshell, this thesis addresses how to provision IP-network resources properly so that latency-sensitive applications can deliver streams with predictable QoS. The
proposed architecture and mechanisms must scale well with respect to the rate of Internet
growth, and modi cations to the network infrastructure should incur minimal overhead.
Our contributions and results are summarized in Section 1.4.2.
1.3 State of the Art
Today, the most common approach deployed by Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
to provide quality of service (QoS) is to over-provision and over-engineer their operational
networks. This is an expensive and ineÆcient solution since it can take up to six months from
planning the upgrade, to adding a new ber and/or equipment and having the operation
of the entire network fully tested. In addition, some of the links are at most 10% or 20%
utilized due to this conservation approach. On the other hand, the end-to-end support
is achieved by concatenation of bilateral peering agreements with neighboring ISPs. Such
agreements describe the volume of traÆc exchanged between the two networks, but the
o ered performance assurance is very vague and usually not veri ed.
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Some ISPs o er Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) [9], as an alternative to private
leased lines, to connect private corporate networks over the shared public Internet. Corporations have turned to VPN solutions to build a secured wide-area network (WAN) that can
deliver performance and manageability to their various sites scattered around the country.
VPN customers require, at a minimum, a predictable performance over VPN's secure tunnels, which is usually speci ed in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs). An SLA [10, 11]
is a contract between the service provider and the customer that speci es the maximum
packet transmission rate promised by the customer, and the desired service level in terms
of delay, throughput, and loss characteristics. SLAs have traditionally focused on backbone performance, such as backbone/network availability, maximum or average delay, and
mean time to notify customers of an network outage. Unfortunately, such coarse-grained
guarantees do not re ect end-to-end performance of individual applications. In addition,
VPNs can only provide guarantees for traÆc traversing within the same ISP, and further
development is needed to extend VPNs across multiple ISP domains.
1.3.1 Re-engineering the Internet

In recent years, there has been considerable research focused on extending the
Internet architecture to provide better quality of service (QoS). Two major classes of approach that have been proposed to the IETF are: Integrated Services (Int-Serv) [12, 13]
and Di erentiated Services (Di -Serv) [14, 15].
Integrated Services (Int-Serv) with RSVP signaling [16] introduces end-to-end perow reservations, such that each ow is guaranteed a certain amount of bandwidth at each
router along its path from the source to the destination. However, this approach requires
maintenance of individual ow states in the routers, and its signaling complexity grows with
the number of users. As a result, such architecture may not scale well.
Di erentiated Services (Di -Serv), on the other hand, relies on packet marking
and policing at the access or edge routers and di erent per-hop behaviors (PHB) [17, 18]
at core routers to provide service di erentiation to aggregate traÆc. Edge routers (ERs)
are boundary points at which a ow enters or leaves a Di -Serv domain, while core routers
(CRs) are internal routers within the domain. ERs may need to modify individual packets
to ensure backward compatibility with external networks that do not support Di -Serv.
There have been comprehensive studies on the Di -Serv packet forwarding mechanisms,
such as scheduling, shaping, queue management, etc., but the understanding of the control
framework at the session level is still relatively limited.
Recent proposals use agents known as bandwidth brokers (BB) [19, 20] to allocate
preferred service to users as requested, and for con guring the network routers with the
correct forwarding behavior for the de ned service. BBs act as resource managers that
provision resources at domain boundaries and negotiate SLA parameters with neighboring
domains. An initial evaluation of bandwidth broker signaling can be found in [21]. However,
it remains unclear how a BB computes the amount of resources needed for a service type,
and how traÆc uctuation is re ected in the end-to-end resource allocation over multiple
domains.
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1.4 My Thesis: Scalable, End-to-end Resource Provisioning
In this dissertation, we propose a new control architecture to regulate end-to-end
resource provisioning over IP-networks in a scalable manner. Such a control architecture is
an essential component for delivering QoS and coordinating network management policies
in the Internet [22], but it has not been well-studied.
We adopt the Two-Tier resource management model presented in [20], which
breaks the problem down into two sub-problems:
1. Inter-domain: Design an architecture to provision resources at an aggregate scale
across multiple domains.
2. Intra-domain: Design and develop mechanisms to manage intra-domain resources.
The QoS of delivered streams is usually limited by the bottleneck bandwidth along
the path in the edge domains. Besides the inter- and intra-domain resource allocation in
the backbone, we need to address the following issues at the edge domain:
 Admission control, which is necessary for limiting the usage of resources by competing
ows.
 TraÆc policing, which is useful to ensure that each admitted ow only uses its allocated share of bandwidth.
In proposal [20], a BB is associated with each domain to manage the internal
resources and allocate inter-domain resource agreements. We expand on this model [20]
and introduce a hierarchical control architecture, called the Clearing House, to distribute
the various states and resource management tasks to di erent nodes.
1.4.1 Basic Assumptions








We make the following assumptions:
We consider only two QoS classes: Best-e ort and High priority. Examples of high
priority traÆc are latency sensitive applications (LSAs) such as streaming video and
audio. Adequate resources must be allocated to this class of traÆc to meet the delay
and loss requirements. Traditional data transactions, e.g., FTP, e-mail, are carried as
Best-e ort traÆc.
Since the two QoS classes must co-exist, we need to strictly limit bandwidth allocated
to the high-priority traÆc so that it does not \starve" the best-e ort class. Only
high-priority traÆc is admission-controlled.
The networks are capable of providing at least two di erential service levels and
Di -Serv primitives such as packet marking, classi er, leaky bucket policer, and ratecontrolled priority scheduling [23].
Every routing domain has the capability to monitor and collect statistics of incoming
and outgoing traÆc.
Control paths (e.g., reservation requests) and data paths are separated. Control
messages are sent as UDP message in the high priority class.
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1.4.2 Contributions

This dissertation's proposed framework attempts to provide better end-to-end
QoS, as o ered by stateful networks (e.g., Int-Serv), while maintaining scalability and robustness found in stateless network architecture (e.g., Di -Serv). Our speci c contributions
are:
 Workload Modeling

First, we have developed a realistic model of the performance requirements of LSAs
to drive the evaluation of our proposed architecture and resource control mechanisms.
Using Voice-over-IP (VoIP) as an example workload, we performed subjective experiments to quantify the impact of packet losses and delays on user perceived voice
quality. We found that loss rates within 1-2.5% are tolerable, but received voice
streams become incomprehensible when more than 4% of the packets are lost. To
be conservative, we assume the maximum packet loss rate should be less than 1% to
deliver high-quality VoIP. To represent the diversity of LSA workloads, we collected
70 packet audio traces from a wide range of multimedia applications, including audio/video conferencing, two-way conversations, and distant learning. We used these
traces as traÆc workloads to drive a subset of our simulations.

 Distributed Clearing House Architecture

We have designed a Clearing House (CH) architecture that facilitates intra- and interdomain resource reservations based on statistical estimates of aggregate traÆc over a
particular link. Two key ideas, aggregation and hierarchical control, are employed in
this design that make the CH scalable to a large user base. These are explained later
in Section 1.4.3. We have extensively evaluated the eÆciency and performance of the
CH through trace-based simulation study.

 Predictive Reservations

We have developed and evaluated a predictive reservation scheme that allocates resources in advance based on aggregate statistics of high-priority traÆc. Reservations
are set up for aggregate traÆc, instead of individual ows, so that no individual state
maintenance is required. A Gaussian predictor is used to estimate the required bandwidth based on the aggregate mean and variance of the high priority traÆc over a
particular measurement window. We quantify the performance characteristics of this
approach by applying the predictor to a collection of actual Internet audio traces.
Our trace-based simulations show that predictive reservation technique can achieve
loss rate of 0.12% with only 8% over-provisioning.

 New Service Model: IE-Pipes

We de ne a new service model that treats edge routers (ERs), but not hosts, as
endpoints. ERs are ingress/egress points where traÆc enters/exits the domain. All
high-priority traÆc that enters an ISP at ingress ER-s, and exits at egress ER-d
belongs to the same aggregate denoted as IE-Pipe(s; d).

 TraÆc-matrix based admission control (TMAC)

In our model, per- ow admission control is only performed at the ingress router where
the traÆc enters the domain. We propose a new admission control scheme, TMAC,
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that leverages the knowledge of network-wide traÆc matrix within a domain to determine the admission threshold. A traÆc matrix captures the distribution of aggregate
traÆc demand between every pair of ERs in a network domain, e.g., all IE-Pipes.
Such information allows TMAC to take into account the dynamic uctuations of trafc demands and congestion levels across domains, leading to more eÆcient resource
allocation. Our simulation results show that TMAC can achieve 95% utilization level
with less than 1% loss when a VoIP type workload is considered. TMAC does not
require per- ow signaling or probing into the core network.

 Malicious Flow Detection via Aggregate Policing (MDAP)

We present a scalable mechanism, MDAP, that allows us to aggregate ows for group
policing without compromising the ability to uniquely identify a malicious ow when
necessary. TraÆc policing in the Di -Serv literature usually refers to parameter-based
packet lter mechanisms, which are useful in tracking and shaping per- ow usage.
Here, policing refers to monitoring an aggregate group of admitted ows and identifying malicious ows within this aggregate. The words \malicious" and \misbehaving"
are used interchangeably to describe admitted ows that violate their allocated share
of bandwidth. The key result is that we can detect majority of the malicious ows
without having to keep per- ow state information at the edge routers. Through distributed edge coordination,
the amount of states maintained by any edge router is
p
reduced from O(n) to O( n), where n is the number of admitted ows, while core
routers are stateless.
The choice of MDAP parameters determine the trade-o s among di erent performance
indexes, e.g., non-detection rate and frequency of false alarms. We assume that preserving the QoS performance of legitimate ows is more important than punishing
the malicious ows. Our simulation results show that MDAP can successfully detect a majority (64-83%) of the malicious ows with almost zero false-alarms. Packet
losses su ered by innocent ows due to undetected malicious activity are insigni cant
(0.02-0.9%). The average detection time for correctly identi ed malicious ow is 26.9
seconds, which is less than 1/10 of the average ow lifetime.

 Insights from Implementation Experience

We also seek insights on the issues involved in deploying our proposed QoS mechanisms over the current Internet. Towards this end, we have implemented the additional router functionalities required by the TMAC and MDAP schemes (e.g., traÆc
monitoring and policing, processing and forwarding control messages to LCH-nodes)
on top of the Click [24] modular router. Our experiments show that the addition of
these modules incur minimal processing overhead to an edge router. The maximum
throughput degradation is only 5%. In all our experiments, we observe a minimum
response time of 2:5 ms and a maximum of 7:2 ms at a load of 500 simultaneously
active ows.

1.4.3 Key Design Principles: Aggregation and Hierarchical Control

In anticipation of the growth in the Internet traÆc volume and the resource limitations in the routers and access links, it is crucial that our overlay control architecture
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is scalable and incrementally deployable. The key design principles behind our framework
are:
 Hierarchical control We assume the network is composed of various basic routing
domains, which can be aggregated to form logical domains. These logical domains
(LDs) are then aggregated to form larger logical domains and so forth. This introduces
a hierarchical tree of the LDs and a CH-node is associated with each LD. Individual
CH-nodes are agents that manage aggregate reservations for all the links within the
same domain at a particular hierarchical level. The reservations between neighboring
domains are monitored by the parent CH-node. This hierarchical tree of CH-nodes
form a \virtual overlay network" on top of existing wide-area network topology.
The hierarchical structure allows the CH architecture to eÆciently coordinate distributed decisions to adapt the inter-domain trunk reservations based on predictions
of end-to-end traÆc demand distributions. This leads to manageability in allocating
resources across multiple domains and provides more predictable end-to-end QoS.
 Aggregation In our approach, reservations are set up only for aggregate traÆc and
not for individual ows. Therefore, no per- ow state maintenance is needed. We also
propose to aggregate incoming ows for group policing at the ingress ER, and present
a methodology to assign a unique ow-identi er intelligently such that we can trace
a particular ow when necessary.
 Leveraging traÆc demand predictions Internet data traÆc exhibits burstiness
at multiple time-scales. Although it is diÆcult to predict the bandwidth usage of a
single ow, the behavior of the aggregate traÆc is more predictable. The aggregate
traÆc statistics are useful in estimating future demand for the traÆc aggregate as a
whole. As the number of ows in the aggregate grows, the estimation gets closer to
the actual traÆc demand.
1.5 Dissertation Overview
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews
related work to this dissertation and addresses some of the di erences between previous
work and our approach. We discuss the latest development of the Di -Serv bandwidth
broker architecture, recent research in resource management for virtual private networks,
measurement-based admission control and traÆc policing.
Chapter 3 presents our research methodology and explains how we model the
various workloads that drive the evaluation of our proposed architecture and mechanisms. In
particular, we consider Voice-over-IP (VoIP) as an instant of latency-sensitive applications
and have conducted a subjective experiment to map the packet loss rate to human perceived
quality. This chapter also describes the property of 70 voice traces that were used in our
simulation study. These traces were collected from various Internet multimedia applications.
Chapter 4 provides a high level architectural view of the distributed Clearing
House, and discusses how our design choices are in uenced by some observed properties
and economic models of the current Internet infrastructure. We provide an illustration that
explains how the CH-architecture can be deployed within an ISP domain and in multipleISP Scenario.
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Chapter 5 describes how we leverage the predictability of aggregate traÆc demand
to set up and adapt intra- and inter-domain trunk reservations. We present a thorough
evaluation of our Gaussian bandwidth predictor using both simulated traÆc and real voice
traces. We also explore the robustness of the Gaussian predictor with respect to traÆc variability and measurement window. Our results show that we can achieve less than 1% loss
rate with only 8% over-provisioning with a 1-minute window measurement. In this chapter,
we propose a new scheme, the TraÆc-Matrix based Admission Control (TMAC), that considers network-wide traÆc demand distributions within an ISP (between each ingress and
egress pair) in making admission control decisions.
Chapter 6 addresses the need for scalable, eÆcient traÆc policing and malicious
ow detection scheme at the edge domains to provide better end-to-end QoS. We extend
the Clearing House architecture by adding traÆc monitors at the edge routers and control
mechanisms, called Furies, near the domain boundaries. To preserve the ability to uniquely
identify a ow, in case it is malicious, Furies explicitly assigns a ow identi er, F id to every
admitted ow. Each F id has two sub elds: F idIn and F idEg. F idIn is assigned based on
the ingress ER of the ow, and similarly F idEg is assigned based on its egress ER. At the
ingress(egress) ER, admitted ows are aggregated based on their F idIn(F idEg) for group
policing. The fact that each ER maintains only the aggregate state for each group, identi
ed
by F id sub elds, is crucial for the reduction of state information from O(n) to O(p(n)),
where n is the number of admitted ows. The details of the malicious ow detection scheme
are described in this chapter.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
There has been a wide spectrum of work during the last decade on Quality of
Service (QoS) control and management in packet switched networks. This chapter only
presents a survey of related work that serves as background to our research. In particular,
we will survey recent development in: QoS control and router mechanisms in Section 2.1,
resource provisioning techniques and bandwidth brokering architecture in Section 2.2, admission control based on passive measurements and active probings in Section 2.3, and
traÆc policing in Section 2.4. We will also discuss how our proposed architecture and
mechanisms are distinct from or in uenced by these prior e orts.
2.1 QoS Control in Packet Networks: An Overview
The emergence of IP telephony, video conferencing and other applications with
very di erent throughput, loss and delay requirements are calling for substantial changes
in the Internet infrastructure that was originally designed to o er a single, best-e ort level
of service. Providing di erent levels of service in the network requires new QoS control and
management capabilities, which can be classi ed along two major axes: data path and control
path. Data path mechanisms are responsible for classifying and mapping user packets to
their intended service class and enforcing the treatment (e.g., amount of resources consumed
or delay experienced) received by each service class. Control path mechanisms allow the
users and the network to agree on service de nitions. They are also needed to determine
which users to grant service to, and appropriately allocate resources to each service class.
The QoS mechanisms discussed in this section have largely been proposed for the IP layer
(Layer 3) and developed to be application independent.
2.1.1 Schedulers and Bu er Management

Data path mechanisms are basic building blocks in a QoS-aware infrastructure.
They control how packets access network resources, such as bu ers and bandwidth, to
provide service di erentiation. The two corresponding mechanisms that have been longstanding research topics are (a) scheduling algorithms and (b) bu er management schemes,
respectively. Scheduling mechanisms control which packets are selected for transmission on
the link, while bu er management schemes decide which packets can be stored or dropped
as they wait for transmission.
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G. Apostolopoulos et al. reviews the di erent scheduling and bu er management
schemes in [8] and discusses their associated trade-o s in terms of fairness, isolation, eÆciency, performance and complexity. For example, Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [26] and
its many variants provide rate and delay guarantees to individual ows, while class based
scheduling mechanisms, e.g., CBQ [27] provide aggregate service guarantees to the set of
ows mapped into the same class. The ner granularity of per- ow information required for
the former case comes at the cost of greater complexity. Examples of bu er management
schemes include: First Come First Serve (FCFS), Early Packet Discard (EPD) [28] and
Random Early Drop (RED) [29].
2.1.2 QoS Control Architecture

There are two major approaches currently under development in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) : Integrated-Services (Int-Serv) [12, 13] and Di erentiatedServices (Di -Serv) [14, 15].
1

Integrated Service

The philosophy behind Int-Serv is that routers must be able to reserve resources
for individual ows to provide QoS guarantees to end users. Int-Serv QoS control framework
supports two additional classes of service besides "best e ort: (a) Guaranteed service [30]
and (b) Controlled-load service [31]. Guaranteed service provides quantitative and hard
(deterministic) guarantees, e.g., lossless transmission and upper-bound on end-to-end delay.
This is useful for hard real-time applications that are intolerant of any datagram arriving
after their play-back time [32]. Controlled-load service is intended to support a broad class
of applications that are highly sensitive to overloaded conditions. It promises performance
as good as in an \unloaded" datagram network, and provides no quantitative assurance.
Both services must ensure that adequate bandwidth and packet processing resources are
available to satisfy the level of service requested. This must be accomplished through active
admission control. The following are the various Int-Serv components that are needed to
provide end-to-end QoS, and many research contributions have been made to de ne their
functionality and study their implementation issues:
 A signaling protocol to set up and tear down reservations, e.g., Resource ReSerVation
Protocol (RSVP) [16].
 An application-level interface (API) for applications to communicate their QoS needs,
e.g., Unix RSVP API (RAPI).
 Per- ow scheduling in the network (e.g., WFQ [26]).
Unfortunately, Int-Serv faces other challenges that make immediate deployment
infeasible. The increase in per ow state maintenance at routers is proportionally to the
number of ows. This incurs huge storage and processing overhead at routers, and therefore
does not scale well in the Internet core backbone. In addition, RSVP/Int-Serv Model needs
2

1
2

http://www.ietf.org/

The technical standard of Resource ReSerVation Protocol API (RAPI), developed by the Open Group,
is available at http://www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9619099/toc.htm.
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to work over di erent data-links such as Ethernet, and ATM. Therefore, mechanisms to
map integrated services onto speci c shared media are needed.
Di erentiated Service

Di -Serv, on the other hand, aggregate multiple ows with similar traÆc characteristics and performance requirements into a few classes. This approach requires either
end-user applications, rst hop routers or Ingress routers (interface where packets enter an
administrative domain) to mark the individual packets to indicate di erent service class,
e.g., low delay, high throughput, etc. Currently this QoS information is carried in band
within the packet in the Type of Service (TOS) eld in IPv4 header or Di erentiated Service (DS) eld in IPv6 [33]. The backbone routers provide per-hop di erential treatments
to di erent service classes as de ned by the Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs) [34]. Two service
models have been proposed: assured service [17] and premium service [18]. Assured service
is intended for customers that need reliable services from service providers. The customers
themselves are responsible for deciding how their applications share the amount of bandwidth allocated. Premium Service provides low-delay and low-jitter service, and is suitable
for Internet telephony, video-conferencing and for creating virtual lease lines for Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs).
Di -Serv approach has several advantages over Int-Serv:
 Di -Serv is simpler than Int-Serv and does not require end-to-end signaling.
 Di -Serv is eÆcient for core routers since classi cation and PHBs are based on a few
bits rather than per- ow information. Since there are only a limited number of service
classes indicated by the TOS eld, the amount of state information is proportional to
the number of classes rather than number of ows, and therefore Di -Serv approach
is more scalable than Int-Serv.
 Di -Serv requires minimum change to the current network infrastructure. End hosts,
routers or rewall can mark packets while intermediate routers/switches can employ
active queue management to provide service di erentiation based on bits in the packet
headers.
Although ow aggregation improves scalability in Di -Serv, it becomes unclear
what level of statistical guarantees Di -Serv can provide to individual ows, and if there
exist such "guarantees" at all. In [35], Bolot analyzes the performance of two Di -Serv
service models: assured service and premium service. Several studies [36, 37] examine the
loss and/or delay behaviors of Di -Serv architecture using a variety of traÆc models.
2.1.3 The Big Picture

Figure 2.1 shows how the Internet infrastructure is evolving. While smaller-scaled
local networks might be able to support RSVP signaling and per- ow queuing as in IntServ, we envision that the backbone will be more likely to provide coarse-grained service
di erentiation as in Di -Serv approach. In this model, the heterogeneous devices and access
networks are connected to the backbone through boundary routers, or edge routers (ER),
which will mark the TOS or DS eld value of the packets accordingly.
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Figure 2.1: Distributed administration of Internet infrastructure with multiple ISP (Internet
Service Provider) domains and heterogeneous access networks.
We adopted the Di -Serv approach that separates data path mechanisms from
admission control and resource allocation mechanisms that belong to the management plane.
The network is viewed as a collection of various domains based on administrative boundaries,
e.g., an organization's Intra-net or an ISP makes a domain. At domain boundaries, servicelevel agreements (SLAs) are made regarding to the amount of resources allocated to traÆc
that cross domains. A Service Level Agreement (SLA) also refers to the contract between
a service provider and a customer. In this case, the SLA speci es a xed peak bit rate,
which the customer is responsible for not exceeding. All excess traÆc is dropped. For better
link utilization, dynamic SLAs should be supported so customers can request bandwidth on
demand. However, the proper con guration of Di -Serv mechanisms and traÆc handling
within each domain cannot work in isolation to achieve predictable end-to-end service model.
They must be coordinated in a scalable manner across many devices in multiple domains
to provide useful end-to-end services.
Figure 2.2 summarizes the various QoS control components of IP-networks in both
data and control planes. As mentioned earlier, packet forwarding mechanisms (e.g., schedulers and bu er management) have been the subject of various studies while it is within the
last ve years that control architectures such as Di -Serv and Int-Serve are being developed.
We have described some of these earlier works in Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. The rest of this
chapter will survey the related work in the areas of resource provisioning, admission control,
and traÆc policing (the shaded areas in Figure 2.2), which are the focus of our dissertation.
2.2 Network Resource Provisioning

As we described in the previous section, the management plane of the Di -Serv
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Figure 2.2: QoS control mechanisms in both control and data planes.
architecture is a design space that remains to be explored. In late 1997, the concept of
"Bandwidth Brokers" was introduced by K. Nichols et al. in [38] as an entity in charge of
resource management in an administrative domain. The Internet2 QoS working group [39]
has then made an attempt to harmonize the di erent ideas and proposals to de ne a model
of Bandwidth Broker (BB) to be deployed in an inter-domain Di -Serv test-bed called
Qbone [40].
The issues of resource allocation and management are not unique to Di -Serv
architecture. In fact, they are long-standing research topics on their own. Besides discussing
the prior work on Di -Serv bandwidth broker, this section also reviews other resource
management techniques and architecture relevant to this dissertation, including: dynamic
allocation for virtual private networks, capacity planning in telephone networks, advance
reservation techniques, and pricing-based approach.
2.2.1 Di -Serv Bandwidth Broker Architecture

Several bandwidth broker (BB) implementations have been proposed and analyzed
in [19, 20, 21] as a scalable QoS provisioning mechanism over the Di -Serv architecture. A
BB is an agent that performs a subset of policy management functionality, including:
 admission control to limit the number of connection requests based on available resources in the network,
 intra-domain resource allocation to support the QoS services o ered to users, and
con guring routers with correct forwarding behavior, and
 automate inter-domain SLA negotiations.
In [21], the authors presented the broker signaling trade-o s in the context of the
Swiss National Science Foundation project CATI [41], but they do not optimize end-to-end
path selections. The Internet2 QoS working group have been investigating the inter-broker
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signaling to automate the adaptive reservation within and across domains. However, the
BBs are currently con gured manually, and many design decisions remain open.
Terzis et al. proposed a Two-Tier model [20] where resource allocation control
is separated into two level hierarchy: inter-domain allocation and intra-domain allocation
(Figure 2.3). In this case, the Bandwidth Broker has a dual role:
 manages internal resources within each administrative domain, which can be ned
grained (per ow), and
 maintains bilateral SLA agreements with its neighboring BBs to allocate resources to
aggregate traÆc crossing domain borders.
This design re ects today's Internet two-level routing architecture that allows
each Autonomous Systems to freely choose its own routing protocol internally (OSPF [42],
RIP [43], or IS-IS[44]). To achieve cross-domain connectivity, neighboring domains use the
Inter-domain routing protocol BGP [45] to exchange network reachability information.
A simpli ed RSVP is used in [20] as an intra-domain resource allocation protocol
for traÆc between edge routers, and admission control is performed on a hop-by-hop basis.
The inter-domain allocation is adjusted dynamically based on a additive increase multiplicative decrease approach. The reservations are performed locally between two neighboring
domains without re ecting the traÆc and network variation in other domains that lie in
the end-to-end path between source and destination networks. End-to-end QoS support is
achieved through the concatenation of bilateral SLAs and adequate intra-domain resource
allocations.
Discussion

Although we adopt the fundamental principle of the two-tier model for intra- and
inter-domain resource allocation, our mechanisms and emphasis are signi cantly di erent
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from [20] or other BB proposals [40, 41].
1. We introduce a hierarchical structure, called the Clearing House (CH), within each
administrative domain to manage resource allocation instead of employing a single
Bandwidth Broker. The intra- and inter-domain resource control tasks are partitioned
and distributed to various CH-nodes, so that the amount of state maintenance and
processing per node is reduced.
2. Per- ow admission control is only performed by a local resource manager at the edge
(leaf nodes) without propagating the reservation request hop-by-hop across the entire
administrative domain. Our approach considers network-wide traÆc distributions in
choosing the admission threshold, rather than measuring the impact of admitting a
new ow on a single node (ingress point) as in many previous solutions.
3. Inter-domain resource reservations are established in advance based on real-time measurements of aggregate traÆc statistics, rather than the congestion control approach
detailed in [20].
4. We propose a scalable approach to perform traÆc policing and detect misbehaving
ows within each domain, which are not addressed in the previous BB literature.
2.2.2 Virtual Private Networks

The paradigm of allocating resources for traÆc aggregates has also been applied to
managing Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). Reference [46] proposed a service model, called
hose, which speci es the capacity required for aggregate traÆc from one endpoint to the set
of other endpoints in the VPN customer sites. Each hose is associated with a performance
guarantee. The share of resources allocated to a hose is resized based on a set of traÆc
predictors, and the performance of this adaptive scheme is compared to static provisioning
through trace-driven simulations. The authors consider traces of telephone calls over the
AT&T national long distance network as well as data traÆc on a large corporate private
network. Results show that dynamic resizing method achieves a factor of 2 to 3 in capacity
savings on access links over statically provisioned customer-pipes.
However, this work only considers a single ISP scenario. It is important to study
how this technique can be extended to address inter-domain resource allocation in the
case of multiple domains (ISPs). The ultimate challenge is how to provide end-to-end
performance assurance through intelligent coordination of intra- and inter-domain resource
control mechanisms without requiring a complex signaling protocol. Another desirable
property of the solution is scalability with respect to both the number of users and the
number of domains traversed.
2.2.3 Capacity Planning in Telecommunication Networks

The concept of hierarchical databases has long been used in telephone network
switching, and for user mobility management in the PCS network. In both cases, the
sessions are circuit switched or connection oriented, and each session generates a constant
bit rate (CBR) traÆc. The hierarchy of increasingly aggregated ows is common in the
telephone network, but it is based on a xed bit-interleaved digital multiplexing, as de ned
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in the PDH standard [47], e.g., 24 telephone channels are carried at the T1 level (1.544
Mb/s). Each session is assigned a xed time-slice of the resources.
The hierarchical structure of our proposed Clearing House architecture that allocate resources at di erent levels of aggregation is very similar to the telephone network.
However, this dissertation explores a di erent problem space where all the sessions are
connection-less, and individual ows can generate variable bit-rate traÆc (due to compression), which allows statistical multiplexing at the packet level. The CH-architecture
aggregates call requests and perform admission control decision in real-time based on the
available bandwidth and network performance. As a result, we see constantly varying statistical multiplexing gains at di erent links, as opposed to a xed multiplexing ratio achieved
in the telephone trunks. In addition, routing (setting up a dedicated circuit) and resource
allocation (allocating time-slice) are tied together in the telephone network when a connection is established. In our case, the two components are separate and we do not provide
establish per- ow end-to-end reservations.
2.2.4 Advance Reservations

The need for advance resource reservation (ARR) has been recognized for applications such as video conferencing where network resources are required at a speci c start
time and for a given duration. Many studies [48]-[51] on this subject focus on performance
modeling of ARR on a single link. The co-existence of immediate and advance reservations
is addressed in [52, 53] where the authors show that network resources can be shared between the two without being pre-partitioned. Immediate and advance admission control
are performed by agents [52] so that reservations can be provided without requiring any
state maintenance at the routers. An important parameter is the lookahead time, the point
at which the agents start making resources available for approaching advance reservations
by rejecting immediate requests. It is assumed that individual users specify the bandwidth
requirement at the time of requests, and for advance reservations, the duration is also
speci ed.
We, on the other hand, consider advance reservation for the intra- and inter-domain
traÆc aggregate, instead of for individual sessions. The advance reservations are established
based on aggregate traÆc measurements without relying on how well individual ows keep
to their bandwidth speci cations.
2.2.5 Dynamic Packet State

I. Stoica et al., have proposed a new architecture called Scalable Core (SCORE) [54,
55] in which only edge routers perform per ow management, while core routers do not. The
authors have shown that a SCORE network can achieve fair bandwidth allocation in [54],
and provide end-to-end per ow delay and bandwidth guarantees (like Int-Serv) in [55]. The
key technique behind SCORE is the Dynamic Packet State (DPS) approach that carries
additional state information in each packet header. The packet header state is initialized
by the ingress routers. The core routers process each packet based on the state carried in
its header, update the state in the packet's header and forward it to the next hop. With
DPS, the actions of edge and core routers along the path of a ow can be coordinated to
implement distributed algorithms that deliver QoS assurance without maintaining per ow
state at the core routers.
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2.2.6 Pricing-based Approach

The Internet access has been predominantly sold based on at monthly rates depending only on the size of access links, not on usage. However, there is a strong motivation
to adopt \usage-sensitive pricing", as advocated by Professor Pravin Varaiya in the INFOCOM'99 keynote lecture:
Flat-rate pricing encourages waste and requires 20 percent of users who account
for 80 percent of the traÆc to be subsidized by other users and other forms of revenue. Furthermore, at-rate pricing is incompatible with quality-di erentiated
services.
Professor Pravin Varaiya, University of California, Berkeley
In fact, the role of prices as essential resource allocation control signals has long
been established. J. Sairamesh et al. proposed a new QoS provisioning methodology based
on mathematical economic models in [56]. They compute the equilibrium prices based
on the user demands, and from this determine the optimal allocation of bu er and link
resources to each of the traÆc classes. Results in [56] are based on a single-node model that
has multiple output links with an output bu er. In another independent work, N. Semret et al. [57] introduce the Progressive Second Price (PSP) auction as a bandwidth pricing
mechanism, and show that it achieves economic objectives (eÆciency and incentive compatibility), while requiring small signaling and computational load. Further studies are needed
to investigate the applicability of these results [56, 57] to large networks, and develop market based mechanisms to admit and route sessions over multiple domains. References [58]
and [59] examine some of these issues. The former [58] considers a game theoretic model of
capacity provisioning in a Di -Serv Internet to maintain stable and consistent SLAs across
multiple networks. The latter [59] introduced a hierarchical economy consisting of two types
of markets (retail and wholesale) and three types of entities (service provider, domain broker, and users). The authors in [59] use retail marker estimation to determine the optical
buying/selling strategies that maximizes pro le while maintaining low blocking probability.
There is also a huge literature on Internet charging and billing mechanisms, mostly
in the context of how users value services and react to price changes. Recently, a large-scale
experiment called INDEX [60] was deployed to test users' willingness to pay for various
Internet access option. The INDEX investigators conclude from the experimental data that
di erentiated services and usage-sensitive pricing would be better for both ISPs and users.
However, the data also shows that metered billing has dramatically decreased usage. A.
Odlyzko [61] attributed this decrease to very strong consumer preferences for simplicity,
especially at-rate pricing. The author's argument is based on an extensive and detailed
analysis of the history of communication technologies reported in [61], including ordinary
mail, telegraph, wired voice phone, cell phone, residential Internet access and private lines.
For example, when AOL switched from usage-based pricing to at-rate pricing in October
1996, the usage per person tripled in a year because the users found at-rate pricing easier to
understand. As a result of the increased usage, the total pro t was greater when AOL used
at-rate pricing as opposed to usage-based pricing. This result indicates that the main
weakness of usage-based pricing is its relative complexity compared to at-rate pricing,
which makes it less attractive to end users.
A detailed analysis of the e ect of the various Internet pricing on user behavior
and network eÆciency is out of scope of this dissertation. We brie y mention recent work on
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pricing here because it provides an orthogonal degree of freedom to achieve Internet service
di erentiation. This thesis mainly focuses on network resource management and addresses
the tradeo s between eÆciency and end-to-end performance.
2.3 Admission Control
Admission control is an essential component of any control architectures providing service di erentiation. It determines whether ows requesting services are accepted
(or rejected) depending on the available network resources to ensure that acceptable QoS
levels are delivered the the admitted traÆc. There are typically two classes of approach:
parameter-based or measurement-based admission control. Parameter-based admission control algorithms are based on worst case bounds derived from the parameters describing
the ow, and are typically more appropriate for providing hard-real time services. Their
e ectiveness depends on the ability to predict the traÆc behavior based on client-speci ed
parameters, and hinges on the ability of the ows to provide the best guesses of what these
parameters are, and their lack of incentives to lie. These algorithms may result in low network utilization if the traÆc is bursty. On the other hand, measurement-based admission
control (MBACs) algorithms base their decisions on measurements of existing traÆc rather
than on worst-case bounds. Therefore, MBACs are best suited for providing soft real-time
service, i.e. an enhanced QoS without hard guarantees.
In our architecture, we chose measurement-based over parameter-based admission
control for two reasons. First, MBACs yield higher network utilization, and secondly it is
diÆcult to describe Internet traÆc with such diversity and unpredictability with a reasonably small set of parameters.
2.3.1 Measurement Based Admission Control

Many algorithms and principles outlined in the MBAC literature apply in our
work, and we de nitely bene t from results in [62, 64, 65] to name a few. L. Breslau et al.
evaluated six di erent MBACs in [62] and results showed that all these algorithms achieved
nearly identical performance in terms of their ability of balance the tradeo of losses (QoS
seen by individual users) and load (network utilization). Their study also revealed the
following insights:
 measurement estimation and admission decision processes can be decoupled for many
algorithms
 Di erences in performance caused by ow heterogeneity should be addressed by policy,
and rather than by algorithmic di erences.
 MBACs appeared to cope well with long range dependence. In some of the simulation
scenarios, they perform better than parameter-based algorithms.
 None of the MBACs evaluated are able to provide reliable performance tuning knobs
that allow network operators to set a target performance level and actually match it.
In [65], the authors implemented and evaluated a new MBAC algorithm that
exploits measured peak rate envelopes of the aggregate traÆc. The \maximal rate envelope"
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is a function of a chosen interval length and captures the temporal autocorrelation structure
of the aggregate ow. The MBAC uses this envelope to bound future packet arrivals, and
ensures that the admission of new ow will not cause any bu er over ow. Packet losses
and delays may occur due to the uncertainty of the prediction. The authors presented
new theory to quantify the con dence level of a schedule-ability condition and predict loss
probability when the condition is violated.
2.3.2 End-point Admission Control

Admission control in the traditional Int-Serv approach requires a signaling mechanism such as RSVP [16] to carry per- ow request to all the routers along the path. The
routers must perform local admission control and keep per- ow state to ensure delivery
of desired QoS. The signi cant burden placed on the routers limit the scalability of this
approach. An alternative solution is end-point admission control where end-hosts probe
the network to check for resource availability before establishing any connections. This is
combined with the course-grained Di -Serv router mechanisms and proper provisioning in
the network to achieve QoS.
Recent proposals on end-point admission control [66]-[72] share similar architectures but di er signi cantly in the control algorithms. Prior to call establishment, the end
host send probe packets at the data rate it would like to reserve. In [66] and [67], all data
and probe packets are indistinguishable, and there is no di erentiation of best-e ort vs.
real-time traÆc. The packets are marked upon congestion (ECN congestion marks) [68],
and ows must pay for the marked packets. In this case, admission control is an implicit
service provided through price discrimination. The schemes described in [69] and [70] use
packet drops instead of congestion marks to indicate congestion, and probe packets are sent
in a separate (lower) priority class than data. The endpoint in [71, 72] refers to the edge
router and not the host. In this setting, edge routers passively monitor paths to derive
better estimates of the current network load. L. Breslau et al. provided a careful study of
the architectural and performance issues inherent in endpoint admission control in [73].
Our proposed framework shares similar features as end-point admission control,
that is the per- ow admission control is only performed at the edge. However, the details
of our scheme di er signi cantly. We do not rely on per-hop signaling protocol or endhost probing to determine whether suÆcient resources are available. Instead we leverage
the knowledge of aggregate traÆc distribution in the ISP domain between di erent ingress
and egress routers to make admission control decisions. The details are discussed later in
Chapter 5.
2.4 TraÆc Policing
TraÆc policing in the Di -Serv literature usually refers to parameter-based packet
lter mechanisms, which are useful in tracking and shaping per- ow usage. In this dissertation, policing refers to monitoring admitted traÆc and identifying malicious ows. We use
the words \malicious" and \misbehaving" interchangeably to describe admitted ows that
violate their allocated share of bandwidth.
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2.4.1 Stochastic Fair Blue

The most relevant work with respect to our traÆc policing mechanism is Stochastic
Fair Blue (SFB) proposed by W. Feng, et al. in [74]. SFB provides a scalable way to
identify and rate-limit non-responsive ows using two independent algorithms BLUE [75]
and a Bloom lter. BLUE is an active queue management algorithm that uses packet
loss and link utilization history to manage congestion. It marks packets in the queue
based on a probability that is incremented when a bu er over ow occurs. The rate at
which it sends back congestion noti cation also increases with the marking probability.
On the contrary, if the queue becomes empty or the link is idle, BLUE decreases this
marking probability. Bloom lters are designed to uniquely classify objects through the
use of multiple, independent hash functions. They are commonly used in word processing
software applications as an eÆcient means to do spell checking or web caches to eÆciently
determine the existence of an object. Using bloom lters, SFB is able to classify ows with
an extremely small amount of state and a small amount of bu er space.
The goal of SFB is to manage congestion and enforce fairness among a large number
of ows. The basic algorithm is as follow:
 SFB maintains N  L accounting bins. The bins are organized in L levels with N
bins in each level. There are L independent hash functions, and each is associated
with one level of the accounting bins.
 Each hash function maps a ow into one of the N bins in that level. When a packet
arrives at the queue, it is hashed into one of the N bins in each of the L levels.
 The accounting bins keep track of a marking/dropping probability, pm as in BLUE,
which is incremented when the bin goes above a threshold.
 The decision to mark a packet is based on p , the minimum of pm of all bins to
which the ow is mapped into. If p is 1, the packet is identi ed as belonging to a
non-responsive ow, and is rate-limited.
.In short, SFB can e ectively identify a single non-responsive ow in nL ow aggregate using
O(L  n) amount of state.
The idea of classifying good versus bad (non-responsive in SFB or misbehaving in
our case) ows is similar, but the associated algorithm is di erent. Instead of Bloom lters,
we classify packets into di erent groups for policing based on the Flow-Identi ers (F ids)
carried in the packet header. We employ a set of token bucket lters (TBF) to police the
traÆc, and packets are dropped when the TBFs over ow. Active queue management such
as BLUE is not considered in our scheme. The details of the detection scheme are outlined
in Chapter 6.
min

min

2.5 Summary
Our survey indicates that QoS control mechanisms in the data path have been well
studied. Some of the solutions such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Random Early
Drop (RED) have been implemented in existing routers while other proposals are under
development in the IETF (Section 2.1.1). On the other hand, we have relatively limited
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understanding of the control plane and many open issues remain to be resolved. One of the
challenges is how to coordinate resource allocation within and across multiple domains in a
scalable manner to provide end-to-end performance guarantees. Towards this end, Int-Serv
and Di -Serv have been developed as QoS-aware control architectures but each of these two
solutions has its own limitations that hinder its wide-spread deployment (Section 2.1.2).
Int-Serv, which requires per- ow signaling and state maintenance, does not scale well as
the user population grows. Although Di -Serv approach is scalable, it only manages to
provide coarse-grained performance assurance. In either case, end-to-end QoS is impossible
without inter-domain resource control mechanisms.
The earliest work to address inter-domain resource provisioning issues and attempt
to bridge the gap between Int-Serv and Di -Serv is the Bandwidth Broker (BB) Architecture
(Section 2.2.1). However, the reservation and admission control mechanisms within the BB
proposal only consider local measurements at a single node (ingress router) or between a
single pair of neighboring domains (for inter-domain reservations) and fail to re ect the
traÆc uctuations and congestion levels in other parts of the network.
In this dissertation, we propose a new architecture called Clearing House (CH)
to provision the intra- and inter-domain link capacity to provide statistical QoS such as
maximum packet loss rate and latency. The two key design principles that make CH scalable
are: hierarchical approach and aggregation, which we will explain in detail in the next
chapter. In short, an ISP can be partitioned to several smaller domains, each associated
with a CH-node. The resource control tasks are then distributed to the various CH-nodes
that form a hierarchical tree. The CH exploits the predictability of aggregate traÆc to
establish and adapt intra- and inter-domain reservations while requiring only aggregate
state maintenance. In our model, per- ow admission control is only performed at the
ingress routers, but our algorithm considers network-wide traÆc distribution in making
admission control decisions. We also provide a mechanism to police admitted ows and
detect malicious ows to ensure that the end-to-end performance of legitimate ows is
protected.
Table 2.1 and 2.2 compare how our approach is di erent from the previous work.
The details of the CH architecture and its various resource control mechanisms are presented
in Chapter 4, 5, and 6.
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Table 2.1: Comparisons between the Clearing House approach and previously proposed
architectures.
Proposed
Properties
Scalability
QoS Guarantees
Architectures
Int-Serv
Flat structure.
Limited.
Strong per- ow,
Uses RSVP protocol Per- ow signaling end-to-end QoS.
& soft state approach. & state maintenance
at all routers.
Di -Serv
Flat structure.
Scales well.
Coarse-grained,
Uses DHCP in IPOnly edge routers per-hop performance
headers to indicate
keep per- ow
assurance for traÆc
traÆc requirements. states.
aggregates.
Bandwidth Two-tier model.
Scales well, except Coarse-grained
Broker
One BB per domain for large domains. end-to-end performance
to manage resources. BB & edge routers via concatenating
keep per- ow states. pair-wise SLAs.
Clearing
Hierarhical structure. Scales well.
Statistical end-to-end
House
Edge routers keep QoS, e.g., maximum
aggregate states.
loss rate and delay.
Btw Int-Serv and
Di -Serv.
Table 2.2: Comparisons between our resource control schemes and related work.
Proposed Reservations
Admission Control
TraÆc Policing
Solutions (resv)
(adc)
(tp)
Int-Serv Per- ow, end-to-end
Per- ow and per-hop Per- ow policing
resv via RSVP based
on end-to-end path
at all routers.
on user-speci ed
using worst-case
parameters.
bounds.
Di -Serv Per-traÆc class,
Per- ow, only at
Per- ow policing
via con guring
ingress routers using only at ingress
schedulers like WFQ.
single-node
routers.
measurements.
Bandwidth Per-traÆc class
Per- ow, only at
Not addressed.
Broker
like Di -Serv, and
ingress routers using
through pair-wise SLAs. single-node
measurements.
Clearing Aggregate reservations Per- ow, only at
Aggregate policing
House
for intra- & inter-domain ingress routers using with ability to
traÆc aggregates
estimated network-wide detect individual
based on real-time
traÆc distributions.
malicious ows.
traÆc measurements.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
As described in Chapter 1, the main contribution of this thesis work is a comprehensive study of a lightweight, scalable control architecture built on top of Di -Serv packet
level mechanisms to provide better end-to-end QoS support for latency-sensitive applications. This chapter outlines a set of research methodologies that we follow to carry out our
analysis, speci cally, how we formulate the problems, examine existing systems and evaluate our proposed solutions. Section 3.1 presents the general framework that guides our
study. In Section 3.2, we discuss how we model the various workloads and their performance
requirements that later drive the performance analysis of our architecture. In Section 3.3,
we describe the evaluation methodology: we conducted simulation experiments using both
real traces and generated traÆc, with a range of parameters driven by di erent performance
goals.
3.1 General Framework
Our research methodology is best summarized by Figure 3.1. We follow an iterative
process that comprises the following three phases:
 Analysis

Before we know what constitutes a better QoS control architecture, we rst need to
model the characteristics of typical workloads and de ne their performance requirements. In particular, we focus on the latency-sensitive applications (LSAs) such as
packet audio and video because this type of traÆc require resource guarantees that
are not supported by the current Internet. We will discuss mathematical models that
capture the essence of real Internet workload. We also carry out a survey of prior
work, as reported in Chapter 2, and determine the pros and cons of each approach.

 Design

In our attempt to strike a balance between Di -Serv, which provides di erential treatment to traÆc aggregates, and Int-Serv, which o ers per- ow guarantees, we explore a
new architecture called the Clearing House that combines features of the two previous
approaches. In particular, we implement lightweight session-level control mechanisms
such as resource reservations, admission control and traÆc policing on top of a stateless Di -Serv architecture. The initial design has been continuously re ned based on
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Design new architecture
& mechanisms

Analyze problem space

Analysis

• Clearing House
• Predictive Reservations

Existing Systems

• Model workloads
• Define QoS requirements
• Understand prior work

• Admission control
• Traffic policing

Design
Next
Generation

Evaluation
New Systems

Evaluate & refine solutions
• Trace-based simulation (C, Matlab)
• ns simulation

Figure 3.1: Iterative \Analysis, Design & Evaluation" phases.
discussions with researchers from two major Internet Service Providers that operate
nationwide backbone networks in the United States.

 Evaluation

The performance evaluation of our proposed architecture and algorithms are based
on a combination of trace-based analysis, simulation experiments, and lab prototyping. We used simulations to examine scalability issues, determine the e ect of various
design parameters on system performance, and study the trade-o s involved at various operating points. The same set of experiments are often repeated for di erent
\scenarios", where we vary the network topology, aggregate workload pattern, and
individual source characteristics.
The next section provides detailed discussions on how we model packet audio
applications that represent a typical LSA workload. Section 3.3 describes the general simulation settings but the details of each experiment will be presented in the subsequent three
chapters where the corresponding algorithms and performance results are discussed.
3.2 Workload Modeling
In this dissertation, we consider two basic types of workload: data applications
that can be sent as Best-e ort traÆc, and latency sensitive applications that require resource reservations and are sent as High-priority traÆc. We have chosen Voice over IP
(VoIP) as a representative workload of the latter, because interactive two-way conversations places a much more stringent delay requirements than other LSAs such as playback
video. Section 3.2.1 presents the mathematical model that describes VoIP traÆc. Section 3.2.2 documents the subjective testing and network measurements we carry out to
quantify the performance requirement of VoIP in terms of network centric parameters such
as delay and packet losses.
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Besides VoIP, there are a wide variety of Internet audio applications that are also
latency sensitive, including multimedia conferencing, distance learning, etc. To include
these other applications in our analysis, we collected 70 packet audio traces from technical meetings, broadcasted lectures, and multimedia conferencing sessions. Section 3.2.3
documents the collection and analysis of these traces.
3.2.1 VoIP TraÆc Model

VoIP refers to real-time delivery of packet voice across networks using the Internet
protocols. The rapid growth of IP-based packet switched networks and the overall bandwidth eÆciency of an integrated IP network make it an attractive candidate to transport
voice connections. In fact, multiplexing data and voice results in a better bandwidth utilization than the traditional circuit-switched voice-or-nothing backbone in the PSTN (Public
Switched Telephone Networks), which consists of over-engineered voice trunks. This justi es
looking at VoIP as a workload for future Internet packet networks.
With silence suppression, each VoIP source can be modeled as an on-o Markov
process. The alternating periods of activity and silence are exponentially distributed with
average durations of 1= and 1= , respectively. An exponential variable X has the following
density function:
( ax
> 0; a > 0
fX (x) = ae0; x otherwise

where E [X ] = 1=a and var[X ] = 1=a .
The fraction of time that the voice source is \on" is . We consider an average
talk spurt of 30.83% and average silence period of 61.47% as recommended by the ITU-T
speci cation [76] for conversational speech. In all our experiments, we set 1= and 1=
to be 1.004 s and 1.587 s, respectively. When the source is in the \on" state, xed-size
packets are generated at a constant interval. No packets are transmitted when the source
is \o ". The size of the packet and the rate at which the packets are sent depends on the
corresponding voice codecs and compression schemes.
Let Xi(t) be the instantaneous rate of voice connection i:
(
the source is active
Xi (t) = R0 when
(3.1)
when the source is silent
where R is the voice bit rate (i.e., packet size/packet interval). The rate of transition from
the state of transmitting \0 Kbps" to the state of \R Kbps" is  while the reverse transition
happens at the rate of .
Traditionally voice is Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) [77, 78] at 64 Kbps in the
PSTN. PCM provides high quality reproduction of speech and comparable quality can be
maintained with ADPCM [79]. Recent advances in compression technology have allowed
highly compressed speech (16 Kbps and lower) that o er excellent voice quality in the
absence of packet losses. In our experiments, we assume that the voice source generates
constant bit rate (CBR) traÆc of 80 Kbps when it is \active". We use this on-o Markov
process to generate VoIP traÆc in our simulations (EXP1 model in Section 3.3).
2

+

1

1

Assume 8 KHz, 8 bits/sample PCM codec was used with 20 ms frame per packet. With 12 byte RTP
header, 8 byte UDP header and 20 byte IP header, the size of each voice packet = 20 (header) + 160 (data)
= 200 bytes. The bandwidth required will be (200 x 8) bits/20 ms = 80 Kbps.
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3.2.2 VoIP Performance Requirements

High quality interactive voice imposes many performance requirements on the underlying transport network. For example, one way end-to-end delay should be less than
150 ms to preserve the quality of interactive communication. In a circuit switched network,
propagation delay is the only signi cant component in the one way end-to-end delay. In
addition, this delay is constant component during the entire call duration, and therefore can
be easily controlled. VoIP architecture, on the other hand, introduces new delay components such as: coding/decoding delay, packetization delay, queuing delays at intermediate
routers/switches, and jitter compensation delay introduced by playout bu ers. The multiplexing of VoIP and data traÆc on shared links also introduces packet losses caused by
bu er over ow at congested nodes. Latency and packet losses have adverse impact on the
perceived voice quality, and therefore need to be bounded.
Our goal is to show how high quality voice can be supported with maximum utilization of resources if the network resource is provisioned properly and distributed admission
control is implemented. To achieve this, we need to quantify the performance requirements
of VoIP, by mapping the human perceived voice quality to the more tangible network centric
parameters: packet loss and packet delay. Proper resource provisioning techniques can then
be applied to provide statistical guarantees such as upper-bound for delay or loss pro le.
Delay

In this dissertation, we ignore the delay introduced by the playout bu er. We also
assume that:
 the end-to-end propagation delay is relatively constant and can be easily estimated,
 the sender uses the same codec throughout the call duration, and
 the sampling rate and packet size is xed at the beginning of each call.
Since we are interested in investigating the e ect of bandwidth allocation on voice
quality, we try to segregate the e ects of application-level QoS mechanisms. We assume
that no application-level congestion control or rate adaptation are deployed at the voice
sources. The only highly variable delay component in our model is queuing delay that
occurs due to the multiplexing of voice packets, as well as the integration of voice and data
over a shared link.
In our model, the end-to-end delay for VoIP are broken down to three components:
packetization=transcoding + propagation + queuing delay;
as shown in Figure 3.2.
ITU-T Recommendation G. 114 [80] speci es that one-way transmission time for
connections with adequately controlled echo should be in the 0-150 ms range to be acceptable
for most user applications. We assume PCM transcoding introduces almost negligible delay
if implemented in hardware (0.75 ms). The propagation delay is relatively constant and can
be easily estimated. From [80], Public Land Mobile Systems contribute around 80 - 110 ms
to one-way propagation time. Satellite systems introduce 12 ms at 1400 km altitude, and
110 ms at 14,000 km altitude. Optical ber cable system contributes around 50-60 ms from
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Figure 3.2: End-to-end delay components.
coast to coast in the United States. Assuming it takes 100 ms propagation delay for voice
packets to be transported across the United States, the total queuing delay should be kept
within 50 ms (150ms - propagation delay). Since queuing delay is the only variable part in
our model, we need to budget the per hop queuing delay. From about 50 traceroute [81]
experiments, we found out that there were typically around 8-12 hops between a machines
on the west coast and the east coast. Assuming that queuing delay is almost the same for
each hop, we require the per hop queuing delay to be at most 5 ms and use this upper-bound
to choose appropriate bu er size.
2

Packet Loss

Packet losses can cause further distortion beyond the unavoidable loss of information introduced by speech encoding/decoding and therefore should be minimized. We
consider packet losses that are caused by bu er over ows in routers as well as discarding of
delayed packets in the receiver playout bu er (i.e., if packets arrive at the receiver after too
long a delay and miss the playout time, these packets are discarded and therefore considered
lost). The impact of packet loss on voice quality is dependent on the voice codec used.
In the Fall of 1998, we used Visual Audio Tool (vat) [82] to run a simple subjective
test to map the packet loss rate to perceived voice quality. Vat is a multi-party audio
conferencing tool enabled by IP-Multicast [83]. We consider the following case: PCM codec
with silence suppression, 8 kHz sampling rate, 8 bits per sample (contributing to 64 Kbps
when the source is active), and 20 ms of voice samples per packet.
Figure 3.3 shows the experimental setup for the subjective test. The sound les
of three sentences (about 6 seconds each) from the movie, \A Few Good Men" were down2

Traceroute can be used to display the path taken by packets across network from one host to another host.
This tool works by sending a series of UDP packets with di erent port numbers and TTL (Time To Live).
A list of public servers that o er traceroute query service can be found at http://www.traceroute.org/.
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Figure 3.3: Experiment setup to carry out the subjective test that maps human perceived
voice quality to di erent packet loss rates.
loaded and converted to PCM format with 8 kHz sampling rate. Since these sound les
are in WAV format, we used sndrfmt program to resample the voice at 8KHz and convert
the format to PCM and saved as -law bytes. sndrfmt is a sound utility program that
uses a library of audio hardware and sound- le access functions developed by Dan Ellis at
the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI), Berkeley, CA. The voice samples were
then packetized into RTP [5] packets with 12-byte RTP Header and sent through a simple
network emulation that introduced random packet losses at di erent loss rates, p . The
packets are sent at every 20 ms interval. We ran vat at the receiving machine to listen to a
speci c port and playback the data. The perceived voice quality was scored on a numeric
0 to 5 scales with the following de nitions: 5 = crystal clear, 4 = comprehensible but
less clear; 3 = choppy speech; 2 = harder to comprehend sentences due to noise; 1 = can
comprehend less than 50% of the sentence; 0 = gibberish noise. The same experiment was
repeated for di erent p , which was varied between 0 and 10%.
The result is plotted in Figure 3.4. Results show that the tolerable loss rates are
within 1-2.5% and the speech becomes incomprehensible when more than 4% of the voice
packets are lost. Note that packet voice using Forward Error Correction (FEC) [4] is more
resilient to losses and therefore we would expect the curve to shift to the right in this
case. On the other hand, the quality of voice connection using compressed speech is more
sensitive to lost voice samples, and we expect the curve to shift to the left. The impact
of packet loss on voice quality depends on the codec used, burstiness of losses, and frame
sizes per packet, but this is out of scope of this project. For the rest of our analysis, we set
the upper-bound packet loss rate to 1%, i.e., the QoS requirement is to send high-priority
traÆc from end-to-end with at most 1% loss rate.
3

loss

loss

3

The complete \dpwelib" package that includes sndrfmt and many other utility programs can be downloaded from http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~dpwe/dpwelib.html.
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Figure 3.4: Subjective test results: how packet loss rate a ect perceived voice quality.
3.2.3 Packet Audio Traces

To extend our analysis beyond VoIP, we collected 70 packet audio traces from
a wide range of multimedia applications, including technical conference meetings, weekly
lectures, technical demonstrations and social conversations. Based on these traces, we generate Internet workloads that have diverse characteristics to drive a subset of our simulation
experiments.
These traces are classi ed into the following ve categories according to their audio
content:
 Traces collected from speakers who were giving a lecture or leading a discussion are
classi ed as lecture in classroom type, where the audience (other participants) may
interrupt the speakers with questions, leading to occasionally long pauses in the speakers' voice stream.
 Traces that represent participants who remain silent most of the time except for
occasional questions or technical discussions are classi ed as audience type.
 In a situation where the speakers were participating in a group discussion or multimedia conference calls, the traces may have longer silence periods such as time spent
listening to other participants or looking at a shared media board. These traces are
classi ed as conference call type.
 The traces from pre-recorded technical demonstrations and lecture are classi ed as
pre-recorded speech type.
 Voice traces when two speakers were engaged in social conversations or technical
discussions are classi ed as conversation type.
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Table 3.1: Summary of traÆc traces.
Type
Number Duration Voice Data
of Traces (minutes) (packets, MBytes)
Audience
32
(min) 1.26 616 pkt, 0.21 MB
(max) 123.6 3747 pkt, 1.27 MB
Classroom lecture 11
(min) 4.4 6488 pkt, 2.21 MB
(max) 71.8 100237 pkt, 34.1 MB
Conference call
26
(min) 0.5 528 pkt, 0.18 MB
(max) 108.2 26819 pkt, 9.12 MB
Conversation
24
(min) 1.2 1553 pkt, 0.11 MB
(max) 20.8 4287 pkt, 0.31 MB
Pre-recorded speech 1
6.6
9781 pkt, 3.33 MB
The traÆc traces were generated by the following four sources and the breakdown
of the traÆc is tabulated in Table 3.1.
 CSCW Electronic Classroom

58 traces were collected from a weekly Computer Science graduate-level class, ComputerSupported Cooperative Work (CSCW)[84] over 14 weeks in the Fall 1997. CSCW
experimented with the idea of \Electronic Classroom" that was well-equipped with
collaborative technology such as computers, video cameras, monitors, and a Xerox
Live-Board. The class was held in a small, conference-style room. Some students
would attend the course from their own oÆce using remote collaboration tools (e.g.,
MASH tools like vic, vat and mb). 11 traces are classi ed as classroom lecture, 32 as
audience, and 15 as conference call.

 Research Groups' Multimedia Conferencing

11 traces were recorded from conference calls between professors, sta members, students and industrial sponsors of two research groups during January-September, 1998
and April-December 1999. All the traces are classi ed as conference call.

 Pre-recorded Technical Demonstrations

We include in our analysis voice stream from pre-recorded technical demonstrations
by graduate students, which we classi ed as pre-recorded speech.

 CTS Test-bed with H.323 Gateway

24 traces were recorded from actual telephone conversations between students using
the Computer Telephony Service (CTS) test-bed [85] from January-April 2000, where
calls were made either from computer to computer, computer to normal PSTN phone
or vice-versa via a H.323 Gateway.
All the participants in the CSCW class and multimedia conferencing communicate through three primary kinds of media: video, audio and shared white-board, using
MASH [86] tools: vic, vat and \MediaBoard" (mb), respectively. These applications are
launched on either Window-NT machines or Unix machines running Free-BSD. We are only
interested in the voice packets recorded in these sessions/lecture.
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Trace Processing

The voice traces were recorded according the MASH archive le formats [87, 88].
All data packets of one media type from a single source were stored in one le. Information
such as the media type, the source identity, starting and ending time stamp were contained
in the le header. The sender time stamp, receiver time stamp and sequence number of
each packet were recorded. Voice packets were sent using RTP transmission format and 8
KHz 8 bits/sample PCM codec was used with 40 ms frame per packet. During the \talk"
state, 340 bytes packets were generated every 40 ms (with 12 byte RTP, 8 byte UDP header
and 320 bytes voice data).
We determined the talkspurt and silence periods by examining the interval between sender time stamps and locating gaps that were greater than 100 ms. Since the
smallest meaningful element of speech, the phoneme, has an average size of 80-100 ms, we
interpreted a pause smaller than 100 ms as a stop consonant or a minor break within the
same talkspurt. We only ran statistical analysis on speci c segments of the voice traces
where actual conversations or lecture were in progress, and the rest of the traces were truncated. For example, a speaker sometimes had to restart his/her session because one of the
tools (e.g., vic or \MediaBoard") failed to function. Although the voice packets were still
recorded from the vat session, we truncated the packets recorded during the disruptions.
Section 3.3 will discuss how these traces are used in our simulation study.
3.3 Performance Evaluation
We have designed a new control architecture and resource provisioning mechanisms
to deliver better QoS support to VoIP type workload outlined in previous section. The
following three chapters (Chapter 4, 5, and 6) present the details of our proposed solutions
and the design rationales behind them. To evaluate how well these mechanisms achieve our
goals, we rely on a combination of simulation study and lab prototyping using both realworld and simulated topology. Besides network eÆciency and end-to-end performance, we
explore the architectural, scalability and practicality issues. It is also important to identify
the degrees of freedom we have, e.g., the parameters that tune the several algorithms, and
how they a ect the trade-o s among contradicting performance goals, e.g., individual ow
performance vs. overall network utilization.
3.3.1 Simulation Framework

Since it is infeasible to run large-scale experiments over actual wide-area networks,
we resort to the following simulation experiments that capture the critical aspects of real-life
Internet workloads and router technology:
Trace-based Simulation in C & Matlab

We developed a discrete-time event-driven C-simulator that implements the control
logic of the Clearing House architecture and mechanisms. Two important inputs to the
simulator are workload models and network topology. The arrival rate of the high-priority
traÆc is modeled as an independent Poisson process of intensity  calls per second, and
randomly pick from the pool of 70 traces (Section 3.2.3) to generate individual packet audio
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Figure 3.5: An example topology of a rst-tier IP backbone network in the United States.
streams. We use the topology shown in Figure 3.5, which is an approximation of the AT&T
WorldNet IP backbone as reported in [46].
With this simulator, we explored the eÆciency and robustness of the CH-architecture
in terms of resource utilization, call rejections and reservation setup time. The details of
the experimental settings and simulation results are presented in Chapter 5. We also used
Matlab to analyze the characteristics our proposed reservation scheme based on Gaussian
traÆc predictors.
ns Simulation

To study the packet-level dynamics and further evaluate our system in extreme
cases with diverse types of workload, we ran more experiments using the ns simulator [89].
We constructed an overlay network on top of ns-objects such as nodes and links (implemented in C++), and added session-level control at the tcl level. We added modules to
generate and process control messages transmitted using the ns UDP/IP protocol stack.
To evaluate the robustness of our proposed mechanisms against the diversity of
Internet workloads, we consider four kinds of traÆc source models in our simulations: EXP1,
EXP2, CBR and PARETO. Each of these models has its own distinct statistical properties
and can be used to represent a variety of latency sensitive applications, as discussed in the
following.
1. EXP1 has exponential on and o times as described in Section 3.2.1 with an average
of 1.004 s and 1.587 s, respectively. The peak transmission rate is 80 Kbps, and the
average is approximately 31 Kbps. EXP1 can be used to model voice applications,
e.g., VoIP and audio conferencing, which use silence suppression.
2. EXP2 also has exponential on and o times, but with an average of 100 ms and 900
ms, respectively. The peak rate is increased to 310 Kbps while keeping the average
rate the same as EXP1, leading to a burstier source. EXP2 generates the most bursty
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traÆc among the four models that we consider and can be used to describe other
workloads, such as video streams or multimedia conferencing applications, that have
higher statistical variability than VoIP.
3. CBR is a constant bit rate source of 80 Kbps. Without silence suppression, packet
voice streams can be represented using CBR model.
4. PARETO source has Pareto on and o times and has the same peak transmission
rate (80 Kbps) as EXP1. A general Pareto density function is characterized by a
shape parameter a and a scale parameter b:
aba
xa+1

for x  b:
We set a = 1.5, and b is chosen such that the on and o times have the same average as
EXP1 (1.004 s and 1.587 s, respectively). The aggregation of Pareto sources is known
to exhibit long range dependencies [90, 91]. Hence, we use this model to describe
interactive web applications that possess similar properties.
EXP1, EXP2 and CBR have exponential lifetimes with an average of 300s. The ow lifetimes
of PARETO sources follow a log-normal distribution with average of 300 s.
We used ns to simulate di erent scenarios with these workloads to evaluate the
admission control and malicious ow detection schemes. Results are documented in Chapter 6.
f (x) =

3.3.2 Lab Prototyping

We built a lab prototype of the Clearing House to evaluate certain performance
metrics that could not be accurately quanti ed through simulations. One such metric is the
overhead of implementing the various monitoring and policing mechanisms an edge router.
We extended the Click router [24] to support all the traÆc policing and admission
control functionalities of our architecture. Using this implementation, we measured the performance overhead incurred at an edge router, e.g., the degradation of system throughput.
The current implementation works on Linux 2.2.16 and 2.2.17 kernels. Our architecture
has been Operationally veri ed in our laboratory's test-bed. We will provide an overview
of the implementation and performance measurements in Chapter 6.
3.4 Summary
This chapter gives an overview of our research methodology, including how we
model the workloads of interest and how we evaluate the performance of our architecture
through simulations and lab prototyping. The next three chapter document our technical
contributions, design rationale and lessons learnt.
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Chapter 4
The Clearing House: A Distributed
QoS Control Architecture
The lack of a well-studied policy architecture to regulate network resource provisioning in a scalable manner has motivated our design of a Clearing House (CH) as an
alternative solution. Examples of network resources include link capacity, bu er space,
processing cycles at intermediate routers and storage space. In this dissertation, the word
resource refers speci cally to link capacity (bandwidth). The Clearing House is a distributed architecture that coordinates resource reservations within and across multiple domains based on statistical estimates of aggregate traÆc demand. This chapter focuses on the
CH architectural design, including its logical structure and the functionalities of its di erent
components. In Section 4.1, we describe the design goals of the CH, and the assumptions
we make about the network. In Section 4.2, we introduce background knowledge about
the Internet network topology and traÆc characteristics, and discuss how this knowledge
a ects our key design decisions. Section 4.3 and 4.4 provides an overview of the hierarchical
CH-tree formation and the various resource control mechanisms. Section 4.5 summarizes
the key features of the CH architecture, and discusses an example application where the
CH is deployed to manage virtual private networks (VPNs).
4.1 Introduction
The concept of a clearing house has long been existent in the banking industry as
an establishment where nancial institutions adjust claims for checks and bills, and settle
mutual accounts with each other. Even in the context of the Internet, the concept of the
Clearing House is not entirely new. In 1995, a consortium of leading California Internet
Service Providers formed the Packet Clearing House (PCH) [92] to coordinate the eÆcient
exchange of data traÆc from one network to another. The PCH member agreement includes
cost of membership, peering connections and routing policy. For example, PCH members
may exchange traÆc between networks without any settlement fees. However, the PCH
agreement does not provide any performance assurance or re ect any monetary compensations based on relative amount of traÆc exchanged between members. Many architectural
design issues involved in such an Internet Clearing House remain unexplored. On the other
hand, increasing number of Internet companies are now o ering on-line network resource
brokerage by gathering guaranteed demand from the prospective customers and matching
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it with the sellers' capabilities. Examples include RateXChange's Real-Time Bandwidth
Exchange (RTBX) [93], Arbinet Global Clearing Network's trading oor for minutes [94]
and Priceline.com's future plan to o er time-block brokerage for domestic and international
long-distance calls [95]. Such business models involve Clearing House mechanisms, which
have not been studied carefully for the Internet scenario where bandwidth eÆciency and
QoS assurances are important.
4.1.1 Design Goals and Assumptions

Even today, most ISP backbone networks are managed manually. For example,
ISPs rely on human operators to monitor their operational networks and recon gure the
routers when necessary, e.g., changing the preferred route between two endpoints to an
alternate shortest path if congestions or link failures occur on the original path. In addition,
the link weights for intra-domain routing protocols (OSPF [42] or IS-IS [44]) are chosen
manually to perform load balancing. Several measurement studies [96, 97, 98] reveal that
the distribution of Internet traÆc over an ISP network can be highly unbalanced, e.g.,
link utilization on some critical links can be as high as 65-90% while other links are only
10% utilized. Obviously, there is a strong need for a more eÆcient way of allocating intradomain resources (link capacity) and automate the required control process, especially for
large ISPs that span over 500 nodes. Similar techniques are essential for managing resource
allocation across multiple ISP domains to improve end-to-end network performance. Interdomain resource control encounters an additional set of challenges that are not existent
in the intra-domain case, including trust issues between di erent competing ISPs. For
example, an ISP may not be willing to share information such as internal topology or
backbone measurements with its neighboring peers. The lack of such knowledge can impact
the e ectiveness of inter-domain traÆc engineering and resource management schemes.
In this chapter, we address the above issues by proposing a distributed control
architecture, which we call Clearing House (CH), to coordinate intra- and inter-domain
bandwidth allocation. An ISP can deploy a local CH to manage its backbone network, while
relying on a third party (global) CH-node to coordinate inter-domain SLA negotiation and
resource management. One of the basic design requirements of the CH architecture is to
extend rather than replace the existing network devices, protocols, and implementations of
inter-domain policies to minimize the development cost. The CH enhances the services and
performance of the network by adding some functionality to the network access routers (or
edge routers) and leveraging information from traÆc monitoring devices.
The main goals that drive our design of the CH architecture are:
 QoS Provisioning: The CH attempts to provide an end-to-end coarse-grained QoS
assurance by performing aggregate resource reservation along the path from source
to destination host networks. This approach tradeo s the ne-grained QoS assurance
in order to preserve scalability and reduce signaling complexity. Per- ow admission
control is performed only at the edge routers, but it should take into consideration
the reservation status and traÆc uctuations within the domain.
 Scalability: The CH has a hierarchical tree structure that can incrementally scale
to support a large user base (i.e., large geographic regions and large volume of simultaneous calls). We strive to minimize the number of states maintained in each node
of the CH and the backbone routers.
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 EÆcient Network Utilization: The CH attempts to optimize the overall through-

put while preserving the QoS of admitted calls by performing admission control based
on information of the entire network stored in the CH database, e.g., reservation status and available bandwidth of inter-domain links. The accuracy of this information
depends on the time granularity by which the database is updated.
 Robustness Against Malicious Flows: To preserve the overall QoS assurance
and minimize the impact of malicious activity on the performance of innocent ows,
the CH should provide mechanisms to police admitted ows, detect and isolate the
malicious ows as fast as possible.
 Secure Real-time Billing: The CH is a distributed database that can store the
billing prices, quality and latency provided by various ISPs. It can inform ISPs and
customers about the available bandwidth, bandwidth demand, and reservation costs.
This aspect of CH has been explored in [99] and is not a focus of this dissertation.
 Support for Multicast Operations and Mobility: The CH infrastructure can
be easily extended to support multicast operations by coordinating resource reservations and cost-sharing between the group members at di erent level of the multicast
tree. The CH can also keep track of the dynamic path changes and modify resource
reservations accordingly to support mobility. This is part of future work, and is out
of the scope of this dissertation.
We address mainly the rst four design goals in our thesis work. Speci cally,
we design control mechanisms within CH to establish and negotiate aggregate resource
reservations both within an ISP and between neighboring domains in a hierarchical manner.
For example, the CH ensures that there is suÆcient link capacity on intra- and inter-domain
links to carry the VoIP traÆc so that the maximum loss rate and delay are below the
acceptable thresholds for perceived voice quality. We will not discuss how the reservation
requests are translated to a speci c traÆc control agreement (TCA) that can be understood
by the edge devices, or how these TCAs are delivered to the edge routers.
In designing the CH architecture, we make the following assumptions:
 The networks are capable of providing di erent service levels through a combination of
packet marking, scheduling and queue management mechanisms. We assume network
edge routers can verify whether the QoS assurance agreement is met by measuring
the packet loss, average queuing delay, delay variance, etc.
 Every routing domain has the capability to monitor and collect statistics of the incoming and outgoing traÆc. We assume this information is trustable, and will be
used by CH to negotiate resource reservations with neighboring domains.
 Control paths (e.g., reservation requests) and data paths are separated. We decouple
call setup and resource reservation procedures to reduce the overall response time and
increase the system throughput.
 Only latency sensitive applications (LSA) such as voice and video need resource reservations and are classi ed as \high-priority". For the rest of our discussions, ow
or traÆc refer to high-priority packet streams that are a ected by our session-level
control mechanisms.
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Figure 4.1: An example rst-tier ISP backbone and its logical network map.
4.2 Design Rationale
In this section, we describe some basic properties of current Internet network
topology, traÆc characteristics and economic models based on our discussion with two
major ISPs, and discuss how these considerations a ect our design rationale.
4.2.1 Background: The Internet Structure

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are segmented into tiers depending on the size
of their network and number of subscribers. According to the xSP Forums , there are three
ISP Tier-levels:
Tier-1: Backbones These are big ISPs either have their own nationwide backbone or over
1 million subscribers. There are about ten Tier-1 ISPs in the United States.
Tier-2: Regional Tier-2 ISPs usually own local regional backbone and/or support over
50,000 subscribers. These ISPs can also o er state or nationwide access services by
peering or subscribing to Tier-1 ISPs.
Tier-3: Little, Local & Lots Local service providers that make up the majority of the
ISPs belong to this category. Tier-3 providers typically support less than 50,000 users
and o er local services only.
1

1

http://www.xspsite.net/isp/tiers.htm
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Figure 4.2: Multiple-ISP scenario.
A typical rst-tier ISP backbone in the United States generally has 15-25 Pointsof-Presence (POPs) located in major cities throughout the country, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The fan-out structure of POPs varies from city to city. For example, the number of edge
routers (ERs) connected to the core routers (CRs) inside a POP, usually in the range of
10-20 [101], depends on the number of customers in that region of the country. A POP generally consists of high-speed backbone links (0.6-10 Gbps) connected to the core backbone
and low-bandwidth edge links (45-155 Mbps) connected to Local Access Providers (LAP)
or customer networks through ERs. 30-50 of such edge links can be terminated at the
same ER. Customers that have direct connections to a POP include corporate networks,
university campuses, web-hosting co-location sites, and modem pools. Individual users gain
Internet access through LAPs. As mentioned in [102], the ISP backbone may also connect
to neighboring private peers, public exchange points or transit providers via separate peering links. Past studies have indicated that it is at these interconnection points, where large
amounts of traÆc converge and the backbone pipes meet the narrow access links, that congestion occurs . This often results in packet loss and unreliable QoS. The CH architecture is
designed to improve end-to-end performance by rationing the number of high priority ows
admitted by the edge router and managing network resources on congested links based on
continuous network monitoring.
The task of resource provisioning is not con ned to be just within an ISP domain,
since end-to-end connections often span multiple domains, as shown in Figure 4.2. We treat
the traÆc demand coming from a private peer or transit provider di erently from the high
priority ows generated by end-hosts, because the resource allocation for both cases happen
in vastly di erent time-scales and granularity. In the former, the traÆc is usually subjected
to peering agreements or Service-Level-Agreements (SLAs) [10] that re ect aggregate traÆc
performance (e.g., maximum round-trip delay). SLA renegotiation and the corresponding
resource allocation decisions take place over longer time-scale, e.g., weeks or months. In
2

3

2

For proprietary reasons, we do not have access to the exact backbone topology. Example ISP network
maps are available from http://www.cybergeography.org/atlas.
3

http://www.internap.com
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Figure 4.3: New service model: IE-Pipes(s; d) between speci c ingress router IR-s and
egress router ER-d.
the latter, the reservation requests from individual ows usually need fast admission control
decisions, e.g., within ms, and the aggregate traÆc demand uctuate in a smaller time-scale,
e.g., hours.
4.2.2 Key Design Decisions

The above observations about the Internet have led to three major design decisions
that contribute to the scalability and robustness of our architecture.
Decision 1. New Service Model: IE-Pipes

Our rst design decision is to treat ingress and egress routers within an ISP domain
as endpoints instead of individual hosts. An ingress router (IR) is the point at which a
ow enters into a domain, while an egress router (ER) is the exit point from the domain
(Figure 4.3a). We de ne a new service model called IE-Pipe(s; d) that provides performance
assurance for aggregate traÆc between a speci c IR-s, and a speci c ER-d (Figure 4.3b).
Decision 2. Hierarchical Logical Structure

The Clearing House has a hybrid of at and hierarchical logical structures. We
introduce a local hierarchy within large ISP domains to distribute network management
tasks to various CH-nodes. This helps reduce the amount of state information maintained
at each CH-node, and there is no single point of failure. In addition, the distributed and
hierarchical nature of the CH allows us to build in redundancy and system fault tolerance.
In our model, various basic domains (based on administrative or geographic boundaries) are aggregated to form logical domains (LD), as shown in Fig. 4.4. These logical
domains are then aggregated to form larger logical domains and so forth. This introduces a
hierarchical tree of the LDs and a distributed CH architecture is associated with each LD.
Individual CH-nodes can be thought of as agents that maintain aggregate reservations for
all the links within the same domain at a particular hierarchical level. The reservations be-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Local Clearing House (LCHs) associated with their basic domains that lie
within a single logical domain. (b) An hierarchical CH-tree with multiple levels of logical
domains.
tween neighboring domains are monitored by the parent CH-node. This hierarchical tree of
CH-nodes form a \virtual overlay network" on top of existing wide-area network topology.
In the multiple-ISP scenario where the ISPs do not share mutual trust, the toplevel CH-node for each ISP maintain peer-to-peer relationships with one another to regulate
resource allocation for aggregate traÆc exchanged between two domains. In Section 4.3.1,
we illustrate how the logical CH-tree is mapped to the physical network, and how CH can
be deployed by various independent ISPs.
Decision 3. Decoupling Reservation and Admission Control

For scalability reasons, the CH does not maintain per- ow reservation at any
routers. Instead, aggregate reservation is set up for a group of ows that share the same
link and request for the same class of service (high priority). We assume that the path
for a speci c pair of ingress and egress routers (or IE-Pipes) can be determined from the
underlying routing protocol, and it remains stable relative to the individual ow lifetime.
The core routers only need a simple two-level priority scheduler to provide Expedited Forwarding (EF) service to high-priority packets. As a result, the edge routers only maintain
aggregate state information, while the core routers remain stateless.
The actual resource allocation is decoupled from the admission control process,
which is necessary to ensure that there is suÆcient network resources to deliver the end-toend QoS assurance. In our architecture, admission control for individual ows are performed
only at the edge routers but it leverages the knowledge of the global traÆc matrix and
topology within an ISP domain. A traÆc matrix captures the distribution of aggregate
traÆc demand between di erent pairs of ingress and egress routers. The CH infers this
traÆc matrix through passive monitoring of the traÆc arrivals.
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Figure 4.5: Thesis roadmap: The CH architecture and its various resource control
mechanisms.
4.3 Clearing House Architecture
The CH is a distributed control architecture that performs four major resource
management tasks:
 Monitoring and Measurements

The CH collects aggregate traÆc statistics through passive monitoring and measures
the network performance such as packet loss rate and delay. It also estimates traÆc
matrix within each ISP domain by inferring the traÆc demand distributions between
every pair of ingress and egress routers.

 Intra- and Inter- Domain Aggregate Reservations

Since LSA traÆc has more stringent delay bounds, best-e ort traÆc must not preempt LSA traÆc, and hence the latter should be served in a higher priority class. The
CH architecture provides aggregate reservations for high-priority traÆc within and
across domains.

 Admission Control

Since the LSA traÆc must co-exist with current best-e ort traÆc, we need to limit
bandwidth allocated to the LSA traÆc to prevent starvation of best-e ort class. In
addition, the admission of high-priority ows that compete for network resources
should be controlled to ensure satisfactory end-to-end performance. The CH leverages
the knowledge of traÆc matrix in performing admission control at the edge.

 TraÆc Policing for Malicious Flow Detection

TraÆc policing is useful for monitoring admitted ows and detecting malicious behavior. The words malicious and misbehaving are used interchangeably to describe ows
that violate their allocated share of bandwidth.
Figure 4.5 shows our thesis roadmap and the various CH mechanisms that we will
address in Chapter 5 and 6. In the rest of this section, we illustrate how the hierarchical CH-
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trees are formed and discuss how the various CH control blocks interact with one another
(the shaded area in Figure 4.5).
4.3.1 Hierarchical CH-Tree

First, we de ne several terms that we use in our discussions:
 A basic domain refers to a basic routing domain in the network. For example, a
basic domain can be a small subset of backbone networks owned by a speci c Internet
Service Provider (ISP) which serves multiple host networks. We assume that the
Internet can be divided into non-intersecting basic domains.
 A logical domain (LD) is a collection of adjacent basic domains that are clustered to
form a larger domain, which may refer to geographic boundaries (e.g., states, or small
countries) or for administrative reasons (e.g., campus, company etc). On the other
hand, a big ISP backbone network can span across multiple domains.
The various logical domains can be clustered to form a larger logical domain. We
can repeat the same process until we are left with one logical domain that represent the
whole network. Together, these domains form a hierarchical tree, which we call a CH-tree.
A distributed CH architecture is associated with every LD represented by a node in this
tree. A CH-node at a particular level of the CH-tree maintains the reservation states of
the LD, which is the union of all the sub-LDs whose states are maintained by its children
CH-nodes. The actual number of CH-nodes in the distributed architecture will vary as a
function of the size of the LD, and the level of the LD in the hierarchy. Mirror sites can be
added to every CH-node to support fault tolerance and higher availability.
A CH in the hierarchy aggregates all inter-LD call requests to a particular domain
and sends this aggregated request to the parent CH. In other words, all call requests between
two LDs would be aggregated as a single request at a parent CH. Therefore, a CH of a LD
that is a collection of K sub-LDs would contain O(K ) aggregate reservation requests. Only
the CH at the local operators (at the leaf nodes of the CH-tree) maintain per- ow state
information.
Although it is easy to extend the depth of the CH-tree to represent the whole
network, our preliminary analysis considers the case of a two-level tree with one parent
CH-node associated with an ISP domain and multiple children nodes (associated with basic
domains). We quantify the performance of Clearing House and reservation strategies in this
simple case and the simulation results are presented in Chapter 5.
2

4.3.2 An Illustration
A Single ISP Case

First, we consider a single ISP scenario. Since all the routers and CH-nodes within
an ISP belong to the same administration (with the same AS number), we assume they
share the same trust entity and therefore can exchange sensitive information such as traÆc
statistics and preferred routes among themselves. For ease of discussion, we denote the
leaf nodes of the CH-tree as Local Clearing House (LCH) and the CH-node on top of the
hierarchy for an ISP is called a Parent Clearing House (PCH). Within an ISP, a basic
domain (BD) typically represents a local Point of Presence (POP) that is connected to
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(a) A hierarhical CH−architecture within a single ISP domain

(b) Peering relationships between multiple ISPs without mutual trust

Figure 4.6: An illustration: A hybrid of at and hierarchical CH-architecture within and
across ISP domains.
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downstream customer (host) networks. In general, a BD can be a subtree of a tier-1 or
tier-2 ISP, or even the entire domain for a tier-3 ISP (as discussed in Section 4.2.1) that
forms a regional network (e.g., a city or a county). There can be 10-25 nodes within a BD,
depending on its geographical scope (city vs. county) and user population.
Figure 4.6a shows how a simple two-level CH-tree can be constructed within an
ISP. This speci c example shows two BDs (or POPs), each associated with a LCH, that are
clustered to form a LD that represents the entire ISP. The LCHs send regular updates such
as estimated traÆc demand distributions and reservation status to upper-level CH-nodes
(in this case, the PCH). The PCH collects traÆc reports from all LCHs and construct the
traÆc matrix for the entire ISP.
Multiple-ISP Scenario

The local CH-hierarchy within ISP domains are hidden in Figure 4.6b. The independent service providers may not trust each other to share information about internal
routing topology for traÆc distributions. Therefore, we assume a at structure at the top
level where the PCH associated with each ISP form a peer-to-peer network to coordinate
inter-ISP resource allocations. It is suÆcient to reveal only aggregate traÆc statistics, e.g.,
total bandwidth requirement to exchange high-priority traÆc between any given pair of
ISPs.
4.3.3

Local, Intermediate, and Parent Clearing House

We assume that the basic domains are non-overlapping to ensure that a user at a
particular location has a unique LCH to contact for resource reservation or billing purposes.
The LCH is responsible for the following set of operations:
 An LCH keeps track of the amount of existing reservations and the available bandwidth on all the links between edge routers within its own BD. Based on the statistics
of the intra-domain traÆc, an LCH performs advance resource reservations on the
intra-domain links. It also makes local admission control decisions when a new intradomain reservation request arrives.
 An LCH also monitors the aggregated incoming and outgoing traÆc exchanged with
other neighboring BDs and uses these statistics to estimate the future bandwidth
usage. The predicted bandwidth requirement for high-priority traÆc that traverse
between its own BD to every other BD within the ISP is reported to the CH-node
higher up in the hierarchy (PCH in this example). If there are K BDs within the ISP
domain, the traÆc report would be K 1 vector.
 Based on the available network resources on the end-to-end path, the PCH will adjust the inter-domain reservations accordingly and sends updates to the LCH. Upon
receiving acknowledgments from the PCH, the LCH will adapt resource allocation on
its edge routers as well as the admission threshold for di erent IE-Pipes.
 If the existing inter-domain load is less than the allocated bandwidth, new requests
will be admitted. Otherwise, the LCH aggregates inter-domain reservation requests as
a single request and forwards it to the PCH. If there are suÆcient network resources on
the end-to-end path, the LCH will receive acknowledgments from the PCH to enhance
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the aggregate reservations, and the new requests will be admitted. Otherwise, the
requests will be rejected.
In general, an intermediate CH-node acts as the coordinator among the various
BDs and handles resource allocation for all inter-domain calls:
 A CH-node keeps track of the links that run between children sub-domains and their
corresponding reservation status and network performance such as latency, average
queuing delay, and packet loss rate.
 Based on the traÆc statistics collected from all the children-LCHs, a CH estimates
bandwidth usage on a particular inter-domain link and performs advance reservation
accordingly (see Chapter 5).
 A CH-node aggregates reservation requests received from its children LCHs, and performs advance reservations for the inter-domain links that lie within its LD. If the
reservation request involves links that connect to neighboring LDs at the same level,
the reservation request will be forwarded to the upper-level CH. A CH-node services
reservation requests for aggregated traÆc instead of individual calls.
The parent CH-node (PCH) sits on top of the hierarchy for a particular ISP and
adapts trunk reservations between di erent domains. In addition to the general tasks for
CH-nodes described above, the PCH can advertise the costs of reserving bandwidth on
their internal links to other neighboring PCHs. For example, the service providers can o er
various prices based on the domain of the nal destination (e.g., call Canada 7/9 cents/min)
and the traÆc load [103]. The PCH can then choose the optimal route that satis ed the
performance constraints while minimizing the total costs.
4.4 CH Control Flows

Our architecture requires explicit REQUEST and TEARDOWN messages for each
high-priority ow for admission control and accounting purposes. These control messages
are generated by either a customer router or a proxy and are sent as UDP packets at the
same priority level (high) as the data packets.
Figure 4.7 shows the essential control blocks within the LCH and how it interacts
with the edge routers. It also shows the REQUEST, ACCEPT/REJECT and CONFIGURE control messages between the LCH, the edge routers and the host proxy. When a
new REQUEST message arrives, the LCH performs admission control based on its current
knowledge of intra- and inter-domain reservations and existing load. It will then respond
with an ACCEPT or REJECT message. If the ow is accepted, the LCH needs to update
the traÆc-policing unit in the associated edge routers through CONFIGURE message. If
necessary, it uses the same message to adapt the resource allocation at the routers.
4.4.1 Resource Reservations

The CH architecture can support two types of reservations: advanced and immediate reservations. An advanced reservation (AR) is time-limited and resources are allocated
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in advance based on statistical estimates of aggregate traÆc over a particular link. We
use advance reservations to reduce the call setup time, and the potential violation of QoS
assurance if the traÆc arrives before the resources are properly reserved. Such approach
has been used for resource management in Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) as reported
in [46]. TraÆc statistics can be easily obtained by leveraging the existing traÆc monitoring
and measurement systems, through either third party organizations, e.g., MIDS Internet
Weather Report (IWR) [104], Internet TraÆc Report [105], or the ISPs themselves, e.g.,
Cable & Wireless USA [106] and AT&T IP Services [107]. We can also gather information
from end nodes using software toolkit such as SPAND [108], which enables the networked
applications to report the performance they perceive as they communicate with distant
Internet hosts. Advance reservations only track the aggregate traÆc pattern at a large
time-scale (e.g., di erent hour of the day) and do not re ect the rapid uctuations of local
traÆc volumes produced by end-users. Immediate reservations (IR), on the other hand, can
be made on demand when the existing reservations become insuÆcient to accept the new
admission requests. The local CH-nodes performs admission control to ensure that QoS
assurance to the existing connections are not violated.
For our initial analysis, we consider the case with a two-level CH-tree within each
ISP. We evaluate, with simulations, the performance, robustness and overheads of the CH
architecture. The simulation framework and results are discussed in Chapter 5.
4.4.2 Caching and Aggregate Scheduling

We can employ two enhancements to improve the performance of the Clearing
House, namely caching and RxW scheduling [109]. An LCH or GCH can cache intra-domain
and inter-domain computed paths for previous reservation requests. This can reduce the
service time of a reservation request at a CH. Since the number of logical domains maintained
by a CH is small (10-50), a local cache can typically store all inter-domain paths. A local
cache in a LCH can also store the price listings of various service providers to di erent
destinations. RxW scheduling [109] is a very good algorithm for increasing the throughput
of the CH. It schedules the aggregated call requests with the maximum value of R  W ,
where R is the number of requests aggregated and W is the maximum waiting time of an
aggregated request. This scheduling algorithm maximizes the throughput (number of call
requests) serviced without unduly a ecting the response time for call requests. Chapter 5
provides detailed discussions on how aggregate scheduling helps improve the CH eÆciency
and reduce the overall response time of reservation requests.
4.4.3 Admission Control

Whenever a sender wants to make a call to a receiver, there should be suÆcient
resources (e.g., link capacity and bu er space) along the particular path from the sender
to the receiver to avoid packet losses and delays. Since on-line resource reservation is very
costly, the goal of our design is to minimize the amount of per-link reservation that needs to
be made for a particular call. Based on the reservation status within a domain, a particular
path is chosen such that the number of new per-link resource reservations is minimized. If
the LCH fails to locate any links with suÆcient resources reserved to complete a chosen
path, the ER will block the new call. The admission control decisions involve some trade-o s
in the QoS assurance and the number of rejected calls.
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So far, we have presented a general CH-architecture that can deploy both parameterbased and measurement-based admission control. We concentrate on the latter approach in
this dissertation. The CH architecture allows an ISP to dynamically infer the traÆc matrix
within its own domain based on a collection of partial views from its sub-domains. With
this knowledge, an ISP can make a better admission control decision for the incoming ows
from its customer networks. A detailed description of the proposed scheme, TraÆc-Matrix
based Admission Control scheme (TMAC), can be found in Chapter 5.
4.4.4 TraÆc Policing and Malicious Flow Detection

Another equally important task is to police the admitted ows to make sure that
each ow uses its right share of allocated bandwidth and not more than that. To reduce the
amount of state information maintained at the edge routers, we propose to aggregate ows
for group policing. Chapter 6 presents the Malicious Flow Detection via Aggregate Policing
(MDAP) scheme that is designed to uniquely identify malicious ows without keeping perow state at the edge router.
4.5 Summary and Discussions
We have designed a Clearing House architecture that coordinates intra- and interdomain resource reservations for high-priority traÆc. The scalability of the architecture is
attributed to its hierarchical CH-tree structure and the aggregation of reservation requests
at multiple levels of the logical tree. We use a Gaussian predictor to estimate bandwidth
usage and set up reservations in advance to reduce the overall reservation setup time. The
details of the predictive reservation scheme and evaluation of its e ectiveness is presented
in the next chapter (Chapter 5). Further analysis on how the throughput can be improved
using aggregate scheduling algorithms is also reported.
In summary, the basic strengths of the Clearing House approach are:
 The state information that needs to be maintained by the entire ISP domain is shared
between various CH-nodes in the local hierarchy. Since every CH-node maintains only
the state for its own domain, this allow the entire CH-tree to scale better to a larger
user base.
 The hierarchical model with aggregate reservations provides scalability of the architecture. Core routers do not need to maintain per- ow state information. The architecture supports easy insertion and deletion of the domains from the CH-tree. If a
particular CH-node gets overloaded due to the growth of user-base, it is possible to
split a logical domain (LD) into two or more sub-LDs, and create a new CH-node for
the newly created LDs.
 The queue size of call requests in every CH is bounded due to aggregation of call
requests at the children CH-nodes. This architecture is optimized for making decisions
based on locality. End-to-end resource reservations can be set up quickly through the
CH architecture, and therefore reducing the call setup time.
 The CH leverages knowledge of traÆc matrix and routing topology within an ISP for
admission control.
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 Caching of inter-domain paths can enhance the performance of the system consider-

ably.

4.5.1 VPN: An Example Application

Although we present the CH as a general architecture, one speci c example where
CH will be useful is for IT managers to manage a WAN (wide-area network) that interconnects corporate oÆces, remote and mobile employees. Corporations have turned to Internet
VPNs to deliver performance, security and manageability to their various sites scattered
across the country. However, existing SLAs [10] between service providers (ISPs) and
customers have focused on backbone performance guarantees, and do not re ect the endto-end performance of individual applications. In addition, some fraction of the traÆc may
traverse multiple routing domains that belong to di erent ISPs. IT managers still face the
challenge of provisioning the total capacity (VPN tunnels) eÆciently among the various
types of traÆc to meet application requirements such as latency and reliability characteristics. A CH-architecture can be deployed in this case to handle intra- and inter- domain
resource allocation. For example, IT managers can treat each corporate site as a basic
domain, and introduce a CH-node at each site to monitor the traÆc ow, adapt resource
allocation, and re-negotiate SLAs with the corresponding ISPs when necessary. Various
sites can be aggregated to form a larger LD, or several LDs, depending on the layout of the
corporate network. The CH-nodes associated with these LDs can coordinate the aggregate
resource allocation between domains that re ect on end-to-end performance requirements.
4

4.5.2 Other Resource Control Problems

In this thesis, we focus on using CH to allocate link capacity to provide statistical
packet loss and delay guarantees to high-priority traÆc. However, CH can be easily modi ed
to address other resource allocation problems. The following are some examples:
Disk space allocation in storage area network: In today's high-technology economy,
the storage needs for companies are growing exponentially due to the increasing dependence on \information". A storage area network (SAN) is designed to meet this
challenge by enabling any-to-any interconnection of servers and storage systems. It
supports centralized management of both local and remote storage resources within
an enterprise. The CH architecture can be used to perform load-balancing between
di erent servers and control disk space allocations. For example, CH can exploit
the data access patterns to determine how the storage system should be partitioned
among a group of users. This can improve the overall disk utilization. CH can also
be used to manage the sharing of link capacity between users in SAN to ensure rapid
access to data and to avoid losses.
Distributed cache management for content distributions: Content distribution network (CDN) providers, such as Akamai , address the needs for e-commerce companies
5

6

4

A service level agreement (SLA) is an explicit statement of the expectations and obligations that exist
in a business relationship between two organizations: the service provider and the customer
5
6

http://www.storage.ibm.com/ibmsan/
http://www.akamai.com
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to deliver streaming media, rich Web content and Internet applications to end customers with high performance and reliability. Akamai deploys thousands of servers
(web caches) across hundreds of access networks worldwide. By placing the Web objects and applications at these caches that are close to the end users, Akamai eliminates
the impact of congestion points in wide-area network on the performance of content
delivery. The CH framework can be applied in this case to choose the optimal placement of these caches to achieve the required performance with the minimum number
of caches. Using real-time measurements of cache performance, traÆc load, and user
access patterns, CH can perform load balancing to improve the overall eÆciency of
CDN networks.
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Chapter 5
Intra- and Inter-Domain Resource
Control
In Chapter 4, we presented the Clearing House (CH) as a resource provisioning
architecture and highlighted some of the properties that contribute to its scalability. This
chapter focuses on three speci c control mechanisms within the CH architecture: resource
reservations, admission control and aggregate scheduling of ow requests (the shaded areas
in Figure 5.1).
For scalability, link capacity is reserved for aggregate traÆc that share the same
endpoints, which we call trunks, rather than individual ows. Assuming that the envelope of
the aggregate traÆc follows a Gaussian distribution, the intra- and inter-domain workload
can then be characterized by its mean and variance. These statistics can be measured in
real-time and used to dynamically adjust the trunk reservations on the associated links.
The details of the predictive reservation strategies and the simulation study are described
in Section 5.2.
In our architecture, admission control and resource reservations are decoupled
(Section 4.2.2). While reservations are set up for aggregate traÆc, per- ow admission
control is performed only at the ingress point of an ISP domain to ensure that there are
suÆcient resources to satisfy the QoS requirement of the admitted traÆc. In Section 5.3,
we propose TMAC (T raÆc-M atrix based Admission C ontrol), an admission control policy
that leverages the knowledge of traÆc demand distributions between every pair of edge
routers in a domain. The simulation study described in Section 5.4 is designed to explore
the performance and robustness of TMAC.
In Section 5.5, we explore how the CH-node performs as the number of admission
control requests grows large. We describe how TMAC can work across domains at di erent
granularities using an example of a two-level CH architecture. This is a useful resource
allocation technique for a rst-tier ISP that spans multiple cities, each having its own local
network called Point of Presence (POP). To improve the eÆciency of the CH, individual
requests for inter-domain ows are aggregated by a Local Clearing House (LCH) before
they are forwarded to the parent CH-node for admission control. We explore an aggregate
scheduling algorithm and evaluate, with simulations, its costs and bene ts in terms of the
reduction in setup time, call rejections and resource utilization by aggregating reservations.
Section 5.6 summarizes the key features of our proposed mechanisms and our
simulation results. The results indicate that it is possible to provision the network for
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(Chapter 5.3 & 5.4

Optimization via
Aggregate Scheduling
(Chapter 5.5)

Predictive Reservations
(Chapter 5.2)
Clearing House
Architecture
(Chapter 4)

Malicious Flow Detection
(Chapter 6)

Traffic Policing/
SLA Verification
(Chapter 6)

Figure 5.1: Thesis roadmap: The CH architecture and its various resource control
mechanisms.
latency sensitive applications, such as VoIP, based on real-time measurements of aggregate
traÆc. For example, our proposed mechanisms manage to satisfy the QoS objective of VoIP
(i.e., < 1% loss rate) while maintaining 97% utilization level.
applications (i.e., less than 1% loss rate) with only 8% over-provisioning.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Motivation

The unpredictable loss and delay in the conventional Internet can adversely impact the performance of real-time multimedia ows, such as audio and video conferencing.
Toward this end, a number of architectures and algorithms have been devised to reserve
network resources and ensure that the QoS objectives of such ows or class of traÆc are
satis ed. As described in Chapter 2, the two most well-studied approaches are Integrated
Services (Int-Serv) and Di erentiated Service (Di -Serv). Int-Serv attempts to reserve network resources for each individual ow on all of its traversed routers. To achieve this,
it requires per- ow management at each router (including edge and core routers) in both
the control plane (e.g., signaling, state management, and admission control) and the data
plane (e.g., per- ow scheduling and bu er management). Such approach faces fundamental
scalability limitations in large-scale networks.
On the other hand, Di -Serv pushes intelligence to the edge routers and only
requires the core routers to provide di erential treatment to traÆc classes based on the
TOS eld in the packet headers [15]. Per- ow admission control is only performed at
the edge routers. To avoid per- ow signaling to the core network, recent algorithms for
endpoint admission control, e.g., [69]-[73] introduce the concept of active probing. The
endpoints probe the network to detect the level of congestion (either through packet drops
or ECN marks) and admit the ow when the measured level of congestion is below a certain
threshold. The additional probing traÆc is an overhead that increases with the frequency
of probing, which a ects the accuracy of measurements and network eÆciency.
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5.1.2 Our Approach

In an attempt to provide better QoS assurance as o ered by stateful networks like
Int-Serv, while maintaining the scalability of a stateless network architecture like Di -Serv,
the CH-architecture performs admission control only at the edge domain but maintains
aggregate reservations for intra- and inter-domain high-priority traÆc. Our proposed resource control mechanisms leverage a network wide understanding of the distribution of
traÆc load. As pointed out in [102], an accurate view of the traÆc demands is crucial to
guide the operation and management of an ISP network, e.g., e ective traÆc engineering,
debugging performance problems, and planning the roll-out of new capacity. In Section 5.2
and 5.3, we explore how the knowledge of traÆc demand distributions in an ISP network
can be used for aggregate reservations and admission control.
TraÆc Matrix Estimation

By de ning a traÆc demand as a volume of load originating from an ingress ER
and destined to an egress ER, we can capture the ISP-wide distributions of traÆc load as
a traÆc matrix, T M . If there are K edge routers (ERs) within the ISP, the traÆc matrix
will be K  K , where each entry K (ij ) represents the total traÆc load between a particular
pair of ingress ER-i and egress ER-j .
As described in Chapter 4.2, a rst-tier ISP in the United States typically has 1525 POPs, and each POP has 10-20 ERs. It is possible to have as many as 25  20 ERs within
the same ISP. In this case, K can be as large as 500. The ISP-wide traÆc distributions can
also be abstracted and represented at two levels of granularity:
 POP-level TraÆc Matrix, M : Each entry of M (i; j ) represents the total
arrivals (or envelope) of aggregate ows at POP-j that originate from POP-i.
 Node-level TraÆc Matrix, M : Each entry of M (s; d) represents the total
arrivals (or envelope) of aggregate ows at egress ER-d that originate from ingress
ER-s.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how a hierarchical CH estimates the traÆc matrix for a large
ISP that has multiple POPs. The ingress ERs perform passive monitoring of incoming
traÆc and estimate the distributions of the load to various egress ERs. Through regular
updates, each ER-i within a local POP provides the LCH a partial view (a row) of the
traÆc matrix M , i.e., M (i; j ) for all egress ER-j within the same ISP. Based on
these partial views, the LCH constructs the traÆc matrix of M for admission control
purposes. The LCH for a particular POP-a is also responsible for reporting the partial view
of M to the PCH. It estimates the traÆc distribution from itself (POP-a) to other POPs
within the same ISP by aggregating traÆc measurements from ERs:
X
M (a; d) =
M (i; j )
(5.1)
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where Ak is the set of ERs within POP-k.
5.1.3 Main Contributions

There are three main contributions of this chapter:
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical Clearing House architecture within large ISPs: the LCH performs
resource management and admission control within a local POP, while the PCH maintains
inter-POP and inter-ISP reservations.
 an aggregate reservation scheme that dynamically adapts bandwidth allocation to

groups of ows based on real-time traÆc measurements,
 an admission control algorithm (TMAC) that considers network-wide traÆc distributions in estimating the impact of new ows, and
 an aggregate scheduling algorithm that enhances CH performance by classifying ow
requests into di erent queues and processing them in batches.
We will now discuss the design rationale behind each of our solutions.
Aggregate Reservations

We use the online measurement of aggregate traÆc statistics to resize the allocation
of link capacity to high-priority traÆc class. In Chapter 4, we de ned a new service model,
called IE-Pipe(s; d), that provides performance assurance for aggregate traÆc (or trunks)
between any speci c pair of ingress ER-s and egress ER-d. The capacity requirement of an
IE-Pipe is easier to characterize because the statistical variability in the individual ows
is smoothed by aggregation into the same IE-Pipe. Section 5.2 describes how we use a
traÆc predictor to estimate the required capacity based on Gaussian approximation of the
aggregate traÆc arrival. Since only aggregate reservations are established for particular
IE-Pipes and not for individual ows, our approach only requires maintenance of aggregate
state information in all the routers.
The two performance indexes that we use to evaluate our aggregate reservation
scheme are:
 Degradation of performance due to prediction error, e.g., packet loss rate, and
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 Network ineÆciency due to over-allocation of resources, e.g., percentage of idle band-

width.
Note that an IE-Pipe is an example of intra-domain trunks. Similar technique can
be applied to set up aggregate reservations for inter-domain trunks between two routers
that belong to di erent domains. For the rest of our discussion, we use the more general
term \trunk" to refer to the aggregate traÆc between two speci c endpoints that require
resource reservation.
TraÆc-Matrix Based Admission Control (TMAC)

Within the CH architecture, the Local Clearing Houses (LCHs) are responsible
for enforcing admission control at all the ingress ERs in its domain. As discussed in Chapter 2.3, there are two classes of approach: parameter-based and measurement-based admission control. The former employs user-speci ed traÆc parameters to estimate aggregate
resource demands after accounting for statistical multiplexing gain. On the other hand,
measurement-based admission control (MBAC) [62]-[67] uses online measurements of the
aggregate ow instead of modeling individual ow characteristics. We choose MBAC over
parameter-based approach for three reasons: (1) MBAC yields higher network utilization,
(2) it is diÆcult to describe the Internet traÆc with such diversity with a reasonably small
set of parameters, and (3) by using aggregate traÆc properties and distributed control, the
MBAC approach has better scalability properties.
However, most existing MBAC algorithms have largely focused on provisioning
resources at a single network node and do not take into account network-wide traÆc load
distributions and congestion levels. When the admission control decision is solely based
on measurements of one single node, it may contribute to network congestion on other
parts of the network, resulting in packet losses or long delays. For example, ows that
are admitted at a single edge router not only a ect the utilization level on the immediate
outgoing link, but also on the subsequent links. Extending a single-node MBAC technique
to multi-node environments would require coordination of state among nodes and involve
tradeo s between performance and signaling overhead. In Section 5.3, we propose a new
admission control algorithm, TMAC, that takes these issues into account.
As mentioned earlier in Section 5.1.2, a network-wide traÆc matrix can be estimated by combining on-line measurements from various ERs. TMAC leverages the knowledge of this traÆc matrix to compute the allocation of link capacity to di erent IE-Pipes ,
denoted as the upper-bound matrix U . To achieve a \fair" sharing of resources, the available bandwidth on each link is split among the IE-Pipes in proportion to their estimated
demands. The o -diagonal entries of the U matrix are used as admission thresholds at
the ingress ERs. The U matrix is updated at regular intervals T , to re ect the dynamic
uctuations of traÆc demands. In Section 5.4, we evaluate through simulations how the
di erent values of T a ect the performance of TMAC.
Our approach allows the admission control process to consider network-wide traÆc
distribution and link capacity constraints without sending per- ow signaling to all routers.
TMAC also does not require active end-to-end probing of the network and therefore reduces
1

u

u
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As a reminder, an IE-Pipe can be viewed as a \virtual channel" between a speci c pair of ingress and
egress ERs.
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bandwidth consumption by control traÆc. The ultimate goal of an admission control algorithm is to admit as many ows as possible (for high network utilization) while satisfying
the QoS requirements of the admitted ows. For evaluation purposes, we consider VoIP
as a typical workload since the impact of packet loss rate on the perceived quality is wellunderstood (Chapter 3.2.2). However, our general methodology for aggregate reservation
can also apply to other latency-sensitive workloads, e.g., video and interactive games. We
measure the loss rate and network utilization achieved by TMAC in each of our simulations. Since TMAC lacks a priori knowledge of individual ow characteristics, we evaluate
its robustness against workload diversity by considering a variety of source models. Results
are presented in Section 5.4.
RxW Aggregate Scheduling

Processing and forwarding the reservation or admission control requests constitute
part of the overhead in our CH architecture. In Section 5.5, we explore how an aggregate
scheduling algorithm, called RxW, can be deployed to enhance CH performance by classifying individual requests into queues and scheduling them as an aggregate request. If we
were to use a FIFO scheduler with a single queue, the queue length grows when the load
is high. As a result, the average delay experienced by a particular request grows with the
traÆc load. On the other hand, RxW attempts to batch as many individual requests as
possible and schedule them as a single request, while ensuring that the maximum delay experienced by an arbitrary request is bounded. To assess the e ectiveness of this technique,
we simulate a two-level CH architecture deployed within a typical ISP backbone topology.
We study the trade-o s between improvement in system throughput and other performance
indexes, such as the reduction in setup time and number of call rejections.
The following sections (Section 5.2-5.5) describe each of the above mechanisms in
more details, and present the corresponding evaluation results.
5.2 Aggregate Reservations based on Gaussian Modeling
As mentioned earlier, reservations are set up for trunks (aggregate traÆc) rather
than individual ows in the CH architecture. To preserve the end-to-end QoS performance,
the trunk reservations must re ect the uctuations of traÆc volumes produced by endusers. This section describes a predictive reservation technique whereby the intra- and
inter-domain trunk reservations are adjusted dynamically at regular time intervals based
on real-time measurements of traÆc statistics.
5.2.1 Gaussian TraÆc Predictor

Our approach is based on one fundamental concept: predictability of aggregate
traÆc. The capacity requirement of a trunk is easier to predict because the statistical
variability in the individual ows are smoothed by the process of aggregation. We model
the envelope of the arrival process of a traÆc trunk as Gaussian distribution, which can
be characterized by two simple parameters: its mean, , and variance,  . The amount of
reservations required to satisfy a particular QoS constraint, denoted as B , is then predicted
as a function of  and . We refer to this predictor as a Gaussian traÆc predictor. The
Gaussian modeling of the trunk behavior is justi ed as the following:
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Gaussian Approximation When the
gate arrival rate ! tends to have

number of individual ows gets large, the aggrea Gaussian distribution under the Central Limit
Theorem [110]. In a bu erless uid model, losses occur when the total arrival rate
! exceeds the reserved bandwidth B . In our analysis, we consider suÆcient bu er
space to hold the largest packet, and approximate the probability of packet loss as
p  P (! > B ). Assume ! has a Gaussian distribution with a mean of  and a
standard deviation of , as shown in Figure 5.3. We estimate the required bandwidth
as B =  + , where is a scalar factor that controls the extent to which the
bandwidth predictor accommodates variability in the samples. If we reserve B , p
is approximately the integral of the shaded area in Figure 5.3:
p  P (! >  + ) = Q( )
(5.2)
where Q() is the complementary cumulative distribution (also known as tail distribution) of a standard Gaussian distribution. To ensure that QoS objectives of realtime applications such as VoIP are satis ed, should be chosen carefully so that
the loss rate is at most 1% (Chapter 3). If the Gaussian approximation holds, then
= Q (p ).
Internet data traÆc exhibits burstiness at multiple time-scales. Therefore, a predictor (B ) based on a given sampling window can underestimate the bandwidth requirement that varies at shorter time-scales, resulting in possible violations of QoS guarantees.
One option to cope with the changing per- ow requirements is to signal each change in ow
activities at ER through the LCH to the core networks. However, this requires core networks to maintain per- ow state, leading to the same scaling problem faced by the Int-Serv
architecture. In our design, the ERs measure mean, , and variance,  , of the aggregate
ows based on rates sampled during a speci c measurement window, T . At the end
of each interval, the ERs send regular updates to the LCH, which uses these statistics to
predict future bandwidth usage along a speci c link.
If the predicted bandwidth, B , overestimates the actual bandwidth required, it
will result in ineÆcient resource utilization. Over provisioning an inter-domain link for
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Figure 5.4: ISP1 is an example of large ISPs that has multiple POPs and an associated
local CH architecture. The PCH-nodes of various ISPs maintain peering relationships to
coordinate inter-domain resource allocations.
aggregate traÆc originating from a particular source domain may result in unnecessary call
rejections for traÆc ows coming from other domains. The performance of of B heavily
depends on the choice of T , and the time-scale at which the traÆc demand varies. We
explore these tradeo s in our simulation study (Section 5.2.3).
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5.2.2 Deploying Gaussian Predictors

Now that we have described the basic principle behind Gaussian predictors, we
will discuss how they can be deployed within an ISP for managing resource reservations.
Measuring TraÆc Statistics

Figure 5.4 shows a typical scenario where a rst-tier ISP network spans multiple
basic domains or POPs. We assume each edge router (ER) or a third party prober can
easily monitor the incoming and outgoing traÆc on both the intra-domain links, and the
links connecting to other neighboring domains. The Parent Clearing House (PCH) in each
ISP can retrieve aggregate traÆc statistics (e.g., mean and variance of existing load) and
link status (e.g., amount of bandwidth reserved) by querying ERs or the LCH-nodes within
its own network. This is not an unreasonable assumption: available are real-time reports on
Internet traÆc statistics and the current performance of major ISPs. For example, UUNET,
Cable & Wireless, and AT&T advertise the backbone latency and loss measurements of
their network on their company web sites. Network performance measurements can also be
obtained from third-party monitoring architecture, such as KeyNote [111]. Keynote places
probers in various strategic locations across the wide-area network to measure network
performance, e.g., end-to-end delay and packet loss rate between two probers. A listing
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of other web sites that publish Internet traÆc and demographic statistics can be found at
http://www.geog.ucl.ac.uk/casa/martin/statistics.html.
All these observations imply that the ISPs are well-equipped with monitoring
tools to measure the mean and variance of aggregate traÆc, the essential input parameters
required for deploying our aggregate reservation scheme.
Coordinated Aggregate Reservations

In the example scenario shown in Figure 5.4, the LCH within a local POP uses the
Gaussian predictor to compute the required bandwidth B for aggregate traÆc between
every pair of ERs within its own basic domain. We assume that the LCH has complete
knowledge of the network topology. The LCH can then computes the necessary resource
allocation on all the links that form the path between two ERs and signals the required
changes to the corresponding routers. Our approach requires two modi cations at the ERs:
 A passive monitoring tool at the ERs to measure the aggregate traÆc load that
arrives and the distribution of the load to various ERs within the same domain. In
other words, an ER i keeps track of a row of the M (ij ), for all ER j within the
same POP.
 The ERs should be able to interpret signaling from LCH and adjust resource allocation
to the high-priority class accordingly. We assume ERs can support basic data-level
di erentiation through scheduling algorithms, e.g., rate-limited priority scheduler with
two classes.
Similarly, the LCH keeps track of the mean and variance of aggregate traÆc that
ow into other POPs (a row of the M ) and forwards this information to the PCH. The
PCH uses a Gaussian predictor to estimate bandwidth usage between di erent children
sub-domains, and establishes trunk reservations between them. This process is repeated at
di erent levels of the CH-tree, where predictive reservations are established on all the intraand inter-domain links based on the predicted capacity requirements. At the top level,
the PCH tracks the envelop of the aggregate traÆc of the high-priority class exchanged
between two ISPs. The PCHs can then coordinate among themselves to adapt the resource
allocation on the inter-domain links and update the associated SLAs or peering agreements.
Note that the ERs monitor statistics of the aggregate ows rather than speci c
properties of the individual ows. The regular updates between di erent CH-nodes re ect
aggregate traÆc uctuations and constitute part of the signaling overhead. As shown in
Figure 5.2, the generation of these updates are decoupled from any (a) individual ow
requests or (b) arrival of new updates from other ERs or CH-nodes. This ensures that
individual ow arrivals and delayed copies of measurement reports do not trigger unnecessary signaling throughout the network. Our approach also does not require coordination of
the reservation states among routers. The admission control algorithm for individual ow
requests is discussed in Section 5.3.
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5.2.3 Simulation Study

The rst set of experiments explore the robustness of the Gaussian predictor with
respect to traÆc variability and measurement window, T . We evaluate the bandwidth
predictor using both simulated traÆc and real voice traces.
mea
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Figure 5.5: Gaussian predictors for simulated voice traÆc with T
 = 180.
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= 1 and 10 minutes.

In the rst case, we simulate individual voice sources based on the on-o Markov
model (5.5.4) with a traÆc load of  = 180 calls for a particular domain. We use a moving
window of f1, 2,..., 9, 10g minutes for measurement and traÆc predictions. Figure 5.5 shows
a sample path of the aggregate traÆc, along with the predicted bandwidth usage, B for
T = 1 and 10 minutes. Note that the predictor with T = 1 minute tracks the actual
capacity requirement better than the 10-minute predictor. If we allocate bandwidth based
on the maximum rate (80 Kbps), we need a total bandwidth of N  80 Kbps, where N is
the number of ows. We de ne multiplexing gain as: (N  80)=B . Advanced reservations
based on 1-minute predictor achieves a multiplexing gain that ranges from 1.37 to 4.13 with
mean of 1.62 and standard deviation of 0.318 when traÆc load  = 180.
We repeat the experiments using packet voice traces collected from actual conversations, audio conferencing sessions, and electronic classroom applications (Chapter 3.2.3).
The individual voice traces are aggregated according to a Poisson arrival model, and the
sample path is plotted in Figure 5.6. We repeated the simulation for T = 1, 2, ..., 10.
For ease of following the graph, we only plotted the bandwidth allocation for two cases:
T = 1 and 10 minutes. The 1-minute predictor still tracks the actual bandwidth usage
closely, but the 10-minute predictor fails to keep up with the smaller time-scale uctuation.
As a result, there are time intervals during which too much bandwidth is reserved, leading
to ineÆcient resource utilization (e.g., between 500 and 1200 seconds in Figure 5.6). During
some other intervals (e.g., between 1200 and 2400 seconds), the predictor underestimates the
bandwidth requirement, leading to packet losses and failure to satisfy the QoS performance
requirement.
In both cases, the probability of under-provisioning is much less than 1% for all
ten values of T taken into consideration. The observed p is between 0.12-0.15% for
the simulated traÆc and is at most 0.082% when actual voice traces are used.
We measure the e ectiveness of the Gaussian traÆc predictor in terms of the underR
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utilized resources due to over-estimation of bandwidth requirement. The over-provisioning
factor, f , is de ned as:
P
B (l)
!
P i;j!2Sl ij
f =
(5.3)
over

R

(

over

)

i;j )2Sl ij

(

where Sl is the set of source-destination pairs that have traÆc routed through link l. B (l) is
the amount of reserved bandwidth based on the Gaussian predictor; !ij is the actual arrival
rate of traÆc between source domain (or router) i and destination domain (or router) j .
We ran 100 simulations, each for 1 hour, using both simulated traÆc and actual
voice traces to evaluate the eÆciency of the Gaussian predictor. The average f as a
percentage (%) is plotted in Figure 5.7 for the two cases. Observe that the amount of
over-allocation increases with T , as the predictor becomes less responsive to the traÆc
uctuations. For simulated traÆc, the f increases from 12.3% to 15.5% when T
increases from 1 to 10 minutes. In the case of actual voice traces (dash line in Figure 5.7),
f is more sensitive to the value of T : f increases from 8% at T = 1 minute to
32.5% at T = 10 minutes. This implies that the actual voice traÆc is more bursty than
the traditional on-o Markov model for voice. We need smaller T , i.e., 1 or 2 minutes,
to track the aggregate traÆc uctuation.
In general, the required over-provisioning is higher for the case of actual voice traces
than the simulated traÆc because these traces were collected from a variety of multimedia
applications (including multi-party audio conferencing and broadcasted lectures), where the
individual source characteristics have higher statistical variability. This is not captured by
the on-o Markov model that we used to simulate VoIP traÆc for two-way conversations.
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5.2.4 Discussions

Our simulation results show that it is possible to satisfy the QoS requirement
of real-time voice traÆc by ensuring that the packet loss rate due to insuÆcient resource
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Figure 5.7: Average f (in %) when reservations are made based on Gaussian predictors
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over

reservations is always below 1%. This can be achieved through a reasonable amount of
over-provisioning to account for the prediction error. The prediction error is insigni cant
if the measurement window, T , is small enough to track the statistical variability of the
aggregate traÆc loads. However, smaller T means more control traÆc is generated to
send more frequent traÆc measurement reports to the CH-nodes, leading to greater signaling
overhead. On the other hand, the amount of over-provisioning required when larger T
values are used. Therefore T controls a set of trade-o s among QoS performance, overprovisioning, and signaling overhead.
The magnitude of prediction error is dependent on the following two factors:
 Level of aggregation: Gaussian approximation holds when the number of ows
aggregated, n, is large (> 50) [110]. Since the modeling accuracy increases with n,
Gaussian traÆc predictor should work well for describing the Internet workload in the
backbone, since the value of n involved is large (over thousands of ows). However
for low bandwidth links that observe less than 50 ows, our technique will not be as
e ective.
 Source characteristics: In general, the prediction error of our Gaussian approximation increases with the statistical variability of the individual sources within the
traÆc aggregate. As a result, one will need a larger amount of over-provisioning to
achieve the same target loss rate. If the individual source has statistical properties
that vary at multiple time-scales or is self-similar [90, 91], a more complicated model,
e.g., fractal model [112] will be needed to describe the the aggregate traÆc.
Although our evaluation is based on VoIP traÆc, our general methodology for
aggregate reservation can apply to other latency sensitive applications, such as real-time
video. However, to improve the prediction accuracy, the knowledge of workload is important
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for choosing the best model to describe the arrival process of the aggregate traÆc. For
example, compressed video is known to generate traÆc with variable characteristics at
multiple time-scales. In [113], the authors characterize the video traÆc at three explicit
time scales: frame level, scene level and epoch level. We can replace the Gaussian predictor
with this model to describe the aggregate behavior of video traÆc more accurately, which
will then reduce the amount of over-provisioning required.
Using VoIP as an example workload, we discuss how the per- ow admission control
can be performed at the ingress points of a network domain in the next section.
5.3 TraÆc Matrix Based Admission Control (TMAC)
Since the admission-controlled traÆc must coexist with current best-e ort traÆc,
we follow the same set of principles outlined in [73]. First, we need to strictly limit bandwidth allocated to the admission-controlled traÆc so that it never borrows bandwidth from
the best-e ort class. Secondly, best-e ort traÆc must not pre-empt admission-controlled
traÆc, and hence the latter should be served in a higher priority class. In our model, the
maximum capacity allocated to a high-priority traÆc class on a particular link is bounded
by a small fraction of its total capacity. This target fraction is denoted as , which is typically 30%. This ensures that the edge-to-edge queuing delay within a domain is statistically
bounded.
Our goal is to develop an admission control algorithm that can simultaneously
achieve:
 a strong (multi-class) service model, e.g., packet loss for each IE-Pipe is bounded
below 1%,
 high network utilization through ow and class level statistical sharing,
 scalability, e.g., no per- ow signaling or state management in the core routers, and
 fairness, e.g., distribute network-wide network resources in a fair manner among different IE-Pipes.
For ease of discussion, we de ne the following terms:
 Demand Matrix, D, captures the distribution of traÆc demand within an ISP.
Given an ISP network with K access routers, D is a K  K matrix, where each entry
D(s; d) represents the total bandwidth requested by high priority ows from ingress
ER-s to egress ER-d. D is estimated based on the bandwidth requirement speci ed
in each admission control request and accounts for both admitted and rejected ows.
 Upper-bound Matrix, U , is computed by splitting the bandwidth of the bottleneck
links from ER-s to ER-d between all the competing IE-Pipes(s; d) in proportion to
their estimated traÆc demands, D(s; d) (Section 5.3.1). U (s; d) is used as a threshold
for admission control.
T
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Figure 5.8: A logical view of the TraÆc Matrix Based Admission Control (TMAC) unit.
5.3.1 Single Domain Case with One CH-node

First, we discuss how TMAC works in a single domain case where a single CH-node
is responsible for resource management. For example, consider a small ISP as one logical
domain without dividing it into smaller sub-domains or POPs. The CH-node serves as both
the LCH and the PCH in this case.
Figure 5.8 shows the logical view of a TMAC unit. We assume that an admission
controlled ow sends an explicit REQUEST message to the ingress ER in which it speci es
the peak rate, r , required to satisfy its QoS objective. When a new ow arrives at ER-s,
the ER-s forwards the REQUEST message to the TMAC unit within the CH-node. The
input link and the destination IP address of the REQUEST message are used to identify the
end-points of demands, i.e., ingress ER-s and egress ER-d. This process requires information
about destination pre xes associated with each egress link. We follow the same methodology
outlined in [102], and keep a table of destination pre xes and the corresponding egress
routers in the CH-node. Each dest-prefix consists of an aggregated network address
advertised by the egress router and a mask length. The dest-prefix allows a set of
destination IP addresses to be mapped to a speci c egress router d. In practice, these
dest-prefix's can be determined from the forwarding tables of routers that terminate
egress links. We assume the CH-node can obtain this information from the underlying
routing protocol.
Upon receiving a new REQUEST message for a ow with r between ingress
ER-s and egress ER-d, the TMAC checks the following condition:
M (s; d) + r
< (1 + )  U (s; d)
(5.4)
where M (s; d) is the estimated rate of admitted traÆc between ER-s and ER-d, U (s; d)
is the admission threshold, and 0    1 is the hysteresis parameter. The new ow is
admitted if the condition in (5.4) is not violated. Otherwise the ow is rejected. Setting
peak

peak

node

node

peak
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 > 0 exploits statistical multiplexing of multiple ows and increases utilization level, but 
must be small enough to avoid oversubscription of resources and its corresponding adverse
impact on the end-to-end performance. We investigate how the value of  a ect the TMAC
performance in Section 5.4. We describe how D, M and U matrices are estimated in
the next two subsections.
node

Estimating Demand Matrix and Usage Matrix
The traÆc demand, D(s; d) is estimated as simply the

sum of the peak rate requested by individual ows (including both admitted and rejected requests):
X
D(s; d) = r (f )
(5.5)
ff g

peak

where ff g is the set of ows that enter the network at ingress ER-s and exits at egress
ER-d.
We use a time-window estimator as described in [62] at each ingress ER-s to
estimate the usage vector M (s; :), where each entry M (s; d) represents the rate of
admitted traÆc to each egress ER-d. The measurement window  is a multiple of  ,
and at the end of every  , M (s; d) is set to the highest average load computed for
any  in the previous window. All ingress ER-s send regular updates of their M (s; :)
vectors to the CH-node, which maintains the complete matrix M .
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Computing Upper-bound TraÆc Matrix

We assume that shortest paths for all ingress-egress pairs are known. Let Pij be
the set of links that form the shortest path from ingress router i to egress router j :
Pij = fl ; l ; : : : ; lhg
where h is the number of hops from i to j .
For each link with capacity Cl , we limit the share of bandwidth allocated to high
priority traÆc as  Cl where 0 < < 1. This available bandwidth should be split among
di erent IE-Pipes that share the same link in proportion to the corresponding D(s; d). For
a particular IE-Pipe(s; d), the allocated bandwidth on link l is:
Dl (s; d)
Ul (s; d) = P
  Cl
(5.6)
D (i; j )
1

T

2

T

i;j s:t: l2Pij ; i6=j

T

l

The admission threshold for IE-Pipe(s; d) can be determined as:
U (s; d) = min Ul (s; d); 8s; d; s 6= d:
(5.7)
l2Psd
We compute the entries, U (s; d), from Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) when s 6= d and set
U (s; d) = 0 when s = d. Since traÆc demands for operational IP networks exhibit di erent
time-of-day patterns (as reported in [102]), we need to update U often enough to re ect the
dynamic uctuations. The update interval is denoted as t , which is a parameter that we
vary in our experiments.
Robustness to non-stationarity in the demand can be achieved by choosing the
update interval, t , to be smaller than the time-scale at which D(s; d) uctuates. The
sensitivity analysis of this parameter is discussed in Section 5.4.
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5.3.2 Multiple Domain Case with Hierarchical TMAC

As the size of a domain grows, the number of admission control requests that need
to be processed by the CH-nodes increases with the number of incoming ows. The order
of the traÆc matrix M also grows with the number of ERs. The direct application
of TMAC to this scenario would eventually cause ineÆciency and scalability problems.
In Chapter 4, we solved the scalability problem of large-scale network by introducing a
hierarchical CH architecture and distribute resource management talks to various level of
CH-nodes. Similarly, we propose a hierarchical-TMAC (H-TMAC) that takes advantage of
locality information and performs admission control in multiple stages.
A large ISP network can be divided into logical basic domains (BDs) with either
geographic or administrative boundaries. For example, a basic domain can represent a local
POP. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the two-level CH-architecture within two large ISP,
one with two POPs, and the second one with three POPs. The LCH node within each POP
maintain a sub-matrix of M that includes all ERs within its own domain. Therefore, the
LCH can compute its own U (s; d) for all its own ERs s; d. It is responsible for performing
admission control for intra-domain ows, i.e., ows that arrive and exit from the same local
domain. For inter-domain ows, the LCH will forward the requests to the PCH and the
LCH of the destination BD for admission control.
To avoid having to forward every single ow request to the PCH, the LCH aggregates individual requests that share the same path, i.e., between the same pair of source
and destination POPs, into an aggregated request for a higher bandwidth (sum of all r
requested) to the PCH. The aggregate request can be attached with a list of reservation
identi ers for each individual sub-request, e.g., to di erentiate bandwidth requirements
from the source domain to each individual ER within the destination POP. The admission
control is done in two stages:
1. The PCH forwards the aggregate request to the LCH in the destination POP which
uses the attached list for ner-grained admission control via a local TMAC mechanism.
2. If the destination LCH accepts the aggregate request, the PCH checks if there is
enough resources between inter-POP links to satisfy the request. Instead of Equation 5.4, it checks if
M (a; b) + R(a; b) < C (a; b)
(5.8)
where M (a; b) is the measured load from POP-a to b, R(a; b) is the required bandwidth speci ed in the aggregate request, and C (a; b) is the available bandwidth on
the inter-domain link between POP-a and b.
The hierarchical CH architecture that deploys H-TMAC is an example of collective
tasking system. In Section 5.5, we describe how aggregate scheduling mechanism is employed
to enhance the throughput of CH-node and reduce the individual response time.
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5.4 Performance Study: TMAC Characteristics
The aim of the simulation study is to evaluate the performance and robustness of
TMAC. To evaluate the basic properties of TMAC, we consider a single domain case with
one CH-node. We use the ns-Network Simulator [89] to implement the basic mechanisms
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Figure 5.9: Simulation topology.
of a CH node. A time-window estimator is introduced at each input link to estimate the
rate of existing ows. The admission control module is created as an NsObject and inserted
before the ingress router. The admission control tasks (TMAC) and upper-bound matrix
computation are implemented at the Tcl-level. Our CH-patch works for ns-v2.1b6.
5.4.1 Network Topology

Since it is infeasible to run large-scale Internet experiments over actual networks,
we simulate a simple ISP topology shown in Figure 5.9 that consists of 9 edge routers (ERs)
and 3 core routers (CRs) grouped into three local POPs. All the ERs can be both ingress
and egress points for ows that enter and exit the ISP. The target utilization level for
high priority traÆc is 0.3. Each router uses a simple priority scheduler, and the control
messages are sent at the same priority as the data. In our simulations, the access links
(from ERs to CRs) are 10 Mbps and the backbone links (between two CRs) are 100 Mbps
each.
T

5.4.2 TraÆc Generation

For proprietary reasons, we are unable to access the real traÆc measurements
from Internet backbone networks. We derive traÆc models based on published results and
discussions with researchers who have studied data sets collected by ISPs themselves.
In our simulations, we model the admission-controlled traÆc as a Poisson arrival
process. The arrival rate from a host network to an ingress router is denoted as i(t). We
use the indices t to indicate the time-of-day dependence of the traÆc demand as reported in
[102] and [97], but do not attempt to di erentiate the e ect from di erent user groups (e.g.,
domestic consumer vs. domestic business, etc.). Data sets from the Sprint IP backbone
monitoring project [97] indicate that the bandwidth consumption peaks between 10 a.m.
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and 2 p.m. during the day and shows a dip from midnight to 3-4 a.m. These data sets also
show that there is a smaller time-scale uctuations throughout the day: about  10-15%
changes at 30 minutes intervals.
To re ect the realistic traÆc demand, we consider two scenarios:
1. Set i(to) = 1 and inject  10-15% changes at T=30 minutes interval for a two-hour
simulation. This simulates the smaller time-scale behavior observed in [97].
2. Same as 1, but introduce a steep drop of 80% to i(t) after 30 minutes into the
simulation. This simulates the abrupt change in bandwidth consumptions between
the peak and o -peak hours.
The traÆc distributions from an ingress ER-s to a set of egress ERs are based on a random
probabilistic model.
We consider four di erent source models to generate individual ows: EXP1,
EXP2, CBR and PARETO in our experiments. In Chapter 3, we discuss the rationale
behind using these models to generate di erent workload for our experiments. Table 5.1
summarizes the characteristics of these four models and the type of applications that can
be represented by each of them. EXP1, EXP2 and CBR have exponential lifetimes with
an average of 300 seconds. The ow lifetimes of PARETO sources follow a log-normal
distribution with average of 300 s. The aggregation of Pareto sources is known to exhibit
long range dependencies [90, 91]. For all four cases, packets are 200 bytes in length. This
correspond to sending 20 ms frame of digitized voice in a typical VoIP application that use
PCM codec and 8KHz sampling rate.
Source Model TraÆc Characteristics
EXP1
Exponential on and o times with
average of 1.004 and 1.587 seconds.
Peak rate = 64 Kbps.
EXP2
Exponential on and o times with
average of 0.1 and 0.9 seconds, respectively.
Peak rate = 258 Kbps.
CBR
Constant bit rate.
Peak rate = 64 Kbps.
PARETO
Pareto on and o times with
average of 0.5 seconds each.
Peak rate = 64 Kbps.

Example Applications
Voice-over-IP
Internet audio
Bursty video clip
Web transactions
Voice-over-IP without
silence suppression
Heavy-tail web traÆc

Table 5.1: Four traÆc source models used to generate di erent workload for our nssimulations.
5.4.3 Performance Evaluation

Using ns simulations, we evaluated how well the TMAC performs with respect
to the goal of achieving high network utilization while maintaining low packet loss. All
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Figure 5.10: Abrupt TraÆc Fluctuations: Share of bottleneck bandwidth allocated to
each ingress-egress pair that share Link-3: D(0; 7), D(1; 7) and D(5; 7), t = 2 minutes.
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simulations were repeated using di erent seeds to the random number generator. The
averages across all repetitions are reported in our results. In all our experiments, we use
homogeneous ows unless speci ed otherwise. We assume that the peak rate speci ed by
a ow is accurate, i.e., once the ow is admitted, its instantaneous transmission rate may
uctuate but it never exceeds the speci ed peak rate. The o ered load is chosen such that
blocking rates in these experiments are approximately 20%. The utilization level is de ned
as:
Measured traÆc load :
0:3  Link capacity
Abrupt TraÆc Fluctuations

In our rst experiment, we examine how well TMAC reacts to dynamic uctuations
in traÆc demand. We consider the case where all the ows that are destined for ER7
originate from either ER0, ER1 or ER5 (as marked by the dotted arrows in Figure 5.9).
Figure 5.10 shows the bandwidth-sharing achieved on the bottleneck link L as a result
of the TMAC policy when EXP1 source model is used. The x-axis shows simulation time
and the y-axis shows the average bandwidth used by each of the three IE-Pipes: (0,7),
(1,7) and (5,7) over ten-second intervals. All the EXP1 sources from ER0, ER1 and ER5
which are destined to ER7 compete for bandwidth on L . The upper-bound traÆc matrix
is updated at regular intervals of t = 2 minutes in this case. We arti cially introduce
abrupt changes in traÆc demand at time 900 s, 1800 s, and 2700 s. The dashed lines on
Figure 5.10 show the ideal allocation of bandwidth among these three ingress-egress pairs if
the traÆc demand is known a priori. The solid lines show the actual link sharing achieved
by TMAC. Results indicate that each ingress-egress pair gets roughly its ideal bandwidth
allocation, with 8.1% - 19.9% deviation from the ideal values. On an average, it takes 2.7
minutes after each perturbation to converge to the ideal utilization level.
o

o
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Sensitivity Analysis

Since TMAC depends on the estimation of the upper-bound traÆc matrix U ,
we need to understand how the utilization level is a ected by the frequency at which U is
updated. Figure 5.11 shows the network utilization level averaged over three bottleneck links
as t is varied from 1 to 60 minutes for all four di erent source models (EXP1, EXP2, CBR
and PARETO). We inject  10-15% random uctuations in traÆc demand as described
in Section 5.4.2 at regular intervals of T=30 minutes. For a given source model, each
point on the curve shows the utilization level for a particular t averaged over 50 simulation
runs with di erent random seeds. The reason for repeating the experiment 50 times is
to get a large enough sample size to apply the central limit theorem and calculate the
valid mean [114]. In all four cases, the average utilization level decreases as t is increased
because the estimated U is less responsive to traÆc uctuations. However, the performance
degradation is negligible for 1  t  10 minutes. The utilization level starts to decrease as
t is increased beyond 10 minutes. Since recomputation of U incurs processing overhead, it
is desirable to choose a larger value of t . In this case, t = 10 minutes is the optimal choice
since it is the largest possible t that does not degrade TMAC performance considerably.
The e ect of t on TMAC performance varies depending on the statistical variability of the traÆc source. With EXP1 sources, the utilization level decreases from 77% to
51%. Experimenting with CBR sources achieves the highest utilization level (92-98%) since
the bandwidth usage of admitted ows is fairly deterministic. The presence of a burstier
source (EXP2) reduces the utilization level (43-58%), while the long range dependent trafc (PARETO) achieves roughly the same utilization as (EXP1). In all cases except CBR
source, packet loss is less than 0.3%. For CBR source, packet loss varies from 0.6% for t
= 1 minute to 4.5% for t = 60 minutes.
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Trade-o s Between Loss and Utilization

There is a trade-o between packet loss and network utilization level in any admission control system. To increase the network utilization, one might admit more ows
into the system. But this may lead to over-subscription of resources and a higher loss rate.
Tuning the hysteresis parameter, , allows an ISP to operate at the desired utilization level.
We are interested in the range of utilization and loss rates that can be achieved by varying
 for di erent source models. Results are plotted as a set of loss-load curves in Figure 5.12.
Each point shows the average packet loss for a given utilization level as  is varied from
0.0 to 0.5. The loss load curves have the same frontier as those of the measurement-based
admission control algorithm (not shown here) reported in [62]. The burstier source (EXP2)
shows a dramatically di erent range as compared to the three other traÆc sources. Since
the peak rate of EXP2 is 10 times larger than that of EXP1, and the admission control
policy is based on peak rate, we tend to admit less number of EXP2 ows. However, since
the activity cycle of EXP2 is very short (10%) and the used bandwidth is zero for a large
amount of time, we observe this under-utilization of network resources.
5.4.4 Discussions

We have presented TMAC, a new admission control scheme that combines the
Measured-Sum [63] algorithm (a measurement-based approach) and the traÆc matrix knowledge in making admission control decisions (Section 5.3). It has been known that the MBAC
approach can achieve higher network utilization than parameter-based algorithms, but can
lead to occasional packet losses or delays [62, 63]. To ensure that TMAC can satisfy the
application-level QoS requirement, e.g., 1% maximum loss rate for VoIP, we use the peak
rate (rather than mean rate) of the new ow in the admission control process, as represented
by Equation ( 5.4). We choose this conservative approach because TMAC does not have a
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priori knowledge of the workload models.
To evaluate the robustness of TMAC against the diversity of Internet workload,
we use four di erent source models: EXP1, EXP2, CBR, and PARETO in our simulations.
The simulation results show that TMAC can achieve low loss rate but at the cost of network
resources. For example, the number of ows is very small for EXP2 source model since
TMAC uses peak rate for admission control, leading to extremely low network utilization.
In this case, we want to increase the level of acceptable statistical multiplexing by tuning
 to allow admission of more ows and improve network eÆciency. This implies that the
knowledge of workload is useful to tune TMAC parameters for optimal performance. For
example, with the EXP1 source (VoIP like traÆc), TMAC can achieve 95% utilization level
with less than 1% loss with = 0.2. In Section 5.4, we presented the tradeo between
link utilization and packet loss rate achieved by TMAC with di erent values of . This
information allows ISPs to choose the appropriate operational point of their network based
on their performance goals and customer ows' requirements.
There are two possible solutions to improve the performance of TMAC:
1. Application Assisted TMAC: In this approach, the admission controlled ows are
required to specify its source characteristics in the REQUEST message. For example,
it should provide average rate and burst size information besides to peak rate. The
additional information can be used to choose the optimal value of .
2. TMAC with Feedback Loop: Instead of relying on the ows to provide accurate
source parameters, this approach uses the measured loss rate and link utilization as
feedback to ne-tune the TMAC parameter, . For example,  should be decreased
if loss rate is high, and increased if both link utilization and loss rate are low.
Another source of overhead for TMAC is the processing of individual request
messages, especially in the Hierarchical-TMAC case when a ow crosses multiple domains.
We address this issue in the next section.
2

5.5 Aggregate Scheduling in the CH Architecture
So far, we have presented the details of the aggregate reservation and admission
control mechanisms within the Clearing House. Both mechanisms introduce the following
overhead:
1. bandwidth consumed by control traÆc, e.g., REQUEST message for admission control, traÆc measurement reports, and signaling message to establish aggregate reservations at routers.
2. processing power of CH-nodes to service admission control (at ow level) and reservation (at trunk level) requests.
The processing of the resource control requests (item 2 mentioned above) is a
potential bottleneck that might impact the performance of a CH-node. In this section, we
explore how aggregate scheduling can enhance the throughput of the Clearing House in
servicing the various resource control requests.
2

EXP1 and CBR are used to model VoIP traÆc with and without silent suppression, respectively. EXP2
sources have the highest statistical variability while PARETO sources are known to generate long-range
dependency traÆc [90, 91].
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Figure 5.13: A general framework for aggregate scheduling.
5.5.1 Background: Aggregate Scheduling

Aggregate scheduling is a mechanism in which multiple requests of a particular
type are aggregated into a single request for enhancing the performance of the system. The
level of aggregation refers to the number of requests that have been aggregated. The cost
of executing the aggregated request is much less than the cost incurred by executing each
request separately.
Our implementation of a generic aggregate scheduling mechanism includes three
distinct jobs: aggregator, scheduler, and maintainer. There are two data structures shared
between these three jobs: ListofQueues and OPT data structures. Figure 5.13 shows a
general aggregate scheduling framework.
Aggregator

The aggregator listens to incoming requests and places them into the request queue
of a particular class. If the incoming request is of a new class, the aggregator creates a new
queue for that class in the List of Queues data structure. The aggregator also keeps track of
all the active classes and updates the status of the OPT data structure for every incoming
request.
Scheduler

The scheduler schedules a class and not individual requests. The selection of
a class is based on the optimization metric of a speci c algorithm, e.g., the queue with
the maximum number of requests or the longest waiting time. Once a class is scheduled,
all requests of that class are aggregated into one request, and the aggregated request is
processed.
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Maintainer and OPT

The OPT data structure stores the status of the requests currently in the queues
(for all the classes). The Maintainer is responsible for managing the OPT data structure.
The OPT stores the following information for each particular class c
 R(c), the total number of requests of class c.
 W (c), the waiting time metric of the aggregated request, e.g., the total waiting time,
the maximum or minimum waiting time, or the average waiting time.
 A(c), an application speci c metric for class c, e.g., the size of an object in broadcast
scheduling.
Every aggregate scheduling algorithm is associated with an optimization metric,
which is a function of R(c), W (c), and A(c), and denoted as fc(R; W; A). The scheduler
picks the class c with the maximum value of fc(R; W; A) to optimize its performance.
5.5.2 RxW Scheduling

In this section, we describe the RxW aggregate scheduling algorithm that we use
for enhancing the CH performance.
For RxW scheduling, the optimization metric is based on R(c) and W (c), and are
application independent. Here, R(c) refers to the total number of requests, while W (c)
refers to the maximum waiting time of a request in the queue of class c. The scheduler
schedules the class with the maximum value of R(c)  W (c). RxW scheduling is well
studied in [115]. Several approximate variants of RxW scheduling are discussed in [115] but
a detailed comparison of how these variants perform in our application is beyond our scope.
5.5.3 Aggregate Scheduling and the Clearing House

Every CH-architecture has control over a set of domains. We assume that all the
ows between a speci c pair of ERs within the same ISP domain share the same primary
path. In this case, forwarding and processing each admission control call request from endto-end is the bottleneck in servicing the call. We de ne a class c for every pair of ERs. All
ow requests between the same pair of ERs can be aggregated into a single request with
higher bandwidth requirement. The total bandwidth computation and discovering the path
between a pair of ERs is done only once for the set of requests. We can also use a cache to
store the di erent computed paths for future requests and update it when there are routing
changes.
5.5.4 Simulation Framework

We have developed a simulator that simulates the actions of a two-level Clearing
House architecture. The CH is treated as a database in which, the reservations along
the various links in the topology are maintained. The CH-node has the following simple
structure:
typedef struct {
Database *database;
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Figure 5.14: Simulation model.
// Database of all links in topology
IntexTable *itable;
// Hash index for efficient database access
PendingQueue *pq;
// Pending queue of call requests
TeardownQueue *tdq;
// Pending queue of tear-down requests
TeardownAggregator *tda;
// Database of aggregated tear-downs
AggregateRequests *arqueue;
// Queue of aggregated requests
Network_Stats *net;
// Network Statistics
Cache_Paths *cp;
// Cache of Shortest Paths
}ClearingHouse;

There are four important components in our Clearing House simulator. As illustrated in Figure 5.14, they are the call setup aggregator, the call setup scheduler, the call
tear-down aggregator and the call tear-down scheduler. These four processes are scheduled
by the global scheduler in a weighted round-robin fashion. RxW scheduling is employed by
the call setup scheduler and the cache is used for storing previously computed shortest paths
between di erent pair of ERs. The link database stores the entire ISP network topology
and propagation delay along the various links.
Network Topology

For our simulations, we use the topology shown in Figure 5.15, which is an approximation of the AT&T Worldnet IP backbone as reported in [46]. Assume an ISP network
that has to interconnect di erent POPs that reside in 12 important cities in the USA. Each
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Figure 5.15: Topology of the IP backbone with 12 basic domains.
POP is represented by a basic domain (BD), and they are interconnected by links with
limited capacity. A Local Clearing House (LCH) is associated with each BD. Inter-domain
call requests generated based on a weighted distribution and sent to the LCHs. The 12 domains are grouped to form one larger LD and top CH-node (PCH) is introduced to service
aggregate reservation requests between multiple domains.
Workload Models

We use voice traÆc as a workload to drive the evaluation of the Clearing House.
The call arrival rate in each domain i is modeled as an independent Poisson process of
intensity i calls per second, and the call duration is exponentially distributed with a
mean of 1==120 s. We de ne the traÆc load arriving at each LCH i as i =  , where
i = 1; 2; : : : ; 12.
5.5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance characteristics of a single PCH-node,
and evaluate the scalability issues involved in deploying the CH architectures in large-scale
networks.
In our simulations, a single PCH node keeps track of the reservations along the
various links in the topology given in Figure 5.15. The 12 LCH-nodes perform local admission control while the PCH processes call requests between POPs and coordinate aggregate
reservations on the various inter-domain links. The reservation status is maintained in the
back-end database which is constantly updated.
Given this setting, we test the performance of this node under various loads. We
de ne the load as the number of inter-domain reservation requests per second arriving at
the PCH node. A weight proportional to the population of the city is associated with every
node in the topology. The calling pattern is derived from a probabilistic model in which
the probability associated with every node is proportional to the weight of the node.
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Figure 5.16: Throughput of a Clearing House node as the traÆc load is varied.
We use three di erent scheduling policies to evaluate the CH-architecture. They
are:
1. RxW Scheduling: as described in Section 5.5.2.
2. FIFO Scheduling: This is the normal scheduling policy based on the rst come rst
serve principle.
3. Bounded FIFO: Bounded FIFO refers to FIFO scheduling with bounded response
time, i.e., requests with high waiting times are directly dropped.
We measure the throughput, mean response time, mean tear-down time and call blocking
rate for varying loads. We also measure the fairness of the di erent scheduling policies in
terms of the variability of individual response time.
Throughput Characteristics

Throughput is measured as the number of calls serviced by the CH-node per
second. From Figure 5.16, we observe that the peak throughput obtained using RxW
is 71% more than the peak obtained using FIFO. By introducing a bounded response time
policy in FIFO scheduling, the throughput is unaltered. Using RxW scheduling, the CH
can successfully process 3500 calls/s while the CH can only take a load of 1850 calls/s
using FIFO scheduling. The throughput of RxW drops once the load increases beyond 3750
calls/s.
Call-Blocking Characteristics

A call is \blocked" when the reservation request is dropped by the scheduler either
due to insuÆcient resources or excessive load. The blocking rate obtained using RxW
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Figure 5.17: Call blocking rate as the traÆc load is varied.
scheduling is much less than that of FIFO scheduling. The call blocking rate of FIFO
scheduling is una ected by the bounded response time constraint. The call blocking rate
is negligible until a load of 1500 calls/s. For RxW scheduling, the call blocking rate is less
than 10% until a load of 3200 calls/s. After a certain threshold, the blocking rate increases
linearly with the load indicating a saturation point of throughput.
Response-time Characteristics

The response time is de ned as the time taken to service a call request by the
CH. In Figure 5.18, we plot the mean response time as a function of the load for the three
scheduling policies. The response time of bounded FIFO is always lower than 0.5 s and
is much lesser than that of normal FIFO after a load of 2000 calls/s. The mean response
time of RxW increases linearly after 2500 calls/s. After a load of 1850 calls/s, the mean
response time of FIFO scheduling shoots up rapidly and is an order of magnitude larger
than bounded FIFO or RxW scheduling.

Tear-down Characteristics

It is important to measure the time taken to tear down the reservations along
a particular path. Figure 5.19 shows some very interesting properties of the tear-down
response time. When the throughput of the system decreases at 3700 calls/s load, the
tear-down response time drops by 5 ms for RxW scheduling and stabilizes at 16 ms. The
mean tear-down time for RxW scheduling shows a steep increase after a load of 2500 calls/s
while the mean tear-down time for FIFO policies stabilizes at 6ms beyond a load of 1850
calls/s. The number of tear-down requests is proportional to the throughput of the system
at a speci ed load. Hence, when the throughput of FIFO and RxW scheduling stabilizes at
2950 calls/s and 1770 calls/s at loads of 3500 calls/s and 1850 calls/s, the mean-tear down
time stabilizes.
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Figure 5.18: Mean response time as a function of traÆc load.
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Figure 5.19: Tear-down response time as a function of traÆc load.
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Figure 5.21: Distribution of response time at a load of 3000 requests per second.
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Fairness of our Approach

We determine the fairness of our approach by studying the variations of response
time. In a normal FIFO queue model, the response time of a call request would be proportional to the size of the queue. Since RxW scheduling tries to optimize the throughput
of the CH, there might be a few requests which might have to wait for a long time before
getting scheduled. Such requests will observe a high response time. In Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21, we plot the variations of response time at two critical loads equal to 2000 calls/s
and 3000 calls/s.
FIFO scheduling reaches its stable region at a load of 2000 calls/s, while the
throughput of RxW scheduling is close to its maximum at 3000 calls/s. At a load of 2000
calls/s (Figure 5.20), a huge percentage (> 80%) of requests in RxW scheduling have a
response time in the range of 50-220 ms while the response time of FIFO is distributed over
the range of 30-600 ms. For the Bounded FIFO case, the majority (30%) of the requests
experience response time of about 500 ms, and the response time of the remaining requests
are distributed between 0-500 ms. At a load of 3000 calls/s (Figure 5.21), RxW scheduling
processes most of the requests within 500 ms. A small percentage of the requests (<2%)
in RxW scheduling su er due to loss of aggregation and have a high response time (>1
second). The response time of FIFO is distributed equally between 30 ms -2 seconds. In
other words, the response time of the normal FIFO are almost three times longer when
the load increases from 2000 calls/s to 3000 calls/s. For Bounded FIFO, a huge percentage
(>90%) of the requests have a response time between 450-500 ms.
5.6 Summary
To make the Clearing House scalable to a large user base, we introduced a hierarchical structure where resource control tasks are delegated to distributed CH-nodes
in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we describe three of these resource control mechanisms:
an aggregate reservation technique based on Gaussian predictors, a TraÆc-Matrix Based
Admission Control (TMAC) algorithm, and a RxW aggregate scheduling mechanism for
servicing the ow requests. We have conducted thorough simulation experiments to study
how each of these algorithm performs and the tradeo s involved in tuning its parameters.
The following are some of the observations:
Aggregate Reservations The key insight behind our approach is predictability of aggregate traÆc (trunks). We approximate the arrival process of the intra- and interdomain trunks as Gaussian, and measure their corresponding mean, , and variance,
 , during the measurement window of length T . Aggregate reservations are set up
based on the measured  and . The value of T should be small enough to track
the traÆc uctuations, but not too small to incur unnecessary signaling overhead. We
infer from our simulations that additional knowledge of workload is useful in choosing
the optimum value of T . Using VoIP as an example workload, our results show
that this reservation technique can satisfy the QoS objective of voice applications (i.e.,
< 1% loss rate) with only 8% over-provisioning, when T = 1 minute.
This aggregate reservation scheme can be applied to other Internet workloads as long
as the number of ows being aggregated is large enough for the Gaussian approximation to hold. For multiple time-scale traÆc such as compressed video, the Gaussian
2
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predictor needs to be replaced by a more complicated model to capture the statistical
variability at di erent time-scales.
TMAC Although admission control is only performed at ingress points of an ISP domain,
it must to take into account the network-wide congestion level to avoid any potential
impact on the performance of existing ows. TMAC addresses this by leveraging the
knowledge of the traÆc demand distributions within an ISP to compute the admission
threshold, U (s; d) for a particular ow that enters at ingress ER-s, and exits at egress
ER-d. In our simulations, we explore the tradeo between link utilization and packet
loss rate as the value of , which controls the level of statistical multiplexing, is
varied. In general, the network utilization levels increases with the value of , but
it also becomes more likely to admit too many ows, resulting in degradation of
QoS performance (higher packet losses). With VoIP traÆc, TMAC can achieve 97%
utilization level with less than 1% packet loss rate. To support the diverse Internet
workload, TMAC needs to tune its control parameter dynamically based on either (a)
the measured network performance through an on-line feedback loop, or (b) source
parameters speci ed by end applications.
RxW Aggregate Scheduling We consider RxW scheduling for servicing reservation requests, and simulation results show that high throughput can be obtained while keeping reasonably low response time of an individual reservation request. The peak
throughput obtained using RxW shows 71% improvement over the throughput obtained using FIFO. This implies that a CH-node can support greater number of users
(better scaling property) using aggregate scheduling.
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Chapter 6
Furies: Malicious Flow Detection
via Aggregate Policing
As described in [22], a control architecture for provisioning network resources is
essential for ensuring end-to-end Quality-of-Service (QoS) for IP-based latency sensitive
applications. In Chapter 4, we proposed a Clearing House architecture to coordinate bandwidth allocation within and across domains to achieve statistical delay and packet loss
bounds. Chapter 5 discussed how the CH-nodes adapts intra- and inter-domain aggregate
reservations based on Gaussian predictors. In that chapter, we also presented the TraÆcMatrix based Admission Control (TMAC) scheme that takes into account network-wide
traÆc distributions within an ISP.
In addition to bandwidth reservations and admission control, an equally important
resource control task is traÆc policing, i.e., verifying that each admitted ow uses only its
allocated share of network resources, and does not lie about its bandwidth requirement. This
chapter focuses on malicious ow detection and traÆc policing mechanisms, as shown in our
thesis roadmap (Figure 6.1). We have designed a new control framework, called Furies , for
detecting and policing malicious ows without having to keep per- ow state information at
any edge routers. The words \malicious" and \misbehaving" are used interchangeably in
our discussions to describe an admitted ow that violate its allocated share of bandwidth.
We show the scalability and the practicality of Furies through simulations, a prototype, and an implementation. Section 6.1 provides a brief overview of the design challenges,
our contributions and evaluation methodology. Section 6.2 highlights the key features of
Furies, and discusses how we arrive at several design choices based on our understanding
of current Internet infrastructure. We also discuss how Furies can be extended to police
inter-domain traÆc subject to SLAs, but our main focus is on detecting individual ows.
Malicious ow detection (MFD) is an example of on-line change detection problems [116], in which one needs to detect the occurrence of abnormal traÆc behavior as
soon as possible, but with a low rate of false alarms. Section 6.3 describes the detection
algorithm, called M alicious ow Detection via Aggregate P olicing (MDAP), that we have
developed. The design of MDAP is driven by two goals: (a) to protect the well-behaved
ows against resource depletion due to malicious activity, and (b) to identify and eventually
penalize the malicious ows. Another desirable property is robustness with respect to noise
1

1

Furies is the Roman name of the three Greek goddesses responsible for tormenting evildoers.
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Figure 6.1: Thesis roadmap: The CH architecture and its various resource control
mechanisms.
conditions and errors in workload modeling. The simulations discussed in Section 6.4 are
designed to evaluate the e ectiveness and robustness of MDAP. We also study the trade-o s
between di erent performance criteria by tuning the parameters of MDAP.
Section 6.5 provides a brief description of our implementation of Furies based on
Click Router [24], and demonstrates that the processing overhead that Furies introduced at
an edge router is insigni cant. Deployment issues are addressed in Section 6.6. Section 6.7
summarizes key results presented in this chapter.
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Motivation

Designing a control framework that performs scalable traÆc policing in the edge
networks faces numerous challenges. The most important is scalability. The overhead
imposed by implementing the policies, such as amount of states maintained and processing
time, should be bounded as the number of ows grows, i.e., should scale at most linearly
with the number of ows. Another important requirement is compatibility with the existing
Internet architecture. By compatibility, we mean that the proposed policies should be
incrementally deployable and be able to reuse rather than replace the primitives supported
by the existing network. The scalability, performance and deployment issues that might
a ect the design of a MFD scheme are not well understood. We attempt to bridge this gap
in our work.
6.1.2 TraÆc Policing and Malicious Flow Detection

After a high-priority ow is admitted, it is important to verify that this ow
uses only its allocated share of network resources. A natural approach is to monitor every
admitted ow at its ingress router, i.e., the entry point to a network domain. TraÆc policing
in the Di -Serv literature usually refers to parameter-based packet lter mechanisms, which
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are useful in tracking and shaping per- ow usage. However, this requires every edge router
to maintain per- ow information and incurs signi cant processing overhead, leading to poor
scalability. In this chapter, policing refers to monitoring aggregate groups of admitted ows
and detecting speci c groups that violate their total allocated bandwidth. The ultimate
goal is to uniquely identify the malicious ows within these detected groups. It is crucial
to detect and penalize these malicious ows because they can potentially cause other ows
that share the same link to su er from congestion, resulting in delays and packet losses.
6.1.3 Performance Indexes

In general, the four intuitive performance indexes for designing and evaluating an
on-line change detection system [116] are:
1. probability of false alarms (i.e., a ow is detected as malicious when it is not), P
2. probability of non-detection (i.e., a malicious ow is not detected), P ,
3. delay for detection, t , and
4. magnitude of detected change (e.g., how much do malicious ows exceed their allocated
bandwidth).
The choice of the parameters for a detection algorithm usually involve a set of trade-o s
among these performance indexes. For example, if we choose a large value as the threshold
for detection, the probability of false alarms decreases, but the probability of non-detection
increases. Therefore, these indexes may be in di erent order of importance depending on
the applications.
Since the main goal of this dissertation is to deliver end-to-end QoS assurance to
latency sensitive applications, the rst criteria is to protect the well-behaved ows that use
legitimate amount of resources against malicious behavior. Identifying and penalizing the
malicious ow itself is secondary, as long as the impact of the malicious activity of undetected
ows on other well-behaved ows is negligible. This implies that malicious ows that cause
the most damage should be detected as soon as possible and penalized, e.g., through packet
drops, while smaller malicious ows are tolerable even if they are not identi ed. The
exact magnitude of violation (detected change) is not important. To quantify how well the
performance of well-behaved ows is preserved against malicious activity, we de ne P as
the probability of incorrectly dropped packets from the good ows. In summary, an ideal
MFD algorithm in this case should achieve the following (in the order of importance):
 close to zero P ,
 close to zero P ,
 maximum possible successful detection probability, P , (or 1 - P ), and
 small t ,
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6.1.4 Our Contributions

We propose a new control framework, Furies, that can be deployed by an Autonomous System (AS) to detect malicious ows in an eÆcient and scalable manner. Our
approach exploits the Internet's hierarchical structure and the economic relationships between Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to form special grouping of ows for aggregate
policing. Within the CH-architecture, Furies resides in the core of a Local Clearing House
(Section 4.4: Figure 4.7) as the main resource controller. An LCH can also host other
logical entities that provide services such as security and billing, but a detailed analysis of
those entities is out of the scope of this dissertation.
The main contribution of this chapter is designing, developing and evaluating
MDAP (M alicious ow Detection via Aggregate P olicing), a mechanism within the Furies
framework that detects malicious behavior through intelligent coordination of edge routers
and aggregate policing. MDAP requires edge routers to maintain only a small amount of
aggregate state information, and chooses its parameters based on the performance criteria
listed at the end of Section 6.1.3 (as for an ideal MFD algorithm). Two other desirable
properties that we consider are robustness and minimal processing overhead. Since MDAP
does not require a priori knowledge of the individual ow characteristics, we evaluate its
sensitivity to modeling errors in Section 6.4 by considering a variety of source models.
We also simulate di erent extreme scenarios to investigate whether MDAP is robust with
respect to noise conditions, e.g., when large and small ows are aggregated together for
policing, or when the percentage of malicious ows are varied. For MDAP to scale well
with a large user population, its processing overhead should be minimal. We study this
issue through implementation in Section 6.5.
In our model, the source provider's network is responsible for monitoring the
admitted ows and detecting malicious behavior. The subsequent ASs (ISPs or transit
providers) only attempt to verify whether the inter-domain traÆc from their upstream
peers or customers adhere to their respective Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) [10]. An
SLA speci es the expected level of service o ered by a provider to the customer traÆc it
carries, e.g., maximum delay or packet loss guarantees, provided that the customer does
not exceed the total subscribed bandwidth.
The key insight behind Furies is a coordinated way of assigning a ow-identi er,
F id, to every admitted ow, which allows aggregation of ows for traÆc policing without
compromising the ability to uniquely identify a ow if it is malicious. Each F id has two
sub elds: F idIn and F idEg. At ingress routers, admitted ows are aggregated based on
their F idIn for group policing. Similarly, egress routers police ows with the same F idEg
as an aggregate. The fact that each edge router maintains only the aggregate state for each
group, identi ed by F id sub elds, is crucial for the reductionpof state from O(n), which
would be required if each ow were policed individually, to O( n), where n is the number
of admitted ows.
Furies does not strive to provide hard end-to-end guarantees but rather statistical
QoS, as provided by soft real-time services. We assume that only the high-priority trafc needs resource reservation and are admission controlled. Furies can co-exist with any
Measurement-Based Admission Control (MBAC) [62] algorithms previously proposed. For
2

2
An AS is a network domain administered by a single organization, e.g., an ISP, a transit provider, a
campus or corporate network.
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Figure 6.2: An example logical map of the Internet infrastructure.
evaluation purposes, we use the Measured Sum (MS) algorithm [63]. A detailed comparison
of the di erent MBAC algorithms is out of the scope of this chapter.
6.2 Design Rationale
Our design decisions are in uenced by the inherent Internet hierarchy as described
in Chapter 4.2.1. Figure 6.2 illustrates the logical relationship between host networks, LAPs,
transit providers and ISPs. For ease of discussion, we introduce the following de nitions:
 A ow refers to a high-priority stream identi ed by its source and destination IP
addresses.
 A source domain refers to the rst AS (usually LAP or ISP) that a ow from a host
network is routed to.
 A hose is a collection of ows that crosses from one domain to another, e.g. between
two peering ISPs, from LAPs to transit providers or to rst-tier ISPs.
 An Ingress ER is the edge router where a ow enters a domain and an Egress ER
is where it exits.
Furies attempts to preserve end-to-end performance assurance by auditing the
high-priority traÆc that is admitted into a domain. The following characteristics are responsible for the scalability and robustness of our architecture.
6.2.1 Furies Service Model

We treat the traÆc coming from another provider's domain di erently from the
individual ows from host networks, because resource allocation decisions for these cases
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happen in vastly di erent time-scales and granularity. In the former, the transit traÆc
(hose) is usually subjected to peering agreements or SLAs [10] that re ect aggregate traÆc
performance (e.g., average packet loss) and stay e ective over long time-scale, e.g., weeks
or months. In the latter, the reservation requests from individual ows usually need fast
resource control decisions, e.g., within milliseconds, and ner-grained performance guarantees.
We assume that the source domain (e.g., the LAP shown in Figure 6.2) is responsible for policing individual ows from host networks and ensuring that the aggregate traÆc
(hoses) entering the subsequent ISP domains do not violate the associated SLAs. In other
words, it is important for the source domain to identify and stop malicious ows before they
leave its network. The subsequent ISPs will treat these ows as part of a \hose" coming
from the source domain and police them as an aggregate.
Furies uses the \core-stateless" principles [54], in that our architecture di erentiates between edge and core nodes. While edge nodes do perform per ow management, core
nodes do not and therefore can be eÆciently implemented at high speeds. This signi cantly
reduces the implementation complexity since no state information is maintained in the core.
Our architecture builds on many of the existing Di -Serv primitives, including:
Packet marking and classi cation The Di -Serv Code Point (DSCP) [15], which is the
rst six bits in the TOS byte in the IP-header, is marked to di erentiate packets
from di erent classes of applications, e.g., high-priority voice ows vs. best-e ort
data traÆc. Bits in the TOS octet are set at the network edges or administrative
boundaries. Core routers simply classify the packets into di erent queues based on
their DSCP values.
Expedited forwarding PHB The granularity of service provisioning is a \class" in Di Serv, and multiple ows with the same DSCP value are mapped on to a single per-hop
behavior (PHB) at a router. We consider expedited forwarding PHB [18] because it
is appropriate for applications that require a hard guarantee on the delay and jitter,
such as VoIP. It can be implemented using a priority scheduler that always schedule
packets from high-priority queue rst whenever it is not empty.
TraÆc policer In Di -Serv, the TraÆc Conditioning Agreement (TCA) [15] provider and
the customer may specify that packets submitted for a certain service level (as speci ed
by the DSCP) and are deemed to be non-conforming may be re-marked to a lower
service level. This remarking is performed by a traÆc policer. The simplest form of
policing is dropping the packets, which is suÆcient most of the time.
6.2.2 Flow-Identi ers and Group Policing

Since a typical ER in a local POP can observe up to 5000 [97] simultaneous ows,
per- ow policing is not ideal because it incurs a huge processing overhead. Instead, we
propose to aggregate ows for group policing. To be able to uniquely identify a malicious
ow, Furies assigns each admitted ow a unique 32-bit ow-identi er, F id, which is inserted
in the packet header. This F id is explicitly assigned by Furies and is not assumed as
a random number by the ow. Every F id consists of two 16-bit sub- elds: F idIn and
F idEg. All ows that enter or exit at a particular ER are aggregated into di erent groups
based on their F ids. Each of these groups is identi ed with a unique group-identi er. The
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F idIn and F idEg

sub elds of a ow refer to the group identi ers used by its ingress and
egress ER, respectively.
Furies aggregates all ows that share the same sub eld F idIn (or F idEg) and
polices them as a group at the associated ER. Every ow is policed at both its ingress
and egress ER in two distinct groups, thereby increasing the chances of detecting malicious
ows. Every ER maintains only the aggregate state for each group and hence does not store
any per- ow state.
6.2.3 Assumptions







We make the following assumptions in our design:
All routers can support two QoS classes: Best-e ort and High-priority. From Chapter 3.2.2, we found that the perceived quality of VoIP application is satisfactory if the
packet loss rate is less than 1% and per hop queuing delay is minimal (less than 5 ms).
We use this as a guideline for the performance requirement of high-priority class.
For any particular ow that enters a domain, we can infer the associated egress ER
from the underlying routing protocol. We do not modify any routing decisions.
Packets that violate traÆc pro les can either be dropped or re-marked to lower priority
levels at the traÆc policers. Our architecture can support both cases equally well,
but for simplicity, we choose packet dropping as the default.
Furies requires explicit REQUEST and TEARDOWN messages for admitting and
releasing every ow. The signaling messages are generated by either the customer
router or a proxy and sent as UDP packets at the same level of priority (high).
We assume the reservation agent or proxy that issues the REQUEST message (on
behalf of the host) is also responsible for inserting the assigned 32-bit F id in the
packet header if the ow is admitted.

6.3 Furies Architecture and MDAP Mechanisms
In this section, we provide a detailed description of our algorithms for malicious
ow detection.
6.3.1 Components of Furies

Furies adds two components to edge routers (ERs) to implement its policies: TraÆc
Monitors (TMs) and TraÆc Policers (TPs). Each ISP domain has a Resource Manager (RM)
that interacts with the ERs continuously to admit new ows and coordinate edge policing.
The RM is a logical unit that can be physically placed at the fault monitoring
point or policy server in an ISP. The RM maintains the repository of assigned F ids and
their allocated bandwidths in the Fid-Repository (FR). It also contains the admission control policy. Figure 6.3a illustrates how the control messages ow between the various Furies
components. When a new REQUEST message arrives at ER-s, it is forwarded to the RM,
which performs admission control and assigns an F id if admitted. Upon successful admission, the RM then sends an ACCEPT message along with the F id back to the host. It also
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Figure 6.3: (a) Components of Furies. (b) MDAP mechanisms.
updates the traÆc policers at the associated ingress and egress ER using the CONFIGURE
message. Otherwise, the RM sends a REJECT message.
A TraÆc Monitor (TM) at each ingress ER passively measures the rate of admitted traÆc and updates the RM periodically. These updates are used by the RM for
measurement-based admission control (Chapter 5.3). A TraÆc Policer (TP) is introduced
at each ER to police groups of ows identi ed by sub elds of their F ids. In the example
shown in Figure 6.3b, the new ow is assigned an F id with the rst sub eld, F idIn equals
to x, and F idEg equals y. At ER-s, the new ow is aggregated with other ows with F idIn
= x for group policing. At ER-d, this ow is grouped with other ows with F idEg = y
for policing. Figure 6.4 highlights the major control blocks within the RM, which will be
discussed in detail in the following section.
6.3.2 Fid Assignment and Releasing

Furies assigns each edge router ER-i a set of M unique group identi ers, denoted
as Ai = fxi ; xi ; : : : ; xiM g, where each member is a 16-bit binary number and is unique
across the set Ai. The sets Ai and Aj associated with any two ER-i and j are mutually
disjoint.
Any F id of an admitted ow should satisfy the following properties:
1. If the ow is routed from ER-s to ER-d, then F idIn 2 As, and F idEg 2 Ad.
2. No other ow should have the same F id.
3. Flows with the same F idIn (or F idEg) have similar bandwidth requirements.
1

2
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When a new ow from ER-s to ER-d is admitted, the RM picks a random xs
from As and a random yd from Ad such that the F id with F idIn = xs and F idEg = yd
satis es the above properties. This F id is assigned to the ow, and a new entry with this
F id and its allocated bandwidth is added to the Fid-Repository (FR). The total number
of ows that can be uniquely identi ed in this scheme is K  M for a particular ingress
ER, where K is the total number of potential egress ERs, each having its own unique set of
identi ers. We assume the admitted ow will send a TEARDOWN message to the ingress
ER when it terminates. The TEARDOWN message contains the F id, and its allocated
peak rate. Upon receiving the TEARDOWN message, the RM updates the FR accordingly
and releases the F id.
2

Demand for Fids

In [97], the authors built a passive monitoring infrastructure over their backbone
to collect and analyze real Internet traÆc. They observed that the typical number of
simultaneously active ows on an ingress link (between an edge router and a core router)
is between 300 and 5000. From the trends in application usage seen at the NASA Ames
Internet Exchange [117], we estimate that about 10% of these will be latency sensitive
applications such as streaming media and online gaming
p Even if the demand for F ids
increases 10 times in future, we need at most M = 5000, which is roughly 71 unique
identi ers per A set. Based on the discussion in Section 6.2 , the total number of ERs within
an ISP, K , is in the order of 150-500. Therefore, the total number of unique identi ers
3

4

3
Results in [117] are based on analysis of Internet traÆc trace data collected at Ames Internet Exchange
(AIX) over 10 months, from May 1999 through March 2000. On average, the fraction of Real Audio TraÆc
packets seen at AIX is between 0.5-6% of the total traÆc, while the fraction of online gaming traÆc is
between 0.5-4%.
4
K = number of POPs  number of ERs/pop.
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required for the whole ISP (M  K ) is roughly 35,500 in this case. Allocating 16-bits
(2 = 65536) for each sub eld should be more than suÆcient for producing mutually
disjoint Ai for all routers.
If the demand ever exceeds the available F ids, we can either (a) increase the size of
F ids, or (b) allow a small probability of collisions by recycling used F ids. A comprehensive
analysis of malicious ow detection with F id collisions is part of our future work.
16

Explicitly Assigned vs User-Selected Fids

In our approach, we attempt to maximize the level of ow aggregation without
compromising the uniqueness of F ids, thereby minimizing the number of groups to be
policed at every ER. An explicit assignment of F ids can achieve this since the RM can keep
track of the availability of individual F ids and allocate unused ones to new ow requests.
For example, if there are n ows from an ingress ER to a speci c egress ER, an explicit
assignment can preserve uniqueness by maintaining only pn groups at each of the two
routers. It also allows the aggregation of ows with similar bandwidth requirements into a
common group for policing to increase e ectiveness of group policing.
On the other hand, if ows were allowed to assume their own F ids, then it would
be necessary to maintain a membership function to map the random F ids to a particular
group. The cost of performing an online grouping of ows based on these functions would be
very high because the F ids are continuously changing. Techniques like Stochastic Fair Blue
(SFB) [75] that use random hash functions cannot be applied because they do not provide
an inverse mapping from group identi ers to actual F ids. Thus, using SFB alone does not
provide a direct mechanism to verify whether a suspected ow is truly misbehaving.
6.3.3 Group Policing

Furies deploys a set of Token Bucket Filters (TBF) [118]) at both ingress and
egress ERs for policing the traÆc generated by admitted ows with the matching group
identi ers (F idIn or F idEg). Every group identi er, x 2 Ai, is associated with a TBF
with two parameters, r and b , where r is the total average rate of admitted ows
and b is the total burst size. When a new ow between ER-s and ER-d is admitted, the
RM sends a CONFIGURE message that speci es the F idIn and F idEg of the admitted
ow to the ingress ER-s and egress ER-d, respectively, along with its average rate r and
burst-size b. TP and TP will then update the the TBF with the matching F idIn and
F idEg accordingly. Packets that violate the associated traÆc pro le are discarded. Each
TP keeps track of the dropped packets and reports the statistics to the RM.
Since the policing at the TP is performed on a group of ows sharing the same
16-bit sub eld of F id, the amount of state information maintained at the ingress ER is
proportional to M , the number of unique identi ers in the set, A. Consider an example
ISP domain with K edge routers and M =100. Each ER maintains only 100 pieces of state
information, but an arbitrary router can admit up to K  10; 000 ows with unique F ids.
A per- ow policing scheme would have require each ER to maintain all K  10; 000 states.
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6.3.4 MDAP Detection Process

There are two stages in the MDAP detection process:
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 Guess candidate ows within the group that violate aggregate bandwidth allocation,

and
 Verify which of these ows are truly malicious.

Providing Best Guesses

As an example, let a ow with F id = [f; g] be malicious. All ows with the same
F idIn = f will be policed as an aggregate in the same Token Bucket at the ingress ER,
TPs, regardless of what their F idEg is. If the total allocated rate of F idIn = f is violated,
the a ected TP reports f to the RM using an ALARM message (Figure 6.4). However, this
information alone is insuÆcient for pinpointing the exact misbehaving ow, because there
can be as many as K  M ows with the same F idIn that could potentially be malicious. If
the TP at an egress ER F idEg = g also sends an ALARM message, the RM guesses that a
ow with F id that contains both f and g as its sub eld is malicious, and submits this F id
for veri cation.
However, a malicious ow may not always be detected at both its ingress and
egress ERs. To improve the e ectiveness of MDAP, we introduce a \micro-policing" mode.
Whenever a group TBF that violates the aggregate rate is identi ed, Furies requires the
edge routers to randomly sample individual ows within this group for a duration of t .
At the end of this period, the associated ER identi es n largest ows, and report their
F ids, along with the sampled peak rate, to the RM. Normally the potentially malicious
ows are the ones that transmit at a much higher rate relative to other members. The
value of t should be as small as possible to ensure short detection time (t ), but it has
to be large enough to observe malicious behavior, especially if the ow is bursty. From our
trace analysis (Chapter 3.2.3, [119]), we observed that the audio trace with the minimum
activity cycle has mean silence period of 4.9 seconds. Using this as a rough guideline, we
choose t = 5 seconds. On the other hand, the choice of n depends on the relative
number of malicious ows in the network. Large value of n provides better chances of
catching all the malicious ows (if they are many), but incurs higher processing overhead.
We perform sensitivity analysis by varying the value of n from 1 to 10 and found that the
performance di erence is negligible for n  5, given that 10% of the ows are malicious.
We use n =5 in all our experiments.
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Verifying Malicious Behavior

For each reported ow with F id = b, the RM compares the allocated rate, rb with
the measured peak rate mb reported in the ALARM message:
mb < (1 + )  rb
(6.1)
where  is a hysteresis parameter to absorb transient behavior of bursty traÆc. If the
condition in (6.1) is violated, the ow is considered misbehaving.  is typically between 0
and 0.05. A counter associated with this ow is incremented for every such violation of
condition (6.1). To reduce the probability of false alarm, we introduce a second hysteresis
parameter, , which determines the minimum number of violations before a ow is reported
as misbehaving. A reasonable range for  is between one and ve.
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Several actions can be taken against a detected ow, e.g., dropping all the packets
of this ow, demoting all its packets to best-e ort, or charging more for the connection. Such
a penalty would require keeping some state information at the edge router, but only for a
very small subset of ows that misbehave. The choice of the penalty function is dependent
on the business goals of the providers, which will not be addressed in this dissertation.
Instead, we focus on providing insights into the technical design of MFD scheme itself.
6.3.5 Policing of SLA TraÆc

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are contracts between service providers and customers, in which the providers stipulate their commitment to deliver numerous service levels
to their customers with an agreed-upon pricing scheme. In return, the customers are bound
to only use the service they pay for and will be penalized otherwise. For example, consider
a customer that signs up for fractional T-1 line, say for 25%, which is equivalent to 386
Kbps. The customer is required by the SLA to keep the peak link utilization below 386
Kbps. Delivery of excess traÆc beyond that is not guaranteed by the service provider.
5

SLA Performance Guarantees

Previously, SLAs have primarily focus on backbone performance such as reliability
and availability, e.g., a typical SLA requirement for T-1 and frame relay service should be
99.93% availability or 60 seconds of disrupted service in 24 hours. In recent years, ISP
competition has fueled stronger SLAs that specify packet losses and delay guarantees. For
instance, Cable & Wireless is o ering its dedicated Internet access customers a protective
guarantee that they will experience an average latency of no more than 70 ms per month
across the ISP's Internet backbone. It has also added a packet-loss protection guarantee
of no more than 1% over one month. However, this implies that the customer packets can
experience 1 full second delay for one day, and 35 ms for all the other 29 days in a month,
and still average less than 70 ms per month. It would be impossible for the customer to run
any real-time audio or video applications for that particular day where the delay is greater
than the acceptable range for satisfactory perceived quality (Chapter 3.2.2). With the
increasing diversity of Internet applications, there is a strong need for the ISPs to provide
ner-grained performance guarantees that refect application-level requirements.
SLA TraÆc Policing

SLA validation tools are currently available (e.g., from VisualNetworks and TeleChoice ) for business users to measure the latency, packet loss and network availability,
and to validate whether the service providers meet the SLAs. One area where all ISPs are
lacking is in real-time monitoring tools to verify whether the customers abide by the SLAs
in terms of generating traÆc. This is crucial, so that the ISPs can o er more speci c SLAs
with ner-grained performance assurance (as discussed earlier) through admission control,
load balancing, and capacity planning.
6

7

5
6
7

A T1 line can carry 24 digitized voice channels or it can carry data at a rate of 1.544 Mbps.
http://www.visualnetworks.com/
http://www.telechoice.com/
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Furies does not address how the new SLAs are speci ed or negotiated. Instead,
we propose a way to police the SLA traÆc that enter a domain. As a basic rule, Furies
favors individual ows (as discussed in previous section) over SLA-traÆc, i.e., SLA traÆc
has lower priority than ows with assigned F ids, and SLA packets will be remarked or
dropped rst when congestion happens.
We assume a domain k will issue an SLA request to reserve the required bandwidth,
Rkq , to carry a \hose" from its domain to the neighboring domain q. For a domain q, each
admitted SLA-hose from its neighboringq domain k is assigned an identi er Skq . A traÆc
pro le consisting of two parameters: Sk and the allocated rate Rkq is maintained at the
ingress ER-i where the SLA traÆc enters. All the packets from SLA- ows with the matching
Skq are policed as an aggregate. If the sampled aggregate rate exceeds the allocated rate Rkq ,
the packets are marked non-conformant and dropped. A control message that indicates the
violation is sent to the originating domain p.
6.3.6 Other Issues

In this section, we discuss how MDAP can be modi ed to cope with diverse traÆc
loads, untrusted networks, and changing routing policies.
Hiding in the Aggregate

Although group policing allows the Furies architecture to scale, it limits the e ectiveness of MDAP because a malicious ow can \hide" in the aggregate. This can happen
when:
 the aggregate usage of the group is less than the total allocated rate because certain
ows are under-utilizing their resources or the percentage of over-utilization is less
than the threshold , and
 the malicious ow is relatively small compared to other larger, yet legitimate, ows
in a misbehaving group.
To address this problem, Furies introduces redundancy by deploying TP at every
egress point as well. By assigning a unique F id to every ow, we ensure that no two ows
are in the same group in both the associated ingress and egress ERs. Essentially every ow
is policed in the aggregate at two distinct points to maximize the number of malicious ows
that are detected. Secondly, we assign ows with similar bandwidth requirement into the
same group (Property 3 of F ids in Section 6.3.2).

Bogus Identi ers

It is possible for an external malicious user/application to create its own F id which
is valid but has not been explicitly assigned by the RM. We refer to such identi ers as bogus
F ids. This problem can be easily solved by using a secure hash function with a secret key
within an ISP. Assume that the RM and the ERs share a secret key, K , for a hash function
h(). Given an F id = [f; g], the secure-F id allocated to the ow is set to [hK (f ); hK (g)],
from which f; g cannot be inferred without knowing K . The associated ingress (egress)
ER can authenticate the ow by comparing the F idIn (F idEg) of the secure-F id with the
hashed values of valid group identi ers (e.g., f and g) of the ER.
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Figure 6.5: Simulation topology.
Routing Changes

When a routing change occurs and causes an active ow to change its ingress or
egress points, the previously assigned F id may not match the group identi ers in one of the
new ERs or both. Whenever this happens, we can either (1) remark the packets of this ow
as best-e ort, or (2) contact the RM for re-admission of this ow with the new endpoints.
Further investigation is needed to understand the the performance and security issues of
both approaches. However, we believe such events are rare based on our discussions with
two rst-tier ISPs.
6.4 Simulation Study
The aim of the simulation study is to evaluate the performance and robustness of
Furies. We use the ns-network simulator [89] to implement the basic mechanisms of Furies.
The TP is implemented as a connector in front of a node, and a time-window estimator is
introduced at each input link to estimate the rate of existing ows. The admission control
module is created as an NsObject and inserted before the ingress ERs. The various tasks
of the RM in Furies are implemented at the Tcl-level. Our Furies-patch works for ns-2.1b6.
8

6.4.1 Network Topology

We use ns to simulate a simple subgraph of the Internet topology as shown in
Figure 6.5. It consists of 4 ASs (a source domain, two transit domains and one traÆc
sink) and captures the general properties of the Internet, including the POP structure of
large ISPs and peering relationship with transit domains. Flows from host networks enter
and exit the source domain through edge routers, AR0-AR5, where they are aggregated
for policing using the MDAP scheme. The transit traÆc (or hoses) that traverse from the
8

We modify the Di -Serv module contributed by Sean Murphy, http://www.teltec.dcu.ie/ murphys/nswork/di serv/index.html.
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Figure 6.6: Case 1: Zero Malicious Flows.
source domain (at AR4 and AR5) to another two AS domains are subject to SLA policing at
AR6 and AR8, respectively. All routers support priority scheduling and all control signaling
between Furies-RM (not shown on the gure) and the ERs is carried in UDP messages.
6.4.2 TraÆc Generation

Similar to Chapter 5.4, the arrival process of the admission-controlled traÆc is
modeled as Poisson with arrival denoted as i(t). We use the indices t to indicate the
time-of-day dependence of the traÆc demand as reported in [102] and [97]. To re ect the
realistic traÆc demand, we introduce  10-15% changes to i(t) at a regular interval of 30
minutes. The traÆc distributions from an ingress ER to a set of egress ERs are based on
a random probabilistic model. We also analyze two extreme cases where: (a) the traÆc is
equally distributed to all egress ERs and (b) some egress ERs attract heavy traÆc while the
other egress ERs are relatively idle. Neither cases a ect the results. This is not surprising
since the design of MDAP is independent of the traÆc distribution model.
Since MDAP does not assume a priori knowledge of source traÆc we need to
evaluate its robustness with respect to variation in workload characteristics. We use four
kinds of traÆc source models in our experiments: EXP1, EXP2, CBR and PARETO. In
Chapter 3 we discussed the characteristics of each model and how it can be used to describe
certain types applications. This information is summarized in Table 5.1, which can be found
in Chapter 5.4.2.
6.4.3 Performance Evaluation

To quantify the e ectiveness of the malicious ow detection (MDAP) scheme in
Furies, we are interested in the following two events: successful detection and false alarm
(Section 6.1.3). The probability of successful detection P is approximated as the fraction
of malicious ows that are actually detected. Similarly, the probability of false alarm P is
the fraction of normal ows that are incorrectly reported as misbehaving. Since the ows
are policed as an aggregate, malicious ows can cause packets from complying ows to be
dropped. The probability of a packet being incorrectly dropped, denoted as P , quanti es
the impact of malicious ows on end-to-end performance seen by other member ows. The
goal of MDAP is to maximize P , while minimizing P and P .
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Figure 6.7: Case 2: Many small homogeneous ows; a small fraction, =0.1, misbehave.
Test Scenarios

To examine the robustness of MDAP, we simulate four extreme cases:
Case 1: This is the reference case with zero malicious ows.
Case 2: This arrangement is similar to Case 1, but now a small fraction, , of the ows
are misbehaving.
Case 3: We assign F ids such that one large ow and many simultaneous small ows are
grouped together for policing. The peak rate of the large ow is 10 times larger than
the peak rate of a small ow. All of the small ows are compliant, and only the large
ow misbehaves.
Case 4 Again, we consider a mixture of one large ow and many simultaneous ows like
Case 3. However, the large ow is compliant this time, and a fraction of the small
ows are malicious.
We repeat each experiment using four di erent source models: EXP1, EXP2,
CBR and PARETO. For each scenario, the simulation was repeated 10 times with di erent
random seeds, and the average P , P , and P was computed. Each simulation ran for
1000s. All experiments were performed under high load with 20% blocking probability. A
malicious source requests allocation for r Kbps but sends traÆc at a higher rate, randomly
chosen between 1:1  r and 1:2  r Kbps (10-20% violation). The average and peak rate for
each source model is the same as described in Section 6.4.
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Results and Discussions
Case 1: The experiments in Case 1 are intended for understanding the limitations of the

MDAP and its performance sensitivity with respect to di erent choices of design
parameters. Ideally, none of the ows should be reported as \misbehaving", but
the transient behavior of bursty traÆc could momentarily over ow the Token Bucket
Filters (TBFs) and be interpreted as malicious, leading to a \false alarm". Figure 6.6a
shows how the choice of bucket size, b at the TraÆc Policers (TP) a ects the
TBF
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Table 6.1: Case 3: One large malicious
= 6000,  = 0.05.
Source EXP1
P
1.0
P
0.0077
P
0.003
sd
fa
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ow and many small complying ows.  = 5, b

TBF

EXP2
1.0
0.027
0.00021

CBR
1.0
0.012
0.0072

PARETO
1.0
0.0013
0.0037

probability of mis-marked packets, P . A smaller value of b is more e ective in
detecting misbehaving ows, but there should be enough tokens to allow the legitimate
packets to pass, and keep the P low. Except for the CBR traÆc, P is below 0.01
for other source models. For the CBR source, increasing b to 6000 is suÆcient to
reduce P to 0.005. The two hysteresis parameters  and  determine under what
conditions a ow is reported as \malicious" (Section 6.3.4), but have no e ect on P .
We can relax the condition for MDAP by increasing  and , and this helps to reduce
the number of false alarms. Figure 6.6b and 6.6c study how P varies as a function
of  for  = 0.0 and 0.05. For a 0% tolerance level in MDAP (i.e., =0), P decreases
gradually as  is increased. However, we notice that P drastically decreases for all
the source models when the tolerance level is increased to 5%. This indicates that P
is more sensitive to  than . For the rest of the experiments, we choose =0.05 and
b
= 6000.
Case 2: Increasing  causes a delay in reporting misbehaving ows and may adversely
impact the e ectiveness of MDAP. We examine this issue in Case 2. We set the value
of (fraction of misbehaving ows) to be 0.1. Figure 6.7a and 6.7b show the variation
of P and P as  is increased from 1 to 10. The e ect of  on P for the CBR source
is minimal. For the other source models, P decreases sharply when  is increased
and the rate of decrease varies across the source models. From Figure 6.7b, we can
infer that only in the case of the EXP2 source model is P sensitive to the value of .
With  = 1, we can detect most of the malicious ows with EXP1 (79%), CBR (83%)
and PARETO (64%) sources with virtually zero P . In the case of EXP2, there is a
trade-o between maximizing P and minimizing P as we choose the value for .
This indicates that burstier sources are more diÆcult to detect.
We also measured the detection time for each correctly identi ed malicious ow and
plotted the distributions in Figure 6.7c. With  = 1, the average detection time is 26.9
seconds, which is less than 1/10 of the average duration of a ow. 90% of the ows
are detected within 78.9 seconds. When we increase  to 5, the average detection time
increases to 33.8 seconds, which is still reasonably fast. The 90th -percentile detection
time is 80.4 seconds in this case.
The simulations in Case 2 show the basic results of MDAP hold across di erent source
models. Although long range dependent traÆc like PARETO is harder to detect, we
can achieve a reasonable success rate (0.64) with zero false alarms. The presence of
burstier sources, EXP2, pose challenges to the MDAP scheme, and we need to choose
the value for  carefully to maximize P while keeping P reasonably small.
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Figure 6.8: Case 4: One large ow (r ) and many small ows (r ); of small ows misbehave.
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We have so far considered only homogeneous ows with the same rates. In the
next two cases, we consider an extreme case where there is one large ow with peak
rate r and many small ows with peak rate r , where r = 10  r . We model the small
ows the same way as in Case 1 and repeat our experiments for four di erent source
models. In Case 3, only the large ow is misbehaving. The results are summarized in
Table 6.1. For all source models, we always successfully detect the misbehaving large
ow and P is less than 0.03.
Case 4: Case 4 addresses the scenario where misbehaving small ows \hide" in the aggregate with another large ow. The probability of a small ow being malicious is .
Intuitively, we suspect that detection is harder in this case, because the misbehaving
ows can \steal" the idle bandwidth allocated to the large ow. Since the traÆc policer can only enforce the total allocated rate, the malicious ows may not be detected.
Figure 6.8 shows the P achieved for di erent values of and Table 6.2 summarize
P , P and P for = 0.1 and 0.5. Surprisingly, we notice that the P achieved
with = 0.1 for EXP1, CBR, and PARETO sources are fairly close to the results in
Case 2, where there is no large ow. But for EXP2, the success rate is signi cantly
smaller (P =0.43 in Case 4 as supposed to 0.54 in Case 1). When increases, the
success rate P decreases for EXP1, CBR and PARETO source models. With EXP2,
P uctuates as we vary , and is actually higher at =0.5 than =0.1. This is
because the active cycle of EXP2 is very short (10%), and can easily go undetected
if it coincides with the idle period of the large ow. However, when the fraction of
malicious ows increases, there is an increased likelihood that some of the malicious
ows will synchronize or overlap in their active cycles, leading to over ow of the TBF
at the traÆc policer. When the aggregate rate is violated, all the ows sharing the
same sub eld (F idIn or F idEg) will be monitored individually (micro-monitoring)
and the malicious ow can be correctly identi ed. The probability of false alarms P

Case 3:
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Table 6.2: Case 4: One large ow and many small
5, b = 6000,  = 0.05.
Source Model EXP1 EXP2
= 0:1
P
0.74
0.43
P
0.00066 0.011
P
0.0032 0.00016
= 0:5
P
0.61
0.51
P
0.00067 0.025
P
0.0030 0.00047

ows. of small ows misbehave.  =

TBF
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CBR

PARETO

0.75 0.57
0.0
0.0
0.0047 0.0028
0.67 0.39
0.0
0.0
0.0088 0.0022

Table 6.3: Comparisons between heterogeneous and homogeneous source models: = 0.1,
b
= 6000, = 0.05.
Source HET EXP1 EXP2 CBR PARETO
Model
=1
P
0.55 0.79 0.73
0.83 0.64
P
0.0
0.0
0.14
0.0025 0.0
P
0.0030 0.0028 0.00016 0.0079 0.0031
=5
P
0.55 0.71 0.54
0.80 0.58
P
0.0
0.0
0.060 0.0025 0/0
P
0.0030 0.0028 0.00016 0.0079 0.0031
TBF
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and mis-marked packets P are negligible in this case across di erent values of
and source models.
mis

Further Sensitivity Analysis

So far, we have been considering ows with homogeneous source characteristics in
our simulations. The next experiment uses a random mixture of the four di erent source
models (EXP1, EXP2, CBR and PARETO), each with di erent peak rates, idle times and
burst times. Each arriving ow chooses among these source models at random. We repeat
the experiment in Case 2, with =1 and 5 using heterogeneous ows (HET), and compare
the results with Case 2 where homogeneous ows are used. Results are summarized in
Table 6.3. With HET sources, the success rate P is lower than all the other homogeneous
source models, but the di erences in P and P are negligible. It is diÆcult to tune
the hysteresis or TBF parameters to optimize the overall performance since the source
characteristics are not known a priori.
We also repeat the Case 2 experiment using the EXP1 source with the following
modi cations:
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a. MDAP without micro-policing mode, and
b. MDAP deployed at ingress ERs only.
Results show that only 23% of malicious ows are detected in (a), and 53% in (b), which
is signi cantly lower than 79%, when MDAP is deployed at both ingress and egress ERs
(Figure 6.7).
6.5 Implementation and Prototyping
In this section, we provide a brief description of how we implement the Furies architecture on top of the Click modular router [24]. We use this implementation to evaluate
certain performance metrics which could not be accurately quanti ed through simulations.
One such important metric is the overhead incurred at an edge router by adding Furies control functionalities. The current implementation works on Linux 2.2.16 and 2.2.17 kernels.
We also built a proof-of-concept Furies prototype on Millennium , a powerful
computational testbed in our laboratory. We veri ed all the features of Furies by setting
up a virtual network of seven ingress-egress POPs over this testbed.
9

6.5.1 Overview of Implementation

Click is a Linux-based software architecture developed by Kohler, et al. at MIT [24]
for building exible and con gurable routers. A Click router is assembled from packet
processing modules called elements. Individual elements implement simple router functions
like packet classi cation, queuing and scheduling. We extend the Click router to support
two additional elements: the reservation agent (RA) and the monitoring agent (MA). The
RA is responsible for directing ow requests to the Furies Resource Manager (RM) and
forwarding responses from the RM to the client. The MA handles the traÆc monitoring and
policing of admitted ows, i.e., the functions of the TMs and TPs in the Furies architecture
(Section 6.3.1).
The communication between the Click router and the Resource Manager is performed through SNMP. In order to enhance the throughput of the Click router, we reduce
the number of context switches required for processing the control packets from the RM by
batching the messages from the RM to the Click router.
6.5.2 Performance Evaluation

Using our implementation, we measure the performance overhead of adding the
RA and MA in an edge router. To obtain a realistic picture of this overhead, we compare
the maximum throughput obtained from our implementation to a basic implementation of
Click which did not contain any of the monitoring tools (hereafter referred to as default
Click). A quanti cation of this overhead is necessary to determine whether it is practical
to deploy Furies.
9

Millennium Project, http://www.millennium.berkeley.edu/.
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Figure 6.9: Throughput comparisons between Furies+Click and default Click.
Experimental Setup and Methodology

For evaluation purposes, we set up our own cluster of machines over a 10.2.2.0/24
network. The experimental setup consisted of a total of six Intel PCs running Linux. A
Pentium-III 650Mhz machine was used as the Click router. This machine used a 3com
3c905 100 Mbps Ethernet controller and had 256 KB of L2 cache. Another machine, a
Celeron-400 Mhz with a 128 KB of L2 cache was used as one of the traÆc generators. The
other traÆc generators were Dell 6350, 4-processor 650 Mhz machines. We use two more
machines as Sink and Resource Manager. All these machines are connected to a backbone
router using 100 Mbps connections. The router is a Bay Networks Accelar-1100B router
with the capacity to support 16 100 Mbps Ethernet ports.
To make our measurements more realistic, we used an IP routing table from a
BBN planet edge router [120]. The routing table contained 43,872 entries. We disabled the
IP-lookup cache, and compared the lookup time with the time taken for traÆc monitoring.
The traÆc statistics was periodically sent to the RM every 100 ms. We modi ed Mgen
[121], a publicly available traÆc modeling software, to generate traÆc for our experiments.
Experimental Results

In our rst experiment, we measured the maximum throughput of our implementation at di erent loads and compared it to a default Click router. A basic ow in our
setup has a bandwidth of 80 Kbps and a packet size of 1024 bytes. As the number of ows
increases, the amount of policing and state needed at the edge router also increase.
Figure 6.9 compares the throughput of our Click implementation of Furies and
the default Click. We vary the number of ows to generate varying loads. Since an ER
can observe up to 500 latency-sensitive ows (Section 6.3.2), we consider a load of 100-500
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Figure 6.10: Response time for processing ow requests for varying loads.

Our setup did not allow us to generate beyond 500 ows.

We found it easy to build extra router mechanisms on top of Click. Our entire
implementation consists of 4463 lines of C++ code and the e ort taken to integrate our
code with Click was minimal. From our experiments, we observed a negligible performance

6.5.3 Discussions

ows . From the gure, we can infer that the percentage overhead (percentage di erence
in throughput) is insigni cant. The maximum percentage di erence observed in our experiments is 5%. This occurs at a load of 400 ows. The default Click achieves a peak
throughput of 32 Mbps while our implementation achieves 30:5 Mbps. At smaller loads,
the overhead is negligible.
In the second experiment, we measured the response time for ow allocation at
di erent loads. We achieved a particular load in the system by maintaining a constant
number of active ows and sending dummy ow requests to the Click router from the
TraÆc generator. There are three stages in the process of obtaining a response for a ow
request: the RA in Click forwards the request to the RM, the RM performs admission
control on the ow, and the RM sends the response to the requesting entity through the
RA.
In Figure 6.10, we plot the cumulative distribution of the response time at three
di erent loads: 200 ows (small load), 400 ows (saturation point) and 500 ows (very high
load). From the graph, we can observe that the mean response time increases as the load
increases and the CDF shifts to the right. In all our experiments, we observe a minimum
response time of 2:5 ms and a maximum of 7:2 ms. Our results indicate that the standard
deviation of our response time is high. This can be attributed to the batching of responses
at the RM and timer-based processing of ow requests at the Click router. However, this
variance is tolerable since the mean response time is small.
10
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di erence between the interrupt-driven kernel mode and the interrupt-driven user mode
of Click. In both cases, the processing overhead of deploying the Furies mechanisms on a
Click router is minimal ( 5%). Our implementation did not use the Poll-device element
optimization of Click. We also used a much larger routing table than the one used in [24].
Studies in [122, 123] have shown that increasing the size of the routing table can adversely
a ect the throughput of the system. However, Click does not support many optimizations
for fast table lookups. The performance of Click has also been optimized for DEC 21140
Tulip 64-bit PCI controllers and our setup used a 32-bit 3com Ethernet controller. Though
these issues may a ect the net throughput of our system, we believe that they will not
change the percentage di erence of the throughput.
6.6 Deployment Issues
This section describes some of the issues involved in deploying Furies in the existing
Internet.
6.6.1 Distributed RM Implementation

Although the Resource Manager (RM) is described as a single logical entity within
a domain (Section 6.3.1), it can be implemented as a distributed architecture across POPs.
Every POP of an ISP usually has a fault monitoring facility to continuously manage the link
and router status in its network. The additional functions of the RM can be implemented
as additional pieces of software that reside in these monitoring facilities. For example, a
local-RM of a POP can maintain part of the domain's database, FR (Section 6.3.1), by
tracking F ids where at least one of the F idIn or F idEg is a valid group identi er of an
edge router within the same POP. For every ow that is admitted, a new entry with its
F id and allocated bandwidth is created in the partial FR databases at both its ingress and
egress POPs. Similarly, when a ow stops, we remove the ow's entry from the local RMs
in its ingress and egress POPs, respectively.
6.6.2 Changes to Routers

To deploy Furies, no changes are required in the core routers, while the policing
and monitoring need to be added to the edge routers. From our Click implementation, we
infer that the modi cations needed to add the extra Furies mechanisms in an edge router
is minimal.
6.6.3 Virtual Private Networks

Furies can be deployed within an ISP to support Virtual Private Network (VPN)
customers. The mechanisms of Furies can be applied to provide an abstraction of a VPN
overlay network by treating the VPN endpoints as ingress and egress points. We do not
need to change any of the underlying admission control or traÆc policing mechanisms.
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6.6.4 Multiple ISPs

If indeed Furies is deployed, it will be done incrementally and not all ISPs will
be Furies-enabled. A ow that passes through multiple ISPs may not receive the best
performance guarantees if some intermediary ISPs do not support Furies. Furies can be
extended to support a Confederation of ISPs, which is a group of ISPs that coordinate
among each other to set up a larger virtual ISP through peering agreements. Every peering
point is associated with a set of SLAs, and a ow that is admitted in one ISP can be
guaranteed its level of service within the confederation. Furies also provides a way for
sharing resources across ISPs and does not assume any trust relationships between ISPs.
6.7 Summary
Although detection of malicious ows has long been recognized as an important
aspect of resource control, a practical and scalable way of implementing it has not been
studied in great detail. This chapter proposes the Furies architecture for policing incoming
ows and detecting malicious behavior without requiring per- ow state maintenance at any
edge routers. By aggregating ows for group policing, Furies only requires O(pn) state
maintenance at edge routers (where n is the number of ows), which is substantially better
than previous approaches. Extensive simulations show that Furies-MDAP is e ective and
robust across a variety of source models and extreme cases. For VoIP type traÆc (EXP1),
MDAP can successfully detect 79% of malicious ows with zero false alarms and less than
0.1% incorrectly dropped packets. However, further study is needed to improve the detection
of bursty malicious sources. Our approach has signi cant practical value since Furies incurs
very minimal processing overhead at edge routers and can be incrementally deployed. 90%
of the malicious ows are detected within 1/4 of their average life time, and the average
detection time is 26.9 seconds or 1/10 of ow life time.
MDAP provides a way to select a small subset of the ows, which are most likely
to be malicious, for individual sampling and further veri cation. Since ows are aggregated
for policing in general, the processing overhead and state maintenance required are minimal.
Therefore, the optimal operational range for MDAP is when only a small fraction of the
total admitted ows is malicious. The advantage of MDAP over per- ow policing schemes
is the most signi cant in this case. Otherwise, if the majority of the ows are malicious,
a large subset of the ows would be subjected to individual sampling and the overhead of
MDAP approaches that of per- ow policing schemes.
Tuning the parameters of MDAP involves tradeo s among di erent performance
indexes, e.g., frequency of false alarms vs non-detections. The optimal choice of parameters
are often dependent on the operational goals and business models of the network providers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes the dissertation by summarizing the major contributions
of the thesis and suggesting some key directions for future work.
7.1 Thesis Summary
The focus of this thesis is to analyze how adaptive resource control mechanisms
can be coordinated intelligently in large-scale networks to support the QoS objectives of
latency sensitive applications (LSA) such as real-time voice and video streams. Our goal
is to understand how to support the demanding QoS requirements as well as a stateful
approach (e.g., Int-Serv), yet maintaining the scalability or eÆciency found in stateless
network architectures (e.g., Di -Serv). The major contributions and results of this thesis
have four core components:
 workload modeling,
 architecture,
 speci c algorithms for predictive reservations, admission control and traÆc policing,
and
 insights gained from simulations and implementation experience,
each of which is discussed in the following sub-sections.
7.1.1 Workload Modeling

First, we need to model the characteristics and performance requirements of LSAs
to drive the design and evaluation of the resource control schemes we proposed, including
the predictive reservation technique, TMAC-TraÆc-Matrix based Admission Control and
MDAP-Malicious Flow Detection via Aggregate Policing. One common missing piece in
the previous work is the measure of how well these network-level QoS control mechanisms
satisfy application-level performance requirements, such as perceived audio/video quality
or user experience. To bridge this gap, we focus on Voice-over-IP (VoIP) as an example
workload and perform subjective experiments to quantify the impact of packet losses and
delays on perceived voice quality.
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From our subjective testing (Chapter 3.2.2), we found that loss rates within 12.5% are tolerable but received voice streams become incomprehensible when more than
4% of the packets are lost. To be conservative, we choose 1% as the maximum packet loss
rate allowed in a QoS-aware architecture to deliver high-quality VoIP. A separate study
based on traceroute experiments revealed that the propagation delay contributes to the
largest part of the end-to-end delay, but the queuing delay is the most variable component.
Therefore, we need to budget the per hop queuing delay so that the one-way transmission
delay of a VoIP packet stays below 150 ms, the recommended value for an acceptable user
experience [80]. Our design requires that per hop queuing delay be at most 5 ms, and we
use this upper-bound to choose an appropriate bu er size.
For performance evaluation purposes, we use VoIP as a typical LSA workload
because the impact of network congestion on its perceived quality is well-understood. To
capture the characteristics of the diverse LSA workloads (other than VoIP), we collected
70 packet audio traces from a wide range of multimedia applications, including audio/video
conferencing and distant learning. We used these traces to generate traÆc for our simulations by modeling the inter-arrival process as Poisson.
7.1.2 Clearing House Architecture

We have designed a Clearing House (CH) architecture that facilitates resource
reservations across multiple routing domains. Two key ideas that contribute to the scalability of the CH to a large user base are: hierarchy and aggregation. We treat the wide-area
network as a collection of smaller routing domains called a basic domains (BD). For example,
a basic domain (BD) can be a local POP network of an ISP, a Local Access Provider (LAP)
or a campus network. Several BDs can be aggregated to form logical domains (LDs) based
on geographical or administrative boundary. This introduces a hierarchical tree of logical
domains, and a CH-node is associated with each logical domain to regulate the intra-domain
aggregate reservations. As described in Chapter 4, the CH serves as a distributed resource
controlling system in which the processing load and state maintenance are distributed to
various nodes at di erent level of granularity. In our model, per- ow admission control is
only performed at the ingress edge router (ER) using the admission threshold computed by
the Local Clearing House (LCH). On the other hand, resource reservations are established
for aggregate ows that share the same pair of ingress-egress points. These reservations
are adapted dynamically based on predicted bandwidth requirement based on Gaussian approximation. The CH-nodes are also responsible for computing the traÆc matrix at node
or POP-level (Chapter 5.1.2), and propagating the information up the CH-tree.
7.1.3 Resource Control Mechanisms

IP network resources need to be provisioned properly to protect LSA ows, e.g.,
through admission control at the edge and aggregate reservations on intra- and inter-domain
links. In Chapter 5 and 6, we analyzed the resource control problems posed by both scalability and performance challenges. We solved them using a combination of passive traÆc
monitoring, session-level control techniques and enhancements to edge router mechanisms.
The following are some of our ndings:
Aggregate Reservations using Gaussian Predictors In our CH approach, reservations
are set up for aggregate traÆc, rather than individual ows, so that no individual state
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maintenance is required at any routers. We exploit the observation that when many
ows are aggregated, the total arrival rate can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution under the Central Limit Theorem [110]. We introduced a passive monitoring
tool at edge routers to measure the aggregate mean and variance of the high-priority
traÆc over a measurement window, T . A Gaussian predictor (Chapter 5.2) is then
used to estimate the future bandwidth requirement based on the measured mean, variance and QoS performance goal. Our trace-based simulations show that predictive
reservation technique can achieve loss rate of 0.12% with only 8% over-provisioning
when T = 1 minute. Gaussian predictor is robust if T is smaller than the
time-scale at which bandwidth demand varies, regardless of the number of ows being
aggregated.
TraÆc Matrix based Admission Control (TMAC) Our scheme, TMAC, leverages the
knowledge of network-wide traÆc demand distributions and topology to compute the
admission threshold, U (s; d), for IE-Pipes between every pair of ingress router s, and
egress router d. U (s; d) is computed by splitting the bandwidth on a link shared by
several IE-Pipes in proportion to their aggregate traÆc demand. Based on U (s; d)
and the measured existing load, TMAC determines if a ow should be admitted at
an ingress router (Chapter 5.3). Our simulation results show that TMAC can achieve
95% utilization level with less than 1% loss and 20% statistical multiplexing when a
VoIP type workload is considered.
RxW Aggregate Scheduling The bottleneck of a CH-architecture lies in processing and
forwarding the inter-domain reservation requests for admission control at di erent
levels of granularity. We use RxW aggregate scheduling (Chapter 5.5.2) to enhance
the CH performance by classifying the requests that share the same path into the same
queue and scheduling them as an aggregate request. RxW shows a 71% improvement
over the throughput achieved using a standard First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue. It
also reduces the mean reservation set-up time by greater than 4 times at a load of
3000 requests/second. More than 80% of the individual set up time is less than 200
ms.
Malicious Flow Detection via Aggregate Policing (MDAP) We propose a scalable
mechanism, MDAP, for policing and detecting malicious ows without having to keep
per- ow state at any edge routers. Our approach exploits the Internet's hierarchical
structure and the inter-ISP economical relationships to impose special rules to aggregate ows for policing. The rst provider's network is responsible for monitoring
individual ows and detecting malicious behavior. The subsequent ISPs only attempt
to verify the adherence of cross-domains traÆc to their respective Service-Level Agreements (SLAs). Through distributed edge coordination,
the amount of states maintained by any edge router is reduced from O(n) to O(pn), where n is the number of
admitted ows, while core routers are stateless. The parameters of MDAP detectors
control the trade-o s among di erent performance indexes, e.g., non-detection rate
and frequency of false alarms. The optimal choice of parameters is often dependent
on the operational goals of the network providers.
In this thesis, we consider preserving the QoS performance of legitimate ows to be
more important than punishing the malicious ows. With this in mind, we choose
mea

mea

mea
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the parameters to minimize the degradation of QoS performance and detect as many
malicious ows as possible. Our results show that MDAP can successfully detect
a majority (64-83%) of the malicious ows with almost zero false-alarms. Packet
losses su ered by innocent ows due to undetected malicious activity are insigni cant
(0.02-0.9%). The average detection time for correctly identi ed malicious ow is 26.9
seconds, which is less than 1/10 of the average ow lifetime.
7.1.4 Key Design Principles and Lessons

In addition to solving speci c resource allocation problems discussed above, we
also gather a set of general principles and lessons through our design process, simulation
and implementation experience.
Hierarchical Approach In our work, we develop the idea of hierarchical organization
with distributed control as a design methodology by which network-wide information
is abstracted and aggregated before it is exposed to di erent levels of control points
(e.g., CH-nodes). Resource control decisions are made in a distributed manner with
proper propagation of information and coordination among control points. For example, an LCH collects traÆc statistics for every ingress-egress pair but only propagates
pop-level traÆc distribution to its parent CH-node (PCH). The LCH performs and
maintains aggregate reservations within its own loca domain independently of other
LCHs, while the PCH coordinates inter-domain reservations. This is a powerful technique that allows the CH architecture to scale well with respect to the growing user
population and size of Internet.
Aggregation A second design principle that we use in designing many of our schemes
is the notion of traÆc aggregation. Although individual traÆc uctuation is hard
to predict, the characteristics of aggregate traÆc are reasonably well described with
a small set parameters. For examples, when many ows are aggregated together,
the total arrival rate approaches a Gaussian distribution that are characterized by
its mean and variance. Chapter 5 discusses this principle in detail in the context of
predictive reservation technique and traÆc matrix estimation.
Lessons from Implementation Building a prototype of our system is useful in evaluating
its practicality and deployment issues. Our TMAC and MDAP schemes require current routers to support additional functionalities, e.g., traÆc monitoring and policing,
processing and forwarding control messages to/from LCH-nodes. Our implementation
using Click router [24] shows that the addition of these modules add minimal processing overhead to an edge router. The maximum throughput degradation is only 5%.
We also found it easy to build extra router mechanisms on top of Click because of its
modularity. The entire implementation consists of 4463 lines of C++ code.
From the above discussions, we concluded that the CH architecture is capable of
delivering statistical end-to-end QoS assurance (e.g., < 1% loss rate and 150 ms delay)
without requiring per- ow signaling or state maintenance. By leveraging the predictability of aggregate traÆc, we can allocate resources more eÆciently through our aggregate
reservation technique. We show that TMCA can be responsive to network-wide traÆc uctuations by adjusting the admission threshold and enforcing per- ow admission control only
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at the ingress routers of the network. On the other hand, MDAP provides a way to select
a small subset of the ows, which are most likely to be malicious, for individual sampling
and further veri cation. Our approach has signi cant practical value since edge routers
are required to maintain only aggregate state information and the processing overhead is
minimal.
7.2 Future Directions
There are a few interesting future research directions that are either direct extensions of our work, or are motivated by the more general problem of designing next-generation
Internet capable of supporting multiple QoS levels.
7.2.1 Signaling for Resource Control/Policy Distributions

In this dissertation, we focused on speci c resource control mechanisms, and used
the UDP protocol to exchange control messages between edge routers and CH-nodes. We
have not addressed several signaling protocols that are designed speci cally for carrying
reservation requests or distributing policy, such as Resource ReS erV ation P rotocl (RSVP),
Y E t Another S ender S ession I nternet Reservation (YESSIR), B order Gateway Reservation
P rotocol (BGRP), and C ommon Open P olicy S ervice (COPS) protocol.
RSVP [16] is a receiver-initiated protocol designed to support end-to-end resource
reservation. It uses a soft-state approach to maintain reservation status for each request on
every router that lie in the path. However, it su ers from two major problems: complexity and scalability. YESSIR [124], on the other hand, attempts to reduce the processing
overhead using a sender-initiated approach. It builds on top of RTCP [5], supports shared
reservation and associated ow merging. Implementation results in [124] show that YESSIR
reduces a session setup time by a ratio of 4.3:1. While RSVP and YESSIR support IntServ [13] service models that provide per- ow performance assurance, BGRP [125] relies on
Di -Serv [15] for data forwarding and hence deals with the granularity of packet classes (e.g.,
32 AF/EF [17, 18] code points). BGRP builds a sink tree for each destination domain and
aggregates bandwidth reservations from all data sources to that domain. Since BRGP only
requires routers to maintain aggregate reservation status for each sink tree, the processing
overhead scales linearly with the number of Internet domain, M . Even aggregated versions
of RSVP have an overhead of O(N ), where N is the number of distinct source-destination
pairs and generally much greater than M .
While we expect these techniques (RSVP, YESSIR, BGRP) to apply to the CH
architecture, certain modi cations are needed to accommodate the hierarchical organization
of CH-nodes, e.g., the pre-segregated granularity of resource control at di erent CH-tree
levels. Besides, it remains an open question whether the same protocol should be used
to both (a) coordinate resource control decisions among CH-nodes, and (b) con gure the
routers and maintain reservation status. An alternative approach is to use a lightweight
overlay protocol for (a) and a separate protocol such as COPS [126] to distribute resource
control decisions to the a ected routers. COPS is a simple query and response protocol
that can be used to exchange policy information between a policy server known as Policy
Decision Point (PDP) and its clients or Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). In our model,
the CH-nodes are PDPs while edge routers are PEPs.
2
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7.2.2 E ect of Routing Instability

Throughout our work, we assume that we know the shortest paths between each
pair of ingress-egress border routers, and the routes remain stable. For example, by explicitly knowing the path of di erent IE-Pipes, we can compute the ideal allocation of
bandwidth to di erent ingress-egress pairs based on their estimated demand and use that
as the admission threshold. This dissertation does not address the e ect of dynamic routing
changes on resource reservations and admission control decisions. There are two possible
ways to resolve the route instability problem:
 Provide bu er resources by increasing the percentage of over-provisioning (for aggregate reservations) on each link, and reducing the level of statistical multiplexing (for
TMAC) for each IE-Pipe.
 Design an explicit path discovery and monitoring mechanism for each IE-Pipe to
detect route changes.
Each of these solutions introduces overhead in terms of idle resources or signaling overhead,
and further study is needed to evaluate their performance and robustness.
7.2.3 Inter-Domain TraÆc Engineering

Towards the goal of providing QoS assurance to speci c traÆc class (LSAs in our
case), we only optimize resource allocation based on measured traÆc distributions and a set
of given routes. Our mechanisms do not in uence the routing decision itself. To achieve a
balanced link utilization level across a network, one might need to split the traÆc between
the same source-destination pairs among di erent routes. Such load-balancing operation
is one aspect of traÆc engineering [127], which entails design, provisioning and tuning of
operational internet networks.
Until now, research in the areas of traÆc engineering has primarily focused on
measurement and control aspects of intra-domain routing and resource allocation. Techniques already in use or in advanced development include Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) [128, 129], Frame Relay overlay models [130], Multiple Protocol Label Switching(MPLS) [131], and constraint-based routing (also known as QOS routing) [132]. Many
open problems remain to be solved to extend these solutions across autonomous system
boundaries, and this has been an active research area. For example, there is an on-going
debate whether the current MPLS label assignment algorithm is suÆcient for inter-domain
traÆc engineering.
Another unresolved problem is whether Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [45]
should be used for both inter-domain routing and traÆc engineering. BGP was originally
designed for connectivity. Although it allows an AS to enforce certain policies or to state
preferred routes through the use of its di erent option elds, the actual operation is cumbersome and ineÆcient. A thorough performance study is needed to determine if extending
BGP to support inter-domain traÆc engineering is a scalable solution.
7.2.4 Security Issues

There are various security and privacy issues related to deploying the Clearing
House architecture and mechanisms over the Internet, which are administered by multiple
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independent and (sometimes) competing parties. Some of these issues are explained below:
Trust Management We observe that the CH-nodes of a particular ISP may need to access
monitoring points that lie in other ISPs' networks for making resource allocation
decisions. This raises an important issue: how can one specify policies for controlled
exposure of information, such as aggregate traÆc statistics or backbone performance,
without having to reveal internal network state information. For example, it might
be mutually bene cial to di erent ISPs to route the inter-domain traÆc along less
congested paths, but this requires information about the neighboring domains beyond
that available from end-to-end measurements.
Security Management In addition to trust, any intra- or inter-domain QoS signaling or
routing should be protected against tempering, hijacking and denial-of-service attack.
For example, an ISP needs a mechanism to verify the authencity and authorization
of the routing or measurement information provided by other parties. Initial work in
this area includes Secure Border Gateway Protocol (S-BGP) [133] and the ARQoS
project [134].
Secure Billing As a resource controlling system, the CH should support billing mechanisms for settlements between peering ISPs, as well as between an ISP and its customers. It must also enable recording of billing information securely and verify the
charging model, e.g., does the bill correspond to the legitimate charges invoked only
by the participating ISPs? does a customer access a service from the local network
points as they specify?
Privacy Management Ideally, the legitimate user should not need to reveal his/her identify to every provider in the call path simply for billing purpose: only he user's home
provider would need to record the details of a call, such as the date and place of origin. Since the CH is the intermediary system in admission control, maintenance and
perhaps, billing, it has a signi cant role to play in the overall privacy maintenance.
Secure Fid Assignments Since the MDAP mechanism (Chapter 6.3) requires assignments of F ids to admitted ows, it is possible for an external malicious user/application
to create its own F id which is valid but has not been explicitly assigned by the our system. As discussed in Chapter 6.3.6, one potential solution is to use a hash-function
with shared secret key between the resource control points and every edge router.
To adopt this approach, issues such as key distribution and maintenance need to be
resolved.
7.3 Conclusions
From our design experience and the evaluation results discussed throughout this
dissertation, we conclude that statistical techniques can be employed to provision the network resources eÆciently, through reservation, admission control and traÆc policing, to
support latency sensitive applications without per- ow management at every router. We
illustrate how these techniques work within a distributed control architecture called the
Clearing House. The main strengths of our approach are scalability, support for distributed
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management, and robustness against traÆc uctuations. Although CH supports incremental deployment, the main operational challenge it faces is trust and policy management
between di erent ISPs.
Our work establishes a foundation for further studies on inter-domain routing
and traÆc engineering issues. For example, some of our ndings provide insights into
making better routing decisions and negotiating more meaningful SLAs. There is also a
set of interesting open security problems associated with deploying CH architecture and
mechanisms.
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